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Strickland tackles athletic funding
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
On the heels of recent attacks
on athletic spending at Kentucky's regional universities, Murray
State athletic director Michael D.
Strickland said Wednesday that it
was time to unmask some of the
inaccuracies being reported in the
media.
"The thing that's unfair about
the whole debate, whether it's in
the Courier-Journal, Lexington
Herald-Leader or the Paducah
Sun, is every time I see something I see the term 'athletic deli-

cit," Strickland said.
"It's not a defiCit...that.3 a
misnomer."
Sunday's edition of the
Courier-Journal reported that
Murray State lost $2.2 minion
through the athletic program during the 1993-94 school year.
A chart accompanying the article noted that the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville were the only schools
in the state that came out ahead,
while the six regional universities
suffered losses.
Murray State, according to the

chart, suffered the biggest hit
($2.2 million), followed by Western Kentucky at $1.79 million.
"Those aren't deficits, those
are subsidies they're talking
about," Strickland said of the
$2.2 million noted. in the article.
"Murray State had made a commitment to give us $2.2 million
for the year.
"That's money they (university) give us to operate with."
Murray State athletics also
receives approximately $500,000
per year through fund-raising,
which brings the annual budget
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MICHAEL D. STRICKLAND

Devastating Blaze

close to S2,8 million Anything
spent over the $2 8 million can
be considered a deficit, according
to Strickland
He noted that the MSU athletic
department has been operating at
a deficit of approximately
S!.00,000 per year since the early
19140s
"When Dr (Ronald) Kurth
came here, he said that we were
no longer going to operate with a
deficit, but he didn't get it done."
Strickland said of Kurth. whose
contract was not renewed hy the
MSt• hoard of regents in the

summer tit 149;
Dr Kern Alexander. who is
beginning his second year as
MSU president. gase Stnaland a
three eat plan to balance the
athletic budget
Strickland said the athletic
department's budget will halark c
out for I99S
'We•re on line to hase
balanced budget kw the first time
in Is years." Strickland
explained
Athletic spending debates %to

III See Page 2

County farmers
ahead of state
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writ*,

either on time or early this year
"Most harvesting will he done
around late A4 gust of early Sep
trmher, which is ideal." Howard
said
Howard said the outlook on
corn and soybean crops is
use
"We need a good mid-July rain
to bring them up, but so far
everything looks good." he said
The agricultural statistics se:
vice reported that soybean plant
ing is down this year around the
state 150 percent as compared to
69 percent a year agoi. hut
according to Howard.-the outlook
for local farmers is good
"The soybean crop looks good
this year, full-season beans arc
nght on schedule," he said
Howard said hay is the worst
crop for local farmers because of
recent rains

With the arrisal of summer,
farmers in thy area arc taking a
look at this year's crops
Local farmers are faring better
than their counterparts around the
state, with most lrops above the
average cited by the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics Service
According to the service, the
condition of tobacco is 1 percent
very poor, 5 percent poor. 29 per
cent fair, 56 percent good and 9
percent very good
"Tobacco farmers around here
are doing reasonably good, somewhere in the upper-end of the
scale," said Ted Howard of the
Calloway County Extension
Office.
In some pans of Kentucky. resetting crops was necessary
because of the losses sustained
from severe weather damage
"We've got the quantity, we
Howard said re-setting crops
don't have the quality," Howard
was not a problem for local farmers because they got plants out • See Page 2

BZA rejects
zoning request
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writ*,

BERNARD KANE tipalrea Ts photos
An earty-morning fire in New Providence on Highway 893 gutted the horns of Patricia and Harbert Boren. Firefighters with Calloway County
Fire-Rescue worked for more than an hour to control the blaze. (Bottom left): Calloway firefighter Hal Nance Jr. operates the hose at the rear of
the home while other firefighters (bottom right) tended to spot firm No ono wan injured. The cause of the flre has not been determined and it
is still under Investigation.

Stranded riverboat freet,taptain Disney bound
By TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
HAWESVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
On a signal, live powerful towboats gunned their engines and
pulled taut the thick ropes tied to
the giant American Queen steamboat, stranded on a Kentucky
sandbar in the Ohio River for
four days.
Slowly, the stern swung from
shore toward deeper water.
"OK, we're moving! Here we
go!" shoaled Patti Young. on
board the grounded riverboat.
'The crew is shouting just
'yeah!''

It took only minutes then to
complete what salvage crews had
spent four days straggling to
accomplish: towing the 3.707-ton
paddlewheel riverboat tad of the
muck Wednesday evening and
stern-first into the river channel.
The American Queen, the
largest such steamboat ever built,
was free. Its crew was elated if
not a hole embarrassed over all
the fuss.
"I'm just going to Disney
World." the beleagured captain,
John Devitt, told The Associated
Press later. "We worked real
herd. I feel great about it. It's a

shame this had to happen, at really is. But she's a beautiful boat."
The five towboats, representing
more than 7.000 horsepower.
used ropet 2% WEN Oct Is
pall the 418-foot riverboat into a
deepwater path that had been
dredged over two days.

moved under iu own power to
dock temporarily at Troy, Ind.
where it reloaded fuel and water
that had been removed earlier in
the week to lighten the ship.
A Coast Guard inspection
toned little damage.
"We found slight damage. but

The ship was stranded since
Sunday, when Devitt intentionally beached it for an aerial photograph but got stack when river
levels fell quickly. Paddlewheel
captains sometimes "heed into
the beach" to park outside the
busy naviptiosal chewed.
After et was freed, the Queen

it," said Coast Guard spokesman
Tom Jones
Fog on the nver this morning
delayed the boat's departure. but
it had steamed through the Cannelton locks by 5:45 cat. CDT en
route so P1144'6680.
II See Ps.* 2

nothing worthy of dry-docking

The Board of Zoning Adjustments rejected a request Wednesday by Steve Winchester to operate a used car lot at 212 N. 12th
St.
The land, owned by Winchester, lies in a B-4 zone which
allows structures such as professional buildings, banks and government buildings.

A used car lot falls under the
review and discretion of the
board as to whether the business
would - detract from the local
surroundings.
Winchester, accompanied by
his lawyer. Chuck Foster, faced
close to IS people who turned out
in opposition to his proposal.
Foster represented Winchester
at the meeting.
"We want to take this opportunity to address the people and
let them know of Steve's mien Lions," Foster told the board.
The proposal requests that
Winchester be allowed to park
and sell 8 to 10 late model cars
on the plot of' land at 212 N 12th
St
"Steve lives an this neighbor•
hood, nght around the corner. SO
he wants something respectable
looking." Foster said, "He's not
goes( so put up lights or banners'
or signs, he jaat wafts a place to

park his cars on (Highway) 641,"
Foster said
One of the people in opposing
Winchester's proposal was Bill
Griffith, 1014 Sharp St who
owns property adjoining the kit
"If you don't grant this request
tonight, will we find out in six
months that you OK'd it later?"
he asked the board.
City Planner Don Elias
explained to Griffith that the
board's decision can only be
overturned by a court order.
"We need a master plan for
12th Street," Gnffith said. "Right
now (the zoning) is all over the
place
Winchester said he would
abide by any restriction the board
placed on the lot
"If you want to restrict the
number of can or the placement
of the entrance way, that's fine I
Just want a place to park my

cars," Winchester said
Both Foster and Winchester
tried to assure the people the lot
would look mks and not lead to
an increase in traffic around the
area, but some residents were not
convinced
"We've lived in our house for
loon and we've seen a lot of
dos.on 12th Street," said Ani-
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ins as a residential house
Tlic board's ruling requires the
churce to move the building to
meet the zoning requirements.
•Tlie board passed a request by
Jimmy Bramley. allowing him to
aidk the sideyard minimum for a
maiiiilacturrd how he wants to
place on a plot of land at 506
**(sub LP Milks St
The structure's site would only
allow seven and a half feet on
each side of the house instead of
the 10 feet required by the zoning
hoard
•The hoard was scheduled to
hear a request by Lambert Vending to use a lot, zoned R-3
imulti-family residential), behind
the company's building for
employee parking.
R-1 zoning doesn't allow parking lots and Lamben Vending is
requesting the board grant a
request to use the lot for this

Neighbors complamed that it is
violation of front and sideyard
space longs. which are 2.; feet
for back clearance. 30 feet for
from clearance and 10 feet on
both sides for sideyard clearance
Hershal Caner represented the
church at Wednesday's meeting
-We don't know who actually
put the building in there. but we
need to decide +hat to do about
iL he said
The church had originally
wanted to use the building as a
worship center. but opposition
lorced them to abandon the idea
It isms plans to use the build

FROM PAGE 1
is Boyd. 1004 Sharp St "We feel
this is not a good change Winchester thanked the board
after it rejected his proposal and
said that he past thought Pied
v.'. it a try
In other business
•The board rriected a request
by the Murray Church of God in
Christ for a variance in the mini
mum requuenienu for front and
tacky an! clearance
The building occupying the
space at 502 N Cherry St was
pLKed crookedly in the alkmed
space
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for Lamhert Vending were unable to
attend the meeting.
The matter will be addressed at
.lul•s hoard meeting.
*The hoard deferred a request
t) J D Williams for a size varunce of a plot of land at 904
()Ilse St
"The WT of the variance worries me, we need more public
insolsement," Elias said.
The board deferred the issue to
the Planning Commission for
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Unfortunately, the hail hit
many roofs and did a lot of major damage.
Fortunately, we're having a
sale on GAF" roofing
shingles.

FROM PAGE 1
faced in lam May alter the annual
Ohm Valley Cesiereace societies
when Morehead Stale was allowed to maintain league status
despite taking its football program one at the league.
Cities the high cost of playing
Division I-AA football, which
allows schools to grant up to 65
scholarships, Morehead will gradually move to non-scholarship
football.
Morehead president Ronald
Eaglin expects the school to save
about $400,000 per year in scholarship money.
"1 think Morehead is sending a
negative message," Strickland
said.
Strickland said that it's fair to
argue, like Morehead, whether or
not $2.2 million is too much to
spend on athletics.
-There is a value to athletics,
as far as public relations and
alumni support." Strickland said.
"At Murray State, that value is
$2.2 million.
"I'm convinced that if you
don't have athletics, you can't
attract students...we're a window
and the front porch (to the university) and I think we're doing a
good
When asked for a comment
Thursday morning, Alexander
spoke of athletic scholarship
spending and its impact on the
entire university.
"If we didn't offer (athletic)
scholarships, we wouldn't get
students, and in turn we wouldn't
get state funding," Alexander
said of state funding for full-time
student credit hours. "Funding for
students far exceeds money spent
for those scholarships.
"Morehead just reduced their
enrollment by dropping football
scholarships."
Strickland elaborated, saying,
"We've got a lot of athletes that
don't get full rides. They're having to pay some of the tuition to
run track or play tennis. Those
are students that Murray State
might not normally have."
In the athletic budget for
1995-96, which is 52.84 million,
SI.156 million will be spent on
athletic scholarships.
Murray -State had an athletic
budget of approximately $3 million in the late 1980s, but drops
in higher education funding,
among other factors, forced the
university to cut back.
Strickland said getting the
budget in line has been difficult
over the last several years. Hiring
freezes and penny pinching has
taken a toll.
"Anyone wanting to come in
and see how we spend money
will see that we don't live high
on the hog," he said. "We travel
on buses, put three or four athletes to a room and eat at fastfood restaurants.
"It (spending cuts) has had an
impact and our coaches have had
to scramble. But I can't say
enough about our coaches and
what they do with limited
budgets."

REPORTS
MURRAY POLICE DEPT.
jUNE
.Polic
:
1 arrested Staven BOQQ4114 and charged him with
possession of marquana. possession of drug paraphernalia
and lourth degree assault. Boggess was taken to Murraymbe . y County Hospital after Ps* accidentally shot himself in
C:low:
the left bottOck after an allfxlged confrontation with his
11
.Police were called to St. Leo's Church, 401 N. 12th St., to
jti
inlti
E ate a break-in. Several items were reported missing.
The investigation is on going.
JUNE
E 12
Were called to the Fashion Bug in the Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center after a report of a threatening caller. Gina
Penney, store manager, received a call from a man who said
he was in the overhead vent system using a cellular phone.
The man said he had a gun and was pointing it at her. Penney
and another employee ran out of the store and called police.
The incident is still under investigation
CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT,
JUNE 15
',Eldon Ray Tharpe was served with a warrant charging him
with one count of first degree sexual abuse.
'Wallace Edward Key Jr. was served with a warrant charging him with three counts of sexual abuse.
JUNE 16
.Carla White, Hazel, reported the theft of several items
from her car while it was parked at Wildcat Beach. According
to a sheriff's report, White's car was broken into between
12:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. agd re-locked after the perpetrators
exited. White reported the theft of $80, checks, credit cards
and prescription drugs from the vehicle.
'Michael A. Jones, At. 6, was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana and two counts of possession of drug
paraphernalia. Sgt. Joe Lawrence was investigating a noise
complaint on Ramsey Road. According to arrest reports, when
Lawrence approached the house, he smelled marijuana. Upon
further investigation, he found Jones in possession of a baggie containing a small amount of marijuana.
JUNE 19
'Mark A. Fowell, 21, Dexter, was arrested and charged with
one count of receiving stolen property.
'Robert D. Morgan, Rt. 6, was served with a warrant charging him with being a fugitive from justice from the state of
Tennessee, which is a class D felony.
MURRAY FIRE DEPT.
JUNE 18
'Firefighters responded to 103 N. 16th St. where residents
smelled an odor. Firefighters discovered an undetermined
electrical problem in the structure. The owner of the house,
W.J. Pitman, 507 Olive St., was notified by the Murray Electric
System that power to the building would not be restored until
the electrical system was fixed. Alternate living arrangements
were made for residents by Pitman.
'Firefighters assisted ambulance services at a wreck
involving an injury off Highway 1328. No fire equipment was
used.
'Firefighters responded to a car fire at the corner of Chestnut Street and Highway 641. Eddie McPherson had refilled his
gas tank after running out of gas. McPherson put some gasoline in the carburetor to prime the engine when it caught fire.
The fire burned itself out by the time firefighters arrived on the
scene. No extensive damage to the car was reported and no
fire equipment was used.

III Riverboat...
FROM PAGE 1
"It feels great. I must admit,"
said Ms. Young, a spokeswoman
for the Delta Queen Steamboat
Co., which owns the boat. "This
boat was meant to float, meant to
move on the river.
"It was Gilligan's Island there
for a while."
Larry Raines, a Coast Guard
boat's mate, was one of two
officers in a small boat circling
the paddlewheeler late Wednesday. He said there was no obvi-

ous hull damage and no evidence
of any fuel spill.
Surveyors crawled inside the
ship's cramped hull spaces also
looking for problems.
"The inspection is a standard
procedure following any maritime incident such as this," said
Jeff Krida, president of the
steamboat company. "We are
pleased that the American Queen
incident, while memorable, is
expected to result in no long-term
consequences."

Howard said about half of the
local wheat has been harvested
said. "You can't put up hay that and the crop looks good overall.
is wet or it will go bad. The old
According to Howard, disease
saying about planting hay when and the overall insect problem is
the sun shines is true."
normal for this time of year.
"Flea beetle damage is average
The service reported a good and we have seen very little proboutlook for wheat crops.
lems such as black shank and no
blue mold has been reported this
It said 20 percent of the state's year," he said.
wheat crop has been harvested,
The outlook for western Kenmost of it in western Kentucky, tucky is about average for the
as of Sunday.
year on all crops.

"We're running about even or
better on most of our crops this
year," he said.
Howard said farmers have to
be good managers and work
around the rain.
"If there was a committee to
decide rainfall, we'd never have
it. One farmer wants it, another
doesn't.
"It's a good thing that God is
in charge. We as farmers have to
learn to work around his schedule," Howard said.

•Farmers...
FROM PAGE 1
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As the "plck-a-little ladles," Linda Sperath, Cindy Rol-timuth, Teri DoLancey
and Nancy Christensen entertain the citizens of River City, Iowa, with their
comical versions of Greek dancing in the Playhouse In the Park production of
the Broadway musical, "The Music Man." Performances conclude this
weekend, with shows scheduled tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 2p.m. Reservations may be made through the community theater
box office, 759-1752.

Playwrights kick off season
Monday, June 26, marks the
kick-off of The West Kentucky
Playwrights eighth season at Murray's Playhouse in the Park. The
meeting starts at 7 p.m. Anyone
interested in getting started on writing monologues,dialogues, short or
full length plays is invited to attend.
There is no fee.
Starting June 26, the group will
meetevery other Monday until Dec.
11 to read the works-in-progress of
writers who want to see their plays
presented as part of the eighth
annual West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival. Constance Alexander,
writer and playwright from Murray,
serves as dramaturg of the group
and artistic director of the festival.
At each meeting, plays under
development receive a "cold" reading. "Playwrights hear their work,
get feedback from the group, and
find out if the piece has the effect
they expected," Ms. Alexander explained. The reactions the playwright receives from the group and
the dramaturg help guide revisions
and re-writes. Plays are selected for
presentation in the April festival by

Playhouse in the Park's programming committee.
Playwrights who want to submit
plays for the April, 1996 festival
must attend at least two Monday
night meetings. Since 1989, the
West Kentucky Playwrights Festival has produced 54 new plays by 27
playwrights from a number of West
Kentucky and West Tennessee
counties. Some of the plays have
been published and performed in
community and professional theaters around Kentucky and elsewhere across the country. Others
have been adapted for different
media, including television and radio. Playwrights have received
awards and grants from various
theaters and organizations, including Kentucky Arts Council, Kentucky Foundation for Women, and
Mary Anderson Center for the Arts
in Mount St. Francis, Ind.
Playhouse in the Park is located
on Arcadia Drive, in Murray's
county park. For additional information, call the playhouse at 502759-1752.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
spring breeze drifts through an
open window, carrying the fresh
scent of lavender bads from the
jacaranda trees. Somewhere in
the distance, a tiny turd calls to
its mate.
Otherwise, it's a fairly quiet
day at Clavius Base, Tom Hanks'
"global headquarters."
Until ...
A burst of laughter.
A cascade of words.
"I think you're out of your
mind!" Hanks roars at the suggestion that he — two-time Oscar
winner, Hollywood's Nice Guy
— is the Man of the Year.
No way!
"Val Kilmer — he's the man
of the year. You're behind the
times. I think he's great," Hanks
says with sincerity about his fellow actor, the new Caped Crusader. "Was he not amazing?" Vie
asks of Kilmer's portrayal of Doc
Holliday in "Tombstone." He
calls Khmer's turn "mesmerizing" — a word he later uses to
describe Sean Penn in "Carlito's
Way."
Few actors can rein in their
egos long enough to lavish such
praise on their peers. But Hanks
is that rarity: a well-grounded
star who isn't too grand to marvel
at another actor's talent or make
tea for a guest at his office.
The American public first met
Hanks in 1980 with the TV sitcom "Bosom Buddies." Since
then, he's evolved from cocky
comedy bunny to compelling
artist: the little boy-big man of
"Big," the ravaged lawyer of
"Philadelphia," the heroic nail
of "Forrest Gump," astronaut
Jim Lovell in "Apollo 13."
Hanks seems to have the platinum touch. He definitely has the
golden touch, as witnessed by his
back-to-back Academy Awards
and Golden Globes.
"He's as well-known as any
global leader and, minimally, as
smart," says Brian Grazer. a

close friend and producer of
"Apollo 13."
"He's become not only film
history, but real history," Grazer
says. "And he hasn't changed
He's still a guy who, if he wants
to get some sandwiches at the
beach, be gets them himself He
doesn't send anyone else. And
when he drives home after work.
he just doesn't believe that this is
his life — not that he doesn't
deserve it."
Hanks as relaxing in a comfortable chair in his office on the lot
of Twentieth Century Fox. in a
small, unassuming red brick
building wedged behind two trailers. He has named his company.
Chivies Base, a place mentioned
in the movie "2001: A Space
Odyssey." It's an important film
for Hanks, who since childhood
has adored astronomy and space
travel.
He's talking about "Apollo
13" and how much he loves
movie-making.
"It was amazing." he says of
getting to experience zero gravity, raising his voice ever so
slightly to punctuate the enthusiasm.
Hanks is married to &Mess
Rita Wilson, whom he met while
both were filming "Volunteers,"
a 1985 Peace Corps send-up.
They .have a 5-year-old son.
Chester, and Hanks also has two
children from his first marriage
to actress-producer Samantha
Lewes.
Because of his jumbled childhood, family is one of his biggest
priorities.
Born Thomas J. Hanks on July
9, 1956, in Concord, Calif., his
parents divorced when he was 5.
Unable to support four children,
his mother kept the youngest, an
infant, while Tom and his older
brother and sister went with their
father.
Hanks has taken on a somber
cast as he reflects on his career.
He is fully animated when he

talks. just the way he is on the
screen - dlusuatod by the drier.
mined righteousness of a dying
lawyer or Forrest•s unaffected
grief
In "Apollo 13." opening June
30. it's a look of uuer sadness
that makes us feel an asuonaut•s
disappointment he will not walk
on the moon
'He's done a really good job
of keeping things in perspective," Ron Howard says of his
star. "He's still very dedicated to
,

111R1.(

the idea of fulfilling each s.ene's
potential. putting in a good day's
work, being professional
'His talent has clearly grown
He has more confidence in his
ideas and also in his screen
presence •'
The reason largely had to do
with his mamage
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2-Piece Fish
Dinner $2.59 I

Two golden brown fish fillets.
fries and hushpuppies.

Two golden brown fish fillets, I
fries,colt slaw and hushpuppies. I
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Bite Size Shrimp
Dinner $3.99

12 Pc. Shrimp
Dinner $5.49 :

Generous saving dm bit sue!limp,
frit& colc sin and bashpappes.

12 golden fried shrimp, fries,
cole slaw and hushpuppies.
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Good as followiag Kentucky location: Paducah, Mayfield, Murray & Bardstowa

Ornamental Grasses

New Assortment of Perennials
Red Hot Poker

Foxglove
Gloriosa Daisy
Little Princess Daisy
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton's budget
plan causes uproar
among Democrats
9.ASHINGTON (AP) — Overruling most of his political advisers. President Clinton offered a balanced budget plan he is cons inced puts him on safer ground for re-election. But he has caused
3 remarkable uproar within his own party. to the delight of
Republicans
In Clinton's sicv.. he couldn't wait Many aides urged him to
hold his cards until Republicans cast some tough votes, but the
president Insisted he would have no credibility by then — that
Republicans already. had seized the political high ground on deficit
reduction
Indeed they have The public believes Republicans are more cons has come
cerned than Clinton about balancing itc----taits.
at some cost. and Democrats argued in vain before Clin
sised address Tuesday that he was about to spare the GOP frond
paying in full
Consider a new national poll by the Times Mimx Center For
the first time since the GOP takeover in January, the percentage of
Amencans happy that Republicans control Congress slipped below
SO percent. By a narrow margin, more Amen cans disapproved of
GOP policies than approved.
The pnmary reason? Worries that Republicans were slashing too
deeply into Medicare. "People range from very, very anxious to
scared to death about cuts in Medicare," said Andrew Kohut, the
survey director.
Yet in his plan. Clinton also cuts Medicare. He proposed S127
billion in savings over the seven years in which House Republicans
propose S2138 billion in savings and took pains to cast the GOP cuts
as 100 severe
Still. he put the issue on the table before Republicans had to say
exactly bow they would find those savings, infunaung Democratic
congressional leaders who believe Medicare was shaping up as a
powerful 196 issue.
"They're fret to express their opinion." Clinton said Wednesday. "But I still feel very good about it."
So did Republicans, who delighted in arguing the Democrats'
Medicare argument now won't wash. "The president took from the
hands of Democrats the knife with which they hoped to slit our
throats." said Tony Blankley, spokesman for House Speaker Newt
Gingrich
For Clinton. the overriding goal was to get off the sidelines in
the balanced budget debate in a way that appealed to independentminded swing voters who harbor a strong anti-deficit streak.
Women make up the majority of this group, according to pollster
Kohut. Many feel financially insecure, have parents on Medicare
and worry about their childrens' schools.
So it was hardly a surprise that Clinton tried to strike a delicate
balance, offering to erase the deficit over 10 years while not leuing
Republicans "cut education or Medicare just to make room for a
tax cut for people who don't need it."
What was a surprise was the president's
In urging Clinton to craft a plan but hold it until the Republicans
took some political fire. many White House advisers also made the
case that Clinton could use that time to sell skeptical congressional
Democrats on his approach
According to officials familiar with the discussions, pollsters
Stinky Greenberg and Geoffrey Garin offered data to back up
assertions from other advisers that there was no public clamoring
for Clinton to rush out with his proposal
don't think there is any question that if this were decided on
the basis of current political calculus that the president would have
waited longer." said Democratic pollster Geoffrey Garin. "Politically I think this is more defensible on a long tarn calculus."

•

Clinton said he was "sympathetic" to the strategic goals of congressional Democrats But he said, "I do not believe that's the
appropriate position for the president."
So in the end, Clinton sided with Dick Morris. the Democratturned Republican consultant who advised Clinton back in his Arkansu days and has reemerged since last year's Democratic
drubbing
Also in this camp were Sens. John Breaux of Louisiana and
Joseph Lieberman of Connecticut. They led a Democratic Leadership Council mission to the White House three weeks ago and
implored Clinton not worry about a break with other Democrats.
"There are times when a president's needs and the needs of his
party's congressional leadership diverge and this is one of those
president
" said Al From, the DLC presideni
°CCU 60111.
ball
game."
the
in
needs to get back
Republicans skeptically said better late than never and — welcoming the political cover -- promised to consider his ideas. Within the Democratic Party and with the public at large, the bigger
question for Clinton may be whether it was too little too late.
"He came back to the m•ddle class tax cat only after the 1994
elections and now comes into the balanced badges debase only after
the Republicans,- said Kohut "To the casual observer. and most
people are casual observer's. this may sound like a little meaxiom "
EDITOR'S NOTE: Joists Xing covers politics sod the corm
adtalaistratioa for The Associated Press.
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Good 'ole mudslinging
It is obvious from last week's
Council on Higher Education
beano" that people in this area
are worried about Murray State
University's future.
Speakers from Benton, Mayfield and Fulton went to the
microphone to address concerns
regarding the University of
Kentucky•Paducah Community
College engineering program.
And yes, they got there early.
Requests had been made to CHE
Director Gary Cox to split the
TA hour public hearing between
the PCC and MSU supporters.
But Cox wouldn't agree to it.
Worrying about the home court
advantage, MSU supporters got
out of bed early enough to secure
a place in line.
That 45-minute drive isn't such
a bad drive after all.
I hope we didn't scare poor
Harry Ruth, director of the Greater Paducah Economic Development Council.
MSU supporters have a long
history of geuing organized — I
wish someone would have
remembered the doughnuts.
But some in Paducah would
rather call us cheats. What's the
saying? The early bird catch-

needed for years. Inactive leadership kit the back door open to
Paducah.

es...something?
If there is any "growing enmity" toward MSU in Paducah over
being outmaneuvered, direct it
toward the CHE. It's the CHE
rules everyone followed. Go
squish those sour grapes in
Frankfort.
Whose fault is it that Paducah
leaders and UK officials squandered the 15 minutes allotted to
them by making an ill-planned
presentation?
Of course it was Murray's.
Didn't you know we went over
the night before and played subliminal messages to the sleeping
presenters?
Who is the liar in all this? We
learned over Sunday morning
coffee that the Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry &
Technology is inadequate for
engineering courses. Hunt that
dog somewhere else that the

coursework is inadequate. It ain't
SO.

Paducah must be lacking paper
because the only one who has
committed facts and ideas to a
permanent document is Dr. Kern
Alexander.
Confusing messages. MSU
supporters have put aside the
argument on engineering needs.
Instead, the university says if
there is a need, there is a program
ready and students can enroll.
Just as most university programs
are based on supply and demand.
so is engineering.
Choices have been made in the
past. Choices that bother many.
But we can't keep looking back.
Through the Roads Scholars
program, Alexander has gone to
great lengths to reach out to the
region. He has been a proactive
president, proving proactive leadership — something MSU has

In trying to be the solution to
the engineering quagmire. MSU
is trying to be the regional university. You can't have it both
ways. Sling one mudball that
MSU is riot regional and then
sling another that the school has
no business "interfering." Go
wash your hands in the Ohio
River.
MSU was the regional university when the campus wind
ensemble joining the Paducah
Community Band on stage in
Paducah's Symphony Hall and
played Christmas music. (You
know, I noticed some chamber of
commerce types in the audience,
they could have been spies.)
MSU is the regional university
when student teachers work in
Paducah schools, provide undergraduate and graduate coursework and scholarships in the "region's largest city."
It is the long term MSU supporters are worried about make
no mistake.
No, make no mistake about it.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 16 — Saint Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press on balancing the
Widget:
President Clinton made the right decision to submit a budgetbalancing plan. It's better for the president to draw a road map —
even if the Republican Congress will pick another route — than to
sit by the roadside of the most critical public policy debate of our
times.
He should have done it sooner. He should not persist in the tax cut foolishness. And he should have resisted the urge to use interest
rate assumptions arithmetic that would flunk all lesser beings than
politicians out of Econ 101.
The president's budget-balancing proposal, however, does two
tremendously important things.
First, it follows that road map to a date certain for a balanced
budget. His plan uses 10 years instead of the seven that congressional Republicans are following, thus spreading the discomfort.
Clinton also surrenders the political deception that the budget
can be balanced without holding down the growth of Medicare
spending and the only way to do that is in the context of overall
health care reform. That would have been nice, but it didn't happen
last year and deferral on Medicare only compounds the problem... .
Most important for a public that wants to balance the budget but
isn't yet sold on the emerging Republican interpretations of shared
sacrifice and investment policy, Clinton draws another road out of
the deep woods.

June 18 — Winston-Salem (N.C.) Journal on balancing the
budget:
In presenting a revised budget, President Clinton has — even if
belatedly — done the right thing as a leader, whether or not it pays
off politically. He could, as many of his advisers reportedly urged,
have waited, hoping that public sentiment would turn against congressional Republicans as details of their proposal budget cuts
became clearer. He could have been strictly a negative force, offering vetoes but no counterproposals of his own. Instead, he has
rightly decided to step forward and try to influence the budget process now.
Last winter, the president's original budget essentially acknowledged that the congressional Republicans were in the driver's seat.
Now the Republicans have come up with their own version of the
budget, which attempts, as promised, to balance the budget in
seven years. The administration has been busy loudly criticizing
various cuts in social programs, science and technology, national
parks and other areas. Clinton's approval ratings have been slowing
rising. He has used the veto once, on a bill cutting current spending, and has threatened to use it again.
But a president should be more than a naysayer, more than a
politician thinking of the next election. Clinton has come up with
an alternative budget that is better than the one he offered in February, and decidedly better than what the Republicans cooked up. ...
Congressional Democrats are howling, saying that Clinton has let
Republicans off the hook just when they were beginning to squirm
a little. But congressional Democrats had their chance; they did
little to support Clinton's proposals in the last Congress.

Where are the real leaders?
In the film "The Caine Mutiny,
Captain Queeg's paranoia overwhelms him to the point that he
turns his ship upside down in an
attempt to find out who ate more
than the allotted share of strawberries.
The 1990s version of that film
would have women, not strawberries, as the center of contention.
And rather than court-martialing
Queeg, a Navy court would try his
men for daring to express the view
that women in combat positions
might not be good for the Navy.
On May 18, the Navy's Separation Board voted to discharge Li
Cmdr. Kenneth Carkhuff because,
in a private conversation with his
commanding officer, he said his
religious views led him to question
the suitability of women in combat.
Carkhuff quickly added that those
same religious views require him to
obey the commands of his superiors
as long as they don't conflict with
'rood's law." He indicated that as a
helicopter pilot he would have followed orders to lead women into
combat. regardless of his personal
rellerVabOlUL

In the modem Navy (and other
branches of service), the fear of the
likes of Rep. Pat Schroeder (DColo.) and some other female congresspersons, whose knowledge of
military life is limited because
they've never served in it, is enough
legend the Navy's highest commanders into a frenzy. As example had
to be made of Caribuff.
On July 26. 1994, Caulthuff's
1111pariors recommended the earliest
wale proascoson because be was
apes as so "estraordinery deportBM hour and a "superitx officer
gadt 'usensuited poor
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tial. . . destined for command and
beyond." His superior wrote that
"he has earned my strongest personal recommendation for early
promotion ahead of his peers.. ."
How does one go from such a
glowing fitness report to a revised
report only six weeks later in which
that same officer judged Carkhuffs
"overall performance as unsatisfactory" and he could not recommend
Carkhuff for promotion or retention
in the Navy?
The revised report said C_arkhuff
had been downgraded in every
category in which he had found
himself upgraded just six weeks
before for one reason:"Hu inability
to fully employ and impartially
judge the female members of his
unit. A bright future bas been lost
and otherwise superb performance

completely overshadowed by this
glaring. irreconcilable conflict with
Navy policy" (emphasis mine).
Perhaps the Navy should institute
the same policy for those who object
to women in combat as it has for
gays: don't ask; don't tell.
Apparently determined not only
to suppress private conversation,
but also police the thoughts of Navy
personnel, the government counsel
at the separation hearing cross-examined Carkhuff about his relationship with a men's movement called
Promise Keepers, a nondenominational organization that filled
Washington's RFK stadium last
weekend. More than 50.000 men
pledged to keep their promises to
God, their wives and children, and
remain honest and pure. The military once regarded such qualities as

Just drop us a line ...
Readers ad residents are welcome sod escoureled to expos their
opining an oar Tom°pose by writing MMus to the editor. We print
k41111 an a variety of topic" provided they comply with the tailoring
pidetheic all Man NM be signed by the Wier, with the ertimr's
slim and telephone number minded in case ueriticatiom is marsresy We.= numbers will not be published). Leon met mat be
may ibe 00 na& Lumen limid be typewritten and 4oable-4mA
if pool*. We room the right to condense or reject any lettersod ID
fregeest writers.
WIWI shood be addressed ea Lessor to the Editor, limey Woo
& now P.O. Ban 1040, Morey. KY 42071.
& et

admirable, but apparently they have
gone the way of the draft and are
now seen as subversive. The
counsel indicated he intended to
identify any other members ofCarkhuffs squadron who believe as he
does.
Carkhuffs attorney, Stephen
Gallagher, says, "The (Separation)
Board's ruling stands for the proposition that disagreement with the
women-in-combat policy disqualifies officers from positions of leadership." He further believes that "a
large percentage of active-duty
naval officers currently disagree
with the policy on religious or
political grounds." Evidence was
presented at Carkhuffs hearing that
in seminar discussions at the Naval
War College(where the Navy sends
its best), more than half of the
participating officers believe that
the new policy is simply an exercise
in political expediency, which fundamentally undercuts military
readiness. "If the government's
position on this issue is taken as
valid,' says Gallagher, "half of the
Navy's officer corps should be eliminated."
What are the officers waiting for,
the next election? Maybe they think
a new President will reverse the
policy. Perhaps. But real leadership
means standing up for principles,
especially in difficult circumstances. Officers who believe, for
whatever reason, that women don't
belong in combat should resign their
commissions. By doing so, they
would make a powerful and wow
row state:nen and force Congress
to reassess the policy. To sly and do
nothing is hypocrisy aid cowardice,
sot goolines associsiad witha
coloosield Navy.
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Wranglers Riding Club will have an open horse show on Saturday. June 24, at 5:30 p.m. at the club, located 24 miles east of
Murray on Van Cleave Road, off Highway 94 East Thirty-three
classes will be featured in the show. For more information call Gary
Ahart at 437-4838 or Kenneth Conner, 437-4763.

Need Line needs food items
Valorie Hunt, caseworker at Need Line, has issued an appeal for
special items for the food baskets prepared for clients. Items needed
include tuna, peanut butter, instant milk, rice, crackers, and assorted
pastas. These may be taken to the Need Line office on bottom floor
of Weaks Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
Bethel United Methodist Church will have revival services starting Sunday, June 25, and continuing through Friday. June 30. The
Rev. J.D. Featherston will be the evangelists for services at 7 p.m.
nightly. Special music will be presented.

Mason's Chapel plans homecoming
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday. June 25. The Rev. Roger Hopson, Paris
District Superintendent, will speak at 11 a.m. services. Steve Hinze
will present special music. A potluck meal will be served at noon.
At 2 p.m. the Youth will present a Vacation Bible School program.

Greater Hope plans special event
Greater Hope Baptist Church will sponsor Building Fund Pledge
Day at Main Street Youth Center on Sunday, June 25, at 3 p.m. The
Rev. Richard Blakemore, pastor, and members of Silver Springs
Baptist Church, Arlington, will be special guests. Dinner will be
served at Willis Center as soon as the guests arrive.

Hospital Retirees will meet Monday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, June 26, at 6 p.m. for a dinner meeting at
Sirloin Stockade. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees
and former employees. For information call Nancy McClure at
492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Bible School on Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have a oneday Bible School on Saturday, June 24, from 8:45 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Lunch will be provided. For more information about the school call
Jane Cothran. For transportation call 753-6060. The church is
located off Highway 94 West on Crossland Road, eight miles from
Murray. All interested persons are urged to attend.
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located off Highway 94
East, will have its first service in its newlytonstructed sanctuary on
Sunday, June 25. The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. worship hour. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. A special dedication service will be planned at a later date. The public is invited to

attend.

Spring Creek plans school
Spring Creek Baptist Church will have its annual Bible School
starting Sunday. June 25, and continuing through Thursday, June 29.
Classes for preschool through 12th grade will be from 6:15 to 8:30
p.m. A summer picnic will follow the registration on Sunday night.
"Windows On the World" will be theme of classes including Bible
study, crafts, games, refreshments, etc. Special activities will be
planned for the teens.

Compton reunion on Sunday
The annual Compton family reunion will be Sunday, June 25,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the courthouse pavilion at MurrayCalloway County Park. A basket lunch will be served at noon. All
family members and friends are invited.

Atkins reunion on Sunday
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Bethany Ann Thompson
and Matthew Irvin Spencer

Wed Fri 10 5, Sit I() 2
Evelyn Wallis 0,....ner

Thompson and Spencer
wedding to be July 22
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Thompson of Murray announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter. Bethany Ann
Thompson, to Matthew Irvin Spencer, son of Irvin Spencer and the
late Mrs. Janyce Spencer of Brandenburg.
Miss Thompson is the granddaughter of Mrs. victoria Thompson
and the late Allen Thompson of Brandenburg. and of Mrs. Naomi
Boyken and the late Gerald Boyken of Livermore.
Mr. Spencer is the grandson of the late Russell and Frances
Spencer, and of the late John and Villeda Pfeiffer, all of Louisville
The bride-elect, a 1988 graduate of Calloway County High School,
graduated Summa Cum Laude from Murray State University in 199i
with a Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education. She is currently
employed by the Meade County Board of Education.
The groom-elect, a 1988 graduate of Meade County High School,
graduated from the University of Louisville m 1993 with a Bachelor
of Arts in English. He is also employed by the Meade County Board
of Education.
The couple will exchange vows on Saturday. July 22. 1995. at 630
p.m. EDT at Brandenburg United Methodist Church, Brandenburg. A
nursery will be provided.
Following the ceremony a reception will be held at the Fort Knox
Officers' Club.
All relatives and friends arc invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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JEREMY E. VAUGHN has
enlisted for three years in the
United States Army and will
receive training as a field
artilleryman.
Vaughn was assisted in choosing his enlistment options by
Staff Sgt. Weaver of the U.S.
Army Recruiting Station, Paris.
Tenn.
A graduate of Calloway County High School. Vaughn is the
son of Mrs. Judith Vaughn and
David Vaughn, both of Dexter.
The 19-year-old has enlisted in
the Army under the special
Delayed Entry Program (DEP)
which allows qualified applicants
to delay, by as much as one year,
the date they must report for
active duty after enlisting.
Vaughn will report for active
duty in October.
Vaughn will receive his Army
basic training at Ft. Sill, Okla.,
and will remain there for his
advanced individual training. He
will be able to continue his education with the S14,575 G.I. Bill.

Do you have acne-prone skin,
Wouid you
facial scars. tine
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Nein Pea Beauty Pageant

Ilicky Van Shelton
Friday - June 30
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our natural nail care
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Appreciamm Day

A Bark to the Park
Saturday - July 1
Walk Anemia fw Moldier Batas

Old Faahaned See FL?

Child ID Pnrarn

An and Cra.s. Fa.r

Storyfeat NIS

Red, White and Blue
•

Motor Spam Garden Tractor Po:

Maar with a Bang'

Arnencan Kid Cross Terra Tournament .

Amnon Rai Cram Tar Tourr.arnent

Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
Extravaganza

Trmsus'rticaina
For more information call 759-2199 or stop at Freedom
Fest Headquarters,Murray Tourism Commission in the
Commerce Centre - Hwy.641 N. for your FREE official
Freedom Fest Event Guide.
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SUMMER CLEARANCE

30%-50%

Off

STOREWIDE

July 17, 18, 19, & 20
...and has a few VACANT SEATS!
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Boone Merms P.oScri.;*. &tura
VFW Vetervta Merncra. Ses-te

Moray Mar Street ILe

Kids Parade

Sunday • July

(4

Price Per Person: Single $558. Double $472,Triple $448,Quad $436. Includes: Motorcoach,five shows.
accommodations at a five star hotel, cancellation insurance, driver gratuity, three breakfasts, two lunches.
and three dinners. RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENTS DUE BY JUNE 2.

•

Acrylic Nails - $25.00

Helping Right Hirt' in
Our Community

We will depart from Stewart Stadium at 8:00 Lm.on Monday. July 17.and travel to Lamberts in Sikeston.
MO for lunch. On to Branson where we will be staying at Branson Towers,a five star hotel. After dinner we
start the shows (there will be five in all): Andy Williams Moon River Theater. Bobby Vinum/Glen Miller
Orchestra. Shoji Tabuchi Theater, Lawrence Welk Theater, and Tony Orlando Mesta_

Family Night in the Park

Deal
A new you 'n tour weeks
No Girnmrcilis

I

Country Music

Mu Hun Memmalllotary Golf Tarney •

SERVICE NOTES

June 30
thru July 4

A.1

Choice Sale 5 Days

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY DOES BRANSON

-()"-1:26; I iiI

Off Entire Store

June 2 1 July 1

Descendants of the late Jimmy Atkins and the late Tommy Atkins
will have a reunion on Sunday. June 25. at Hazel Community Center. A potluck meal will be served at noon. All relatives and friends
are invited. For more information call 492-8130.
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Hardin Baptist Church will have special events on Sunday, June
25. Regular worship services will be at 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m. with
the Rev. Ricky Cunningham as pastor. At 1:30 p.m. Ken Alan Miller
Jr. will be ordained to the gospel ministry. He has been youth minister at Hardin for two years and is married to the former Emily
Mahan. Then at 6 p.m. Anthony Burger, colleen pianist, will present
a concert. Burger received the Hart Aflame Award for Instrumentalist of the Year in 1995 and played at the Billy Graham Crusade in
1994. The public is invited to attend these special services.
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Hardin Baptists plan events
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Employees at Southwest Elementary School may pick up theu
June paychecks on Friday. June 23, after 1:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Board of Education office on College Farm Road. Checks
not picked up Friday afternoon will be mailed to the address on the
check. For information call the board office, 753-3033, or contact
Jim Sloan, principal.
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Bethel Methodists plan revival
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Every Friday Night!

R'S BINGO
SHRINE
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m

NEW LOCATION - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* $1000 Letter H
Jackpot Every Week
(30 calls or lass)
* Air Conditioned • Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%
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Laurel Lynn Little
and Brian Van Horn

Little and Van Horn
wedding to be July 22
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Little of
Clinton announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Laurel Lynn Little, to Brian Van Horn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur Van Horn of Benton, Ill.
Miss Little is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hurd of
Clinton and of Mrs. Beatrice Little and the late Neal Little of
Crutchfield.
Mr. Van Horn is the grandson of Mrs. Louise Atchison and the late
William Atchison and the late Mary Louisa Payne and Archie Henry
Van Horn, all of Benton, Ill.
The bride-elect received her Bachelor of Science degree in biology
from Murray State University where she was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority and was named to Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges. This fall she has been
accepted into Optometry School.
The groom-elect received his Bachelor of Science degree in dietetics and his Master's degree in Public Administration from Murray
State University. While at MSU, he was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
social fraternity, president of Student Government Association, and a
member of MSU Board of Regents for two years. He will be continuing work on his Doctoral degree in Higher Education Administration.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 22, 1995, at 5 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Clinton.
A reception and dance will follow at the Columbus Belmont Park
Pavilion Center.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception and dance.

'Summer in the Park'
will start on Monday
The Murray-Calloway Parks
and Recreation Department in
conjunction with the Murray
Family YMCA will sponsor
"Summer in the Park."
A Monday, Wednesday and
Fnday 10 a.m. to noon session
will be offered to children, ages 7
through 11, (S5 per week).
A Tuesday and Thursday 10
a.m. to noon session will be
offered to children, ages 4
through 6, (S5 per week).
Programs will include organized games and activities, nature
walks, crafts, and outdoor sports.
An Adventure Program including such things as ropes-course,
backpacking, biking, and canoeing will also be offered to children, ages 12 through 15, giving
them the chance to develop leadership skills while participating
in .instruction and an overnight
trip. Persons may call for more
..
details.
The programs will be organ-

MURRAY'S PLACE FOR
GREAT FOOD AT
GREAT VALUES!
8 oz. Ribeye Special

tied and implemented by Chris
Blanchard and Niki Murphy,
Murray State University students
majoring in Outdoor Recreation.
Programs will begin Monday,
June 26.
Participants will need to register the Friday before the week
they want to participate. Programs will be open on a first
come, first serve basis. Financial
assistance is available.
For program and registration
information contact the Park
office at 762-0325.

Animal Sheffer Director

Some local children are spending their summer "giving back"
to their community. They are
learning many valuable lessons as
they work right alongside our
staff, cleaning cages and kennels,
bathing, defleaing and deticking.
Each child has duties for which
they are responsible: Toe see that
animals always have water, that
their pens are clean, that they are
exercised each day, and that they
eir''
are socialized and loved.
They are taught also the importance of keeping our shelter clean
and a pleasant place to visit; that
our needs need to be greeted and
assisted in their search for an animal companion/
These children know also the
down side of life here at the shelter in that we do not have room

Scouts win awards
Keisa Bennett, Felicia Galloway, and Shawna Thompson, all
residents of Murray, and Sarah
Stallons of Dexter have been
named recipients of the Jean Cole
Senior Scholarship, which are
given out by the Kentuckiana
Girl Scout Council.
The scholarship awards $500
to selected individuals to be used
for tuition at any accredited
college/university of vocational
school.
Recipients are chosen based on
their commitment to Girl Scouting, including years in Girl
Scouting, service given as a Girl
Scout, and their participation in
the Girl Scout Gold Award program, the highest level of achievement in Girl Scouting.
For her Gold Award community service project, Bennett
formed an academic team at Murray Transitional School. She
recruited 14 fifth graders and 13
fourth graders, held practices
twice a week, recruited moderators, officiators, and assistant
coaches, and coordinated the
teams' participation in six "regular session" matches and one
invitational tournament. Ben-

Kassidy Knight born
Mr. and Mrs. Nicky Knight of
1106 Circarama, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Kassidy
Nicole Knight, born on Tuesday,
June 11,....1995, at 3:15 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven

for all the homeless animals in
Calloway County.
They have learned also, that
wome of the animals that are
brought to us show signs of serious agression, or have not
received their needed vet care
and are ill; and for these reasons
and more, we must humanley
euthanize these animals to protect
our others.
Assisting this summer are
Derek Guinn, Nathan and Megan
Penniston, Amanda and Adam
Ellis, and Anna, Maria and Les
Himelick.
These children our future and
they are to be commended for
their kindness to our animals, our
staff and the entire community
who benefit from their
generosity.
The Animal Shelter is a United
Way agency.

pounds three ounces and measured 19%. inches. The mother is
the former Leigh Henry.
Grandparents are Jerry and
Sandra Henry and Jane and Noble
Knight. Great-grandparents are
Grayson and Aline McClure and
Eunice and Beatrice Henry.

nett's team ended the year with a
10-14 record and a lot of great
memories.
Galloway chose a different
path for her Gold Award project
by organizing an "Adopt-A Grandparent" program. She
recruited "grandparents" from
Fern Terrace Lodge and invited
Girl Scout Troops and other local
youth clubs to serve as "grandchildren." Galloway fells her project was a success because "it
made so many people happy."
Thompson's project was called
"Fun with Homework." She
teamed up with the Family
Resource Center to have her sessions coincide with the center's
adult seminars. This gave children a stable environment in which
to do their homework, and allowed their parents to attend the
seminars without worrying about
child-care. Thompson helped all
the children with their assignments and also designed fun projects for the classes after everyone had finished.
Stations worked for her Gold
Award by developing a project
she called "Math Magic." Her
goal was to give young children a
fun "hands on" experience with
math. She taught classes for
about 30 children through the
YMCA and was able to successfully meet her goal.
In recognition of their achievements, the four Gold Award winners were also awarded the Governor's Youth Merit Award by
Libby Jones, First Lady of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
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New Commerce Centre Hours
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
8:30-11:00 a.m. Saturday

The Commerce Centre is the home of:
* Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
* Economic Development Corporation
* Murray Tourism Commission

Includes Salad Bar

1
llONEY
Hwy. 641 North. Murray
753-9257
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Please call us at 753-5171 or 759-2199 with any
event you are hosting that you would like to
have listed in our bi-monthly calendar of events!
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MURRAY lEDDER

Andrea Rose
gets degree

Andrea Ruth Rose

CALENDAR
Thursday, Juno 22
"The Music Man-re p.m./Playhouse in
the Park. Info/759-1752
Now Providence Baptist Church Bibie
School/7 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
oo1/6 pm.
Church Bible
Murray City Counci1/5:30 p m /Murray
City Hail.
Ladies' Fun NighV5 30 p.m./Oaks
Country Club.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/759-1884 or 753-7405.
Divorce Recovery Support Group/7
p.m./Westsid• Baptist Church.
Info/753-5584.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
One by One Singles Ministry/7
p.m./First United Methodist Church.
Info/753-3812.
TOPS KY #469 Chapter/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Mission Action Group/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day Out/9 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Study-Support Group/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn/7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mom Griffin TheaMr/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Friday, June 23
Kimberly Renee Poole and Tommy
1Gmbro Jr. wedding/6 p.m/Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
New Providence Baptist Church
Bible School/7 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church Bible School/6 p.m.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National
Association of Retired Federal
Employees/11:30 a.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Seniors Golf play/8:30 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
Hazel Contor/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities. Lunch at
11:30 a.m.
Woaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Art Guild open/1-4 p.m.
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Wrathor West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.mJacross
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Junior High of First Baptist Church
leave 5 p.m. for campout.

Dotsons are
honored by
church group
Members of Goshen United
Methodist Church honored their
retiring minister and his wife, the
Rev. and Mrs. Bob Dotson, with
a dinner party in the recreation
hall of the church on Saturday
evening, June 10.
Under the direction of Beverly
Barnes, president of United
Methodist Women, the hall was
beautifully decorated in the garden motif with fresh cut flowers
in terra-cotta pots on each table.
A planned menu was tastefully
arranged on the buffet table.
Ronnie Hutson, chairman of
the Administrative Board of the
church, presented the honorees
with patio furniture and a basket
of garden supplies.

So call
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Friday, Juno 23
Parkinson's Support Group/2
p m /Education Unit. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100.
Youth Prayer of First Baptist
Church/12 30 p m /Pagliai's Bring
requests
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 p m
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Mae. Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
"The Music Man/8 p.m./Playhouse in
the Park. Info/759-1752.

Tlie Spawn we coming' The
story -telling group from the
National Boy Scoot Museum will
be here at the library ors Monday.
Jane 26, at 10-.30 a.m. to share
their stones with the kids in the
Summer Reading Program.
If you haven't heard the spin.
nets yet, come on down and
enjoy. No, you don't have to be
signed up for the summer reading
program. Anyone can come.
We'll look for you there.
By the way, this visit by the
spinners is sponsored by the local
branch of the Ronald McDonald
Charities. They've been very
helpful with this summer's program and I'd like to take this
opportunity to thank them.
• • • •
We have a big box of scary
books for kids for summer
reading.
Titles like The Mystery of the
Cupboard by Lynne Reid Banks
and Real Life Ghost Stories by
Karla Dougherty.
We've gotten a bunch of Bruce
Coville's books. There's Monster
of the Year, I Left My Sneakers
in Dimension X, The Ghost in the
Third Row, The Monster's Ring,
The Dragonslayers and Some of
My Best Friends are Monsters.
Coville writes with his tongue
firmly in cheek, but he hits just
the right note for the middle
school crowd.
Want something with a little
more weight?
Try the middle-school adaptations of Kidnapped by Robert
Louis Stevenson. Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde by Stevenson, and Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's The
Hound of the Baskervilles. We
even have The Phantom of the
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Open by Gaston truss and its
less sersous cousin. Minium at
the Aminanom by R I MAIM
There are several more of
Suwe's boots in the hot, but
they'll probobly never get the
chance to be pet back on the
shelf once they start circulating
These are all paperback books.
by the way The kids seem to
accept them better than hard
backs You and I both know that
the words in the paperback and
hardback editions are the same.
but there's something less
threatening about reading a
paperback
• • • •
Are these the classics of English literature? No. Most of the
kids that I come into contact with
couldn't care less about the class•
ics of English literature. tl didn't
care about them either when I
was in the fifth grade.)
We can seize the cultural high
ground by spending taxpoer's
money on books that won't he
read. Or, we can buy the hooks
that we know WILL be read in
the drive to keep 'kids reading
until their taste matures enough
to appreciate the classics. I'd
rather keep them reading.
• • • •
Before 1 go, if you hasc the
time to come in and check out a
video, the kids have the time to
check out a book or two apiece.
I hate it when I hear: "No, we
haven't got time for you to find a
book," and look over to see an
adult up to the elbows in the
movie bin.
Seems kind of counterproductive, doesn't it?

Ily SIN GRAVES
Psc Lforary Director
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Newest Arrivals For

LIBRARY NEWS

MEMPHIS. Tam — Andrea
Ruth Rose was one of 303 students received degrees in the
146th commencement of Rhodes
College.
Rose received a Bachelor of
Arts in Psychology and graduated
cam Wade with an overall grade
point average of 3.5. She was a
member of Omicron Delta Kappa.
a national honor society which
recognizes students on the basis
of leadership, scholarship and
service.
A graduate of Murray High
School. she is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Winfield H. Rose. 1523
Canterbury Dr.. Murray.
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NEW YORK (AP) — 1111:611111 .10,1811W11 decision to
New No 23 during Me player's instead of No 45 ewe
Chicigo Bulls 9100.000 The fine was
COel
eethessed by Rod Tnorn, N8A vice president of
basnetba, operallons
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NEW YORK (AP) — DeWitt* a last-ditcn
orlon by 10Clit buSineeilmon to lump rbe Norin Quebec. NHL owners approved Itle
sate or the c14,6 Ow $75 million to COMSAT
Eillertamment Group that win move the team to
Denver

Local soccer squad claims state title
By MARK YOUNG
Stan ati,sta,
Several months of hard work
and long practices finally paid off
for a group of local soccer players last acckend
The Murras Calloway Posse. a
and les c.Af old boys teemsoiasal soccer team, claimed the
sLaic Lhampionship in its (lissom'
this past weekend in Cosington.
wrapping up a 16-91 season that
began is ith practices in early
Marc h
The squad. coached by Murray
High girls coach Mark Kenneth.
won (our matches at the state

tournament, capped oif by a hard2 win over the Boone
fought
County Raw Warn in the tole
game
-These guys worked so hard all
spring, and this is the first ume
that a team fnsm Calloway County has won the state tide in this
age group." Kennedy said of the
Posse, which lost in the semifinals of the state tournament last
year "They played their hearts
out and they made it loot like
western Kentucky is where good
kids and good soccer players are
raised. They represented the
county well "

Hard work pays off
The team was compnsed ,of
players from both Murray Hirigh
and Calloway County. Murray
players were Andy McKee!,
Adam Wells, Josh Price, Drew
Houck, Jared Plummer, Jeremy
Hunt, Adam Meloan and David
Johnson Players from Calloway
High were Jeff Nix, John Yezerski, Russell Lencki, Nathan Keller. Matt Farmer. Steve Swain,
Russell Hargrove, Andrew
O'Rourke and Shane Wilkerson.

Three other players, Josh Arant
and Brock Jones from Calloway
and Jayson Bnuain from Murray,
also played part-time with the
team, but were ineligible to play
at the state tournament because
all three are 17 years old.
"We didn't cut anybody, and
we played everybody in every
match. including the state tournament" Kennedy said. "And we
didn't just put some players in
for a couple of minutes as a

token, we counted on every playplay in a district tournament as a
er who went in to contribute."
qualifier for state, but Kennedy
Dunng the season, the squad said the other teams in the district
took on several under-17 and conceded the title to Murray
under-19 teams, and while it instead.
didn't always win, Kennedy said
At state, Murray-Calloway
the Posse always held its own, as downed the Boone County Horevidenced by its second place finnets 5-1 in the first round, then
ish in the Calvert City Invitationrouted the LYSA Jaguars from
al and its third place showing at Lexington 21-3. In the semifinals,
the Cape Girardeau (Mo.) the Posse came away with a 3-1
win over JYSA United of LouisInvitational.
"We played anybody who
ville, which came into the match
would play us," Kennedy said. with a 19-0 record.
"We took some lumps, but we
"We were heavy underdogs in
were in every match."
The Posse was scheduled to • See Page 9

Reports swirl on Raiders'
possible return to Oakland
L.A. faces life
without NFL
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sciio•ls Wrasif
OAKLAND. Calif iAPi —
The Los Angeles Raiders' possible return to Oakland might he
more than a simple flirtation
Radio reports say the team is
ending its 13-year stay in Los
Angeles John Madden, the
broadcaster and ex-Raiders coach
.hen the team played in Oakland -- insists the mol,e is coming. A league spokesman terms
word
a "done deal" as
''prematUfe
Through it all. Al Dasis. the
club's maserick owner, seems as
purzled as anyone
"I don't know what's going

on, so help me God," Davis said
Wednesday from his Manna Del
Rey home "Everyone's doing a
lot of things This went on two
weeks ago."
A move back to Oakland, the
city the Raiders abandoned in
1982, would leave Los Angeles,
the nation's second-largest television market, without an NFL
team Two months ago, the
Rams' move from Anaheim to St.
Louis was approved by the
kague
Madden, who has remained
close to Davis, declared on
KNBR radio in San Francisco on
Wednesday that the Raiders were
returning to Oakland and an
announcement was forthcoming
KCBS radio also reported the
Raiders were returning.
A Sourre close to the NFL later
told The Associated Press the
move back to Oakland was a

"done deal." However, league
spokesman Joe Browne said "any
discussion of a done deal is
premature."

The NFL. clearly intent on preserving a presence in Los
Angeles, wants to keep the Raiders in Southern California and
possibly bring in a second franchise at some point. However,
Davis has bucked the NFL in the
past, and could do so again.
The Raiders overcame the
NFL's auempt to block the move
in 1982 by winning an antitrust
suit in a legal baulc that enriched
Davis and cost the league about
S50 million in damages and attorney fees.
Oakland Coliseum officials
said they still had not received
definitive word on the Raiders'
plans.

ALL-STARS: Four local baseball players played in the East-West Kentucky High School Baseball
Coaches Association All-Star Game June 17-18 in Lexington. They were: (from left) Robert Weatherly,
Brent Anderson, Sean Waller and Ethan Crum,

Eastern Kentucky considers leaving OVC
RICHMOND, Ky IAPi
Eastern Kentucky Unisenity may
be at a crossroads in its athletic
Program
EKE president Hank Funder
burk said the school is on a
straight path in the Ohio Valley
Conference But for most of the
school's coaches, it's time to
make a turn to the Southern
Conference
In a four pan series, The Richmond Register interviewed FM.
administrators and coaches about
the school's future in athletics
'What's that going to solver'
Funderburk said of changing
snfercn,cs
"les time that Listern probably takes a good. hard look of
maybe getting in the Southern
onferera.c. said EKU football

coach Roy Kidd, adding that all
as sports programs "should take
a good look at the Southern
Conference "
Southern Conference officials
visaed EKU in the early 1990s to
evaluate the school as a possible
member
"The answer we got from
Eastern Kentucky at the time was
pretty much that they were happy
with where they were in the OVC
and did not want to pursue it."
said Southern Conference commissioner Wnght Waters
Kidd, who has guided the Colonels to two national I-AA
championships, is concerned
about reconstruction of 1-A and
I-AA football programs in the
next few years
"I don't *ant to see Eastern sit

here and take a back seat and be
left out," he said.
Funderburk supports reducing
the number of scholarships from
63 to 45 as a way to help 1-AA
football.
"Then the playing field would
be level for all of us and we
could probably survive a while
longer," he said. "The future is
not bright, unless we get these
scholarships down in the 40s.
"If we can do that then I think
many of us can continue to do a
pretty good job. Ultimately,
we're headed toward non scholarship football."
Doug Whitlock, executive
assistant to Funderburk, said
switching conferences could create Title IX problems in treating
men's and women's programs

equitably.
"The Ohio Valley Conference
institutions are very similar to
this one, a regional, state institution," he said. "In the Southern,
you have a range of institutions,
from Marshall on one end to
Davidson on one extreme. When
gender equity realities are dealt
with in that conference, it's going
to be very interesting. All of
them are essentially co-ed except
VMI and The Citadel, which really don't have women's athletic
programs at this point."
Kidd believes moving to the
Southern would boost fan
support.
"We're trying to create more
revenue, more interest
yet,
we're sitting here and not really
doing anything for our fans," he

said.
Kidd said fans lost interest
when the OVC brought in
Tennessee-Martin and Southeast
Missouri. "They're just so far
away, nobody knows anything
about them."
And Kidd wasn't happy with
Eastern Illinois coming into the
league.
EKU athletics director Robert
Baugh said the school isn't looking to change leagues, but added,
"That doesn't mean things could
happen that would not be in our
best interest."
Last year EKU's football program lost $622,625 while the
men's basketball program was
$45,506 in the red.
"Basketball stands the great
chance of getting in the black,"

Baugh said.
His biggest frustration is the
football program not being able
to tap into the Lexington market.
"I see people who are supportive of our program, but when
there is a date conflict with us
and the University of Kentucky
in football, they take off to UK,"
he said. "I do have trouble emotionally accepting that as well as
intellectually understanding it."
Rick Erdmann, who coaches
men's and women's cross country
and track teams, favors a move to
the Southern Conference.
"That would be a heck of a lot
better than going to Eastern Illinois," he said. "I would think
that would be a better move from
all aspects where I sit."
IN See Page 9

Dodgers support Candiotti
in 10-1 romp over Cardinals
Three HRs key
Los Angeles win
By R.B. FALLSTRONI
AP Sports Wrrtor
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ST. LOUIS (AP) — This time,
Torn Candiotti couldn't complain
about a lack a support.
Delino DeShields hit a grand
slam in a seven-run second
inning and the Los Angeles Dodgers hit three home runs overall
m a 10-1 victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals Wednesday.
Candiotti, who allowed three hits
and a run in seven innings, said it
was a huge relief
"It seems like when I've been
pitching it's feast or famine,"
Canchotu said. "For us to come
in and score runs like that, especially early in the game, enabled
use to relax."
The Dodgers have been shut

out seven times, and Candiotti
has been the starter in four of
those games. He had been 0-2 in
his previous four starts, even
though he'd allowed four earned
runs in 26 innings.
Dave Hansen, who hit a tworun homer in the third, said he
was as relieved as Candiotti to
score some runs for him.
"We didn't say anything to
him," Hansen said. "We didn't
want to jinx it."
Mike Piazza added a two-run
home run in the second for the
Dodgers, who have 12 homers in
the last eight games.
Candiotu (3-5) had pitched 14
consecutive scoreless innings
before the seventh. when John
Mabry doubled and scored on
Danny Sheaffer's groundoist.
Third baseman Hansen appeared
so have a play at the plate to preserve the shutout, but Candiotu
wasn't complaining about that,
either.

••••

•
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••••••••••••

"You know what, when you're
2-5 and pitching the way I've
been pitching, you're just hoping
for a win," Candioui said.
Candiotti struck out seven,
walked one and hit a run-scoring
single in the second. He had been
2-for-20 at the plate with one
RBI.
The pitcher survived three
errors in the third. Shorutop
Chad Fonville made a throwing
error on Rich DeLucta's one-out
grounder, third baseman Hansen
let Brian Jordan's grounder go
between his legs and second
baseman DeShields bobbled Gerald Perry's grounder. Ray Lankford struck out with the bases
loaded, ending the inning.
"The guy gets a big hit there,
the next thing you know they're
back in the game," Candiotti
said. "By putting a zero up dime,
it kind of broke their becks."
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FROM PAGE II
every match at state ex,epi the
213 visa." Kennedy said -our
record at the start ol the krna
neat (12-9-1) didn't scare any •
body. but we played such a high
caliber c4 compeution Ii &diet
hers one helms to lose to who
we did during the year."
The tees averaged piss over
four goals per match while holdleg the opposition to just over
two. Na, KeUer and Joheson
were the leading scorers while
Ni*, Johnson and Swain lad the
team in assists.
"Our defense was really strong.
and that's on an offense-onented
team." Kennedy said. "We
always said that if you're going
to beat us, beat as 9-8."
Besides the hard work and
determination of the players.
Kennedy also credited assistant
coaches Jeff Hill and Kennedy's
son Mark.
"They were really instrumental
to the team doing as well as it
did." Kennedy said. "With both
of them there, we were able to
run longer practices.
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The PaglIal's Blue Jays finished as champions of the Wx-town Part
League I with an 8-2 record. Coaches were Bruce Fogle and Steve
McCulston. Team members were (front row, from left) Blake McCulston, Randy Finch, Kyle Rogers, Justin Alexander, Aaron Wilson, Derrick Duff; (back row, from lett) Brian Fog's, Matthew Moore, Taft
Adams, Justin Arnold, Corbett Hail and Corey Paytes. Not pictured Is
Joshua Streetman.

LOCAL SOFTBALL

Benton to offer fast-pitch softball
BENTON — Girls' fast-pitch softball will be played this
summer at the H.H. Lovett Park in Benton beginning midJuly.
Registration forms are available at Sports Unlimited in
Benton and at the softball league concession stand in the
park. Registration forms should be turned in at either of the
above locations or mailed to SCMC, c/o Jim Ealey, 2310
Wadesboro Rd. South, Benton, Ky., 42025. Those who wish
to play but who do not have a form should send their
name, birthdate, address and phone number to the above
address. Anyone with questions or needing more information
should call 527-1063.
Registration fees, age groups and nights of play are all
contingent upon the number of girls that register.
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•Eastern...
FROM PAGE II
Men's basketball coach Mike
Calhoun said the Southern Conference has a strong commitment
to basketball.
"It's a very, very tough
basketball league as well as I'm
sure it's tough in all sports," he
said, adding that such a move
would be a positive step for his
program.
Baseball coach Jim Ward sides
with the Southern Conference
because it offers an automatic bid
to the NCAA tournament.
"I don't make those decisions." he said of switching affiliations, "but I think that would
revitalize our program."
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21 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

1 DAY ONLY

All Merchandise Storewide

Friday, June 23, 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
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Ground Beef

ALL WEEK!
See Below For Additional Daily Specials
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5 Lb• Pkg.
2 Lb. Pkg.

Elm Hill

Hash Brown Potatoes

MONDAY

NIKE DAY

June 20

TUESDAY

RUNNERS DAY

June 21

WEDNESDAY

REEBOK DAY

June 22

THURSDAY

June 23

FRIDAY

TENNIS DAY

June 24

SATURDAY

FINAL MARKDOWNS

$300

m..
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Fresh
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"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"

59C

you're
y I've
hoping
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-Vie practiced three days a
week for two hours a day since
Muck and when we had smack
ea. our players were into it five
nights a week sometimes.- he
added. -I've been in soccer more
the. IS years. and this group had
more determination and more
heart than any tram I've ever
seen. They had the nght wort
ethic, and they were willing/ to
pay any price I Whey(' they
would have stayed and practiced
soul midnight Kennedy was also impressed
by the sheer athleticism 01 the
team, as evidenced by the tact
that several of the players participated in high school track and
baseball during the Posse's
.season.
"Skill-wise, this is the best
team I've seen in 13 years in
western Kentucky." he said
"This is a team of very good athletes; I could take this team and
play baseball or basketball
because they're easy to teach and
they were such strong athletes."
Next up for the Posse is a trip
to the Bluegrass State Games in
Lexington next month.
"Two of the teams that we
played at state are going to he
there, but we would like to try to
win this too," Kennedy said. "I
don't think anybody has ever
won both the recreational state
title and the Bluegrass Games in
the same year, and it would be a
heck of an accomplishment.-
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Hawaiian Tropic Junior
Tennis Tournament will be June
23, 24 and 25, with play at Murray State, Murray High and the
Bennie Purcell Courts.
The USTA-sanctioned tournament will begin Friday morning
at 8 a.m. with 140 boys and girls
ages 12-18 scheduled to compete
in both singles and doubles play.
The finals are set for Sunday at 9
a.m.

Pet
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Youth enrichment program set for June 26-30
Ms Office of African- Amers.an
Itacmisnalla and Itmentios at Mur
ray SUM Vaavarsity. along aid%
Paducah camminuty leaden and
volumes's. ea sponsor a personal
youth enrachnseat prngrarn June
26-a Murray
According to Dons L (last.
wordings:sr of AtStIs Afncan
American Recruitment and Retest
Lion office. the program designed
to urga youdi in grades three

753-4736
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Hale awarded two
MSU scholarships
Kell) D. Hale of hturra) has been
awarded two scholarships from
Miura) State University.
Hale. a 1995 graduate of Callonay Count) High School, is the
daughter of Donald and Bonnie

Ace Dent Repair

A-

1204 Jobaso. ist

759-3189

•

explore the world of corporate
America will be given so students
• Fine arts: Susienu will be
exposed so different areas of the

FREE ESTIMATES

SAME DAY SERVICE
4ft
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Meats • 4 I, egetables • 2 R•ces • Roll • Dessert

Daily Chinese Dish - starling 2.55
• Entree • Egg Roil • R.• Sosarn• &Hod Wing

Ho's Kitchen
KELLY D. HALE

Hale of Murray. She plans to major
in psychology at MSU.
The university has awarded her
an Achievement Scholarship and
the George Beiderwell Scholarship.
The Beiderwell Scholarship covers
tuitions and the Achievement Scholarship is based on outstanding
high
during
accomplishments
school.
She was a cheerleader at Calloway County High for four years,
serving two years as captain. Her
other activities included chorus,
Youth Salute, yearbook staff, a
member of Future Business Leaders
of America. Beta Club, Student
Council and president of Students
Taking a Responsible Stand. She
was president of the junior and
senior class and vice president of the
sophomore class. Listed in Who's
Who Among American High
School Students, she was also an
All-American Scholar. She traveled
to London with the Universal
Cheerleaders Association All-Stars.

• Physical rumor Students will
receive instniction on wellness
issues, including parucipsung in
exercise routines and sports acuviues.
• Self respect The concept of
self-respect will be explored by
students.
• Youth crises: Students will
interact in dialogue on such issues
as teen pregnancies, teen illiteracy.
teen violence and drugs, and devise
solutions to these problems.
Each student will be entered into
a database, and a follow-up study
will be conducted on the participant.

To expand your
local calling area.
stop by to have
your phone
reprogrammed
for FREE.

The 57th annual members' meeting of the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation
will be held in Carlisle Couinty on
Saturday.July 8. 1995.at 2:00 p.m.,
at the Arlington First Baptist
Church Joy Center, Arlington, Kentucky. Registration will begin at
1:00 p.m.
West Kentucky RECC manager,
Michael L Alderdice, will deliver
the welcoming address to be followed by various reports, including
his annual message to the members.
Three directors will be elected for
three-year terms during the meeting. The nominating committee met

We're proud to announce that Cellular One is now United States Cellular. Stop by your local

United States Cellular store on lune 22nd, 23rd and 24th and join the celebration. From
special pricing on phones and equipment to a guest appearance by Miss Kentucky, there will
be enough to keep the whole family busy. There will
even be a few clown5 on hand for the kids. So stop by

The program is scheduled June
26-30 at the
tilts Community
Center in Murray. from 9 a.m to 4
p.m. Breakfast and lunch w ill be
provided daily
Registration packets arc available
at various churches in the area, as
well as the African -American Recruitment and Retenuon Office at
Murray State.
For more information,contact the
African-American Recruitment and
Retention Office at(502)762-3088.

Cooperative to meet July 8

By changing- our name from Cellular One®
to United States Cellular,"
WCIVC also made a long-term commitment.
CURRENT CUSTOMERS

Other benefits of the program
include the workshops that will be
conducted throughout the school
year. such as ACT preparation,
study skills. financial aid, health
issues. teenage sexuality and se •
ually transmuted diseases

on May 11th and nominated Paul
Surd, Marshall County; Ralph Edrington, Carlisle County; and Ted .
Loven, Calloway County. Benny
Adair, Marshall County, was nominated by petition.
Attendance prizes will be
awarded at the conclusion .of the
meeting, including some children's
prizes.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
* A 75
ir A J 3
• Q J 108 7 3
+5
WEST
EAST
46J 1098
+642
Q 1085
✓ K 62
•A K
•9 4
+762
+J 10 9 4 3
SOUTH
•K Q 3
IF 9 7 4
•6 5 2
•A K Q 8
The bidding:
South West
North East
1+
Pass
1•
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — jack of spades.
One trait that distinguishes the
good player from the run-of-the-mill
player is that he won't give up when
he appears licked. This applies just
as much to a defender as a declarer.
The governing principle is always to
try to beat the enemy,even when the
outlook is gloomy.
Observe this deal where West led
the spadejack,on which East played
the deuce and South the king. Declarer returned a diamond,taken by
West with the king,and the outcome
of the hand now hinged on West's
next play.There was only one card in
his hand he could lead to defeat the
contract.
West returned the heart ten and
declarer's goose was cooked. If
dummy played the ace, the defenders would subsequently score three
hearts and two diamonds to stop the
contract. If dummy played the jack
instead, East would win with the
king and return a heart to achieve
thesame result. And ifdummy played
the three, East would signal with
the six and then play his king on the
heartcontinuation.In all three cases,
South was sure to go down one.
The winning defense was based
on highly practical considerations.
West realized he couldn't afford to
'play safe' by returning the spade
ten at trick three. Dummy's diamonds were much too threatening
for West to simply stand pat with
another spade lead.
His only hope was to find East
with the king of hearts,and he geared
his defense to that one hope. Moreover, to cater to the possibility that
South had the nine,it was necessary
for Westto lead the ten. If he had led
the deuce instead, declarer would
have followed low from dummy and
wound up with an overtrick.
The queen lead by West at trick
three would also have proven ineffective. Declarer wins with dummy's
ace, returns a diamond, and again
cannot be stopped from scoring ten
tricks if he plays correctly.
Which I nsuwilce corn
pony is one of the largest
presenters of U S. flags?

UNITED STATES

'ELLULAR,
Law

soon. But please, keep the rice throwing to a minimum. MOBILE TELEPHONE NETWORK

Belair Shopping Center, 906 A. South 12th Street in Murray, 502/753-7533
1733 Kentucky Avenue in Paducah, 502/444-0084
Extended Store Hours:
Thursday and Friday, June 22nd-23rd, 8 am-7 pm
Saturday, June 24th, 9 am-5 pm
requires a new, one year service agreement and is available on select models only. Credit approval required. Not valid in conjunction with arty other offer.
Other restrictions and charges may apply void where prohibited. otter expires tune 24. 1995.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Scamlint have discovered cosmic X•
rays bearing the mark et a very
close brush with a black hole.
providing the closest look yet at a
black hole's awesome power.
The X-ray waves were
stretched out by fighting the
mottoes gravitational pull of the
hole, astronomer Andy Fabian
said.
The finding means that the gravitational pull can now be stitched
where it IS 11all its strongest. and
further work may reveal new
clues about such questions as
how material falls into a black
hole, he said.

ieduled June
Community
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unch will be
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-Tha is the first um we're
actually

making IlbatfertabeIlli
Mikan we can clearly say that
we're dealing with matter that's
close to a black hole.— said
Fabian. as astronomy professor at
the Cambridge University hulltale of Astronomy in Cambridge.

Deland.
Previous research had focused
on the far weaker gravitauonal
tags being esened on matter
much farther away from black
holes.
The X-rays were emitted
gas sucked in a spiraling plunge
toward the black hole and mov •
mg at about 60.000 miles per St4;-

Haneline awarded scholarships

.1y 8

Amanda Hancline of Murray has
been awarded two scholarships by
Murray State University.
Haneline, a 1995 graduate of
Murray High School, is the
daughter of Artie Haneline and
Annette Haneline. both of Murray.
She has received an Achievement
Scholarship based on her accomplishments at MHS and a Murray
Training School, College High,
University School Scholarship,
which is awarded to descendants of
former students and faculty members of the schools.
At Murray High she was a member of the Youth Advisory Council,
Future Business Leaders of
America. Spanish Club, Spanish
Choir, Tri Alpha and the marching/
concert band. She played softball
and soccer and served as basketball
manager.
She was a member of the All
District Band and first team

mutated Paul
T. Ralph Eclair. and Ted
inty. Benny
ty, was nom-

will be
usion of the
me children's
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Academic All State. She competed
in the regional and state foreign
language festival.

AMANDA HANELINE

and. around one third the speed
at light, Fabian mid other %ilea
lasts report is today's issue of the
journal Nature
The observ won' were made
with American instruments
aboard a Japanese satellite
The observed effect of the
gravity on the X•rav waves is a
characteristic signature of tslask
holes, the researchers said
The black hole, which lies in
the middle of a plasy. Is about

150 million light scafl awes ui
the direstkia ot the `southern
Hemisphere cOsistellatioet Ccn
11111111S A light year is the do
lalliCt light travels in a sear,
4 trillion mkt
about S )
James Moran. a icnior radio
astronomer at the Smithsonian
Astrophvsi.al Obser satins in
Cambridge, Mass . 1111ed the
*irk ' sery visiting' and said
stash studies might produ.e better
understanding ot whit h1.1,1
holes look like
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Speech Tilur minten t
She has studied sok e for eight
years viith members of the Murray
State music laculty and has studied
piano for II years
She has been au.c in the youth
choir and Praise at First Baptist
Church.
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Rowlett receives scholarships
Erica Rowlea of Murray has been
awarded two scholarships fnmn
Murray State University.
Rowlett.a 1995 graduate of Murray High School. will be attending
MSU this fall as a vocal music
major. She is the daughter of Don
and Glenda Rowleu of Murray.
She has been awarded a John W.
Can Scholarship and Music Department Scholarship.
During her senior year at Murray
High, Rowleu was president of
Future Business Leaders of
America. vice president of InAlpha, treasurer of the French Club
and secretary of the school choir.
She was selected to attend the
Governor's School for the Arts in
1994.
She served on the Student Council all four years of high school, was
a student representative on Murray
High's Site-Based Committee, and
was active on the speech and debate
teams. She performed in several
community theater productions, as
well as MHS productions. As a
junior, Rowlett won the state original oratory competition at the State
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5:30 p.m.
Channel 44
Eight-Man Single Elimination Tournament
YOU COULD WIN A FEE
KING OF THE RING PPV
AND A MR. GATTI'S PIZZA PARTY.
JUST SIGN-UP AT MR. GATTrS,
THE DRAWING WILL BE FRIDAY, JUNE 23RD.
MR. GATTrS AND WRESTLING ON PAY-PER-VIEW,
THE BEST PIZZA • AND ENTERTAINMENT •
IN TOWN, HONEST!
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1995 Chevrolet Silverado 4x4
Short Bed, 350 automatic. 7.000 miles 1h,', tior
a fully optioned 271 White with red cloth

GIANT

$20,968.43
1994 Chevrolet Caprice LS
Leather interior, alloy wheels new truck trade grey
$14,972.59
metallic with grey leather

1994 Chevrolet Blazer IT

o0

.G

where West led
ch East played
the king. Denond,taken by
id the outcome
ged on West's
inly one card in
d to defeat the

Four wheel drive, red with tan leather. 1011," opts.- ried
$19,481.25
18.000 miles

0

1994 Chevrolet Camaro
Teal with graphite cloth, tilt &
summertime ready

8
We have outgrown our present locations in Benton and
Paducah, thanks to you, so construction has begun on our new
41,000 square foot Fleming Furniture Super Center. Now we must
make every possible effort to eliminate our entire 3 million dollar
plus inventory...Nothing Held Back! Furniture, TV's, Appliances,
Accessories. Every item in our entire inventory reduced to clear to
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Extend cab. V 6 engine, power everything ni,"
$11,946.46
trade. 30.000 miles

1994 Jeep Cherokee Sport
Four door, tull power. 4 0 liter
grey cloth

anynri

6 cyl

1)1111.

$16,923.23

1994 Cadillac Sedan Deville
18.000 miles. CD. security alarm
polo green grey leather

remot.. kt•yl,

$24,605.73

1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Tahoe package, 44,000 miles. burgandy with
graphite cloth, remote keyless. lull power ,

$13,908.66
1993 Chevrolet Blazer
Four wheel drive. 2 to choose from fully optioned
$15,605.29
lanoe

1993 Chevrolet 3/4 Ton Cheyenne
Heavy duly 350 automatic. 37.000 miles red with red
$16,843.36
cloth, air cassette. tilt/cruise

1992 Nissan Sentra
Four door, 5 sp. /VC. AM/FM cassette, 57 000 mile•
$5,903.33
white with grey interior

1992 Chevrolet Suburban
Silverado. ad the seats, dual A./C, fiberglass running
boards. 52.000 miles. two lone burgandy & beige

$18,976.08
1992 Cadillac Fleetwood

ft:3

SAVINGS OF
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41(

corn1 the Idrgest
US 11.1gs?

TO

rJ1,ce

Cash & Carry
Delivery & Financing
Can Be Arranged

55%
OFFERED STOREWIDE

Dark btue, with blue leather. 26 000 moles to( ally
$18,863.42
owned

1992 Chevrolet 1-Ton Duane
48,000 miles. Silverado package 454 5 speed red
$16,406.40
with red vinyl. ready to low

1992 Ford Conversion Van
Dark blue with blue cloth. 37,000 miles (foal A
$13,703.27
captain's chairs

1991 Cadillac Deville
Silver with buroandv leather 45 000 miles
$14,605.73
immaculate factory warranty

1991 Cadillac Deville
White with burgandy leather 44 000 miles locally
$14,348.68
owned new Cadillac trade

1991 Oldsmobile 88 Royale

Vs presented
D American
heel*, cities
inprola erg*

Brougham package, full power 39 000 mole5 white
$10,745.80
with burgaridy cloth
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1990 Ford Bronco
Full sire sport utility, two tone brown. 66,000
XL T package, 1 owner new truck trade

$10,903.7)/
Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company
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CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3000
1-000-32S-3229
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Monitoring Violations

Aveillebie Thew Age St
Our moss coomrshen
we Fowl 0ers int
Skd vest-meow or
Guardia Care Wah
mocker,$ new pudeInes for °antinomies
leursrq Home ewe
arcs It MOO IfTepOrlarll

The Irvin Cobb Resort hereby veil notice
that dunng the time period (see below' the
eater supply failed to cum ply with certain
monitoring requirements as required by 401
KAR M010 through 8-700 inclusive
The specific violations for the erne period
are

April 1995 - Failure to collect the required number of bectenological samples
each month

Thar flYef

Any potential adverse health effects to
any segment of the populations could not be
determined du* to failure to comply with the
mom ten ng req uirem.n ts

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199

In most cases, monitoring violations do
nut require the public to seek alternative
eater supplies or take preventive measures
If alternatioe water supplies or preventive
measures are needed, the public shall be
nutined immediately

nye oce own swear

FOf ina•

Inhamsation cat:

•

HIGH
BRAZILIAN
SCHOOL EXCHANGE
STUDENT boy 17. needs
host homey Likes swimming and beilisibal Arming August For information
EMILIE
CALL
50 2 - 833 - 32 29 .
800-Si BUNG

The Irvin Cobb Resort will take the
necessary action to reduce or eliminate
monitoring violations For more inforrnat.on, cur.tact C.:if Roberson 436-5811 at
Irvin Cobb Resort

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
164on Tura Pizza, salsas
hot sancheches, gyros &
bread stocks Dinain or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800-649 3804

ATTENTiON MARRIED
*OMEN Contestants
synod tor Mrs Kentucky
America Pagent For tee
call
information
• 830688 8413 You mutt
asa tor Judy

Our Little Ms.
Tennis Queen
Has The Game!
Look Who's 40.

A WONDERFUL FAMLY
E x PE R.E NCE' Scandina
.an European Asian
Ruesian South Amencen
school exchange audents arnveg an ALigiat
Become a host tamer tor
vw AMERICAN INTER
C......TURAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE cal Ernie at
502 833 3229 Or call
800SIBLING

THE SMART STOP
Dont let your child regress this
summer Spend quality time
together using our Homework
Helpers Geo Safari Math Satan Pro
ducts flash cards and other educational
tools that make learning fun
East Side of Square, Murray • 753-5968
Open 10-5 30 M-F, 1000-4 00 Sat.
Later By Appointment
I 1, A V/ i, A. i

A Southern
Baptist School
OPEN FALL 1995
Eritogi Now Grades K 6

•

,

Located at &Muria Springs (tepee pewee
New Smarmiest Elementary
4374432
753-6487

. 1 I I, Al
n•• wow
y Ou have
scars, line lines? Would you like to have
firmer softer younger looking skin in
weeks? Try Glycoligue 3 Step Skin Re
pair Buy a starter kit and quality for the
Peel Dear
A new you it? rout weekc
No Gimmicks
Ask atxxit our natural nail care ;•
•
4
ni.•••,
Now you earl ti
naturally

•

grntuie 'ficitept.
•

II •••

Hair & Skin • 750 1874

LOST kitty Doran Rd;
Gamest:croup area. 'Kau'
tOrno old temaie wham mei
grin spots on back Rent offered 753-9267 or
753 1181

He,
Wonted
$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free into Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to P4addin Dept
45, 302 N A S Dr . some
171. Corpus Christi Tx
79418

I DRIVERS NEEDED- NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED
NO TRAINING REQUIRED
10 be pro- hired to fil 86
driving lobs Represena
eves in your area the week
WAIN appicesons Cal to
1-800999-4317
1 FULL into midnight shift
1 siring ark Apply vi per
son at Racers Coastal
Men 100 Chestnut

7533354

lreq $22011'

No% • 753 1137

ATTENTION TRUCK
DRIVERS. FREE SERVICE We can help you get
more money weekends
home, dedicated runs. Modemst short hauls. OK)(no S
down). CDL training
NAUI cilia Truckers
Choice- Driver Recruiong
(606)885-7314:1-800-529-6294
EXPERIENCED auto body
repairman, excellent salary
and benefits Send resume
with phone number to P 0
Box 1040K. Murray. Ky
42071

Help Wanted: Earn
up to $500 per week
proassembling
ducts at home. No
eeperiencs. Info 1504444-1700 Dept
KY-2021

ROOM AT THE TOP
Due to company prornosons. 2
openings env now in Pie local
trance of a Fortune 500 Con pry sawed. you we be
giver a minimum of 2 weals
expanse pod classroom training plus on-rie-job venire We
ponecorrOstecompany benefit map meace. dental and
a compete retrement prociram
Your startrig ,ncome wA be
$400-$600 per week depending
eme Wee and ceserficators
AL prceiotions based on ment,
not wane To be amepted.
you need a peasant persona,
be ern:opus. ham a 12,ri
grade educaton or better and
be 'hoe to start work immete
wery We are particularly rileYr rem yeti leadership
•
abetyrevarelcolongforagenune career of:pommy For a
ea,
corficentia
CALL TODAY
502-443-3672 • 10-6 P.M.
After 6, 502-896-3209
Ask for Mr. Castile

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
BIG Apple Cafe. Puryear.
Tn.snow hiring cooks, pan
time or ful time. Apply in
person after 11am.
1-901-247-5798.

.,
Duckli1t11
E111
.
LAMEEEt
I °cafe'', (i.e.,' to cflei
Ugh;

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

ApproonistalySdays work
MAIN the weekend Cal

Pedicure - $16.00

4.

PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-876-7398 $1 00 per
minute June is qualrty of
we month

ACTIVITY and Social Coor
donator, anipenence preferred ad Iran right applicant daytime hours Contact
Sharon at 901-2473705

.1

Acrylic Nails - $25.00
WM) any hair Service reit,ite !)
oft any nail Or toot caw ser
Of vice ver::a

OUTLAW Construction
We cmisioni buil tog homes
& have log home supplies
for tie do it yourself mesa,
Approval licensed general
contractor with 25yrs ex
penence VA FHA 2-10
HEM warranty Ford your
log home needs cal Shannon Harris 502-436-5210

1 CALL CLOSERS MEDIA
GENERATED LEADS
Health nested product Fsnenong as availabie, but
most pay cash Uxxarive
commissions and bonuses
Benefits available Must
P.ratable cr. love to
drive and be available for
oocasional overnight stays
Most intormascei by phone
Lir Kai 1-800-472-1432
CRAFTMATIC ADJUSTABLE BEDS

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
Iv' ACADEMY

Maul

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 IN BONUS pod monthly. querarty & yearly PLUS TOP
MILEAGE PAY 40100 plan
$500 SIGN ON BONUS
other paid b•n•fitsvaceson- health & life dead
head- motetiayover- loading & unloading COVENANT TRANSPORT solos
call
teams
and
800-441-4304 Students
and driving school grads
CM 1-800-338-6429

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION MODEL

,
ff.."

Hob
Waded

wise

AVON .an individuals in
t•r•sted in earning
$e eterhour Full/Part
Wee No door to door Jane
1 804 2304030 nd,
rep
BE MRS SANTA' Show
Christmas & House of
Uoyd Party Pier' Set your.
own Pours No colleceng
deevenng or investmeet
Also booking parties
1 800 264 2164

/ ALPINE.
•
N:iddradroscost

clarion' TX
C

It

.4r1 IL-O I ...14 I i_314

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

Diziolasd Center

710-0113

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Bo An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record
and have own vehicle insurance
Six days per week delivery of Ledger 8 Times
plus gas mileage Earn $11,000-S16.000or more
Per yew
N ireerested contact MI Duncan. Circulator'
Manager at the Murray Ledger 11 Times and
complete • resume. No phone calls please.

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is
seeking applications for an Adult Education
Professional Development Coordinator. Requirements for the position are: Bachelors
Degree, Masters Degree preferred, three
years experience in adult education or training related experience; excellent communication and people skills; demonstrated
knowledge of current adult education practice; willingness to travel; administrative
experience is preferred.
Mese send•letter of application, resume,
and three references to:
Von rue Hays
Adult Education
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
338 Special Education Bldg. P 0 Box 9
Murray, KY 42071-0009
The deadline for receiving smallest:ions is
80, WO&

J UMW

Salary is negoCable.
WKEC te an E.O.E.

CARE for elderly Murray
couple Room -board provided phis small salary
Contact (217)733-2374 lot
intormaeon If no answer
leave name/number, references required
CNA TENNESSEE certified preferred. Will train
right applicant Contact
Sharon at 901-247-3205
COOK, dietary experience
preferred, we train Full or
past time daytime hours
Contact Sharon at
901-247-3205.
COOKS & dishwashers for
day & night shins for Murray
& Hazel restuarants Apply
in person Ann's Country
Kitchen
DERMATOLOGY of Murray requires part time office
help. 33- 35hrs per week If
you can type, work well with
people, have a pleasant
upbeat attitude & enjoy
working in a small well run
office, we want to hear from
you Please submit resume
to 300 S 8th St, Suite
281W, Murray, Ky 42071.
All potential candidates will
be contacted personally for
interview No phone calls
please
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that we not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Frye days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and seri/X:8S we available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVER- GET 'THE MOST
OUT OF DRIVINGI OTR/
Shorthaul, home weekly
(shorthaul). starting pay up
to 32e/mile, 2500 meek
(longhaul) & top notch benefits. BURUNGTON MOCARRIERS:
TOR
1-800-JOIN-BIAC. EOE.
DRIVERS EOE quality dnyen Maverick Transportation Inc. 1-800-289-1100,
Home most weekends, excellent pay package,(starting pay 26 CPU with yearly
increases up to 36 CPM).
late model equipment 10117
dispatch pay,quarterly
bonuses (fuel, safety, drive
referral) 401K, rider pace
vacation profit sharing.()node union, health, dental,
vision & tie Inc. Driver must
be 24 VOA. 1 yr. OTR.
DRIVERS NEEDED. No
experience necessary. No
cost Paining available to
those wtio qualify Many
comparres ready to pre
hire $30,000 potential For
more information call
1-800525-3237.
DRIVERS- OTR no forkldt
required. no forced loading
or unbedingl Greet health
II &MEI,guaranteed home
singles.
poky. TIMM
Ain 23, lyr OTR. CDL vs/
!MAW 1-800-848-0405
Paschal Truck Lines, Inc
An EEo Enoloyer

EXPERIENCED DRIVERS
Premium conventionals,
long haul. short haul, vans.
Bale dedicated, up to 2711
nu to start, more home
time, lull benefits BUIL
DERS TRANSPORT
1-803450-1206, Ext. 0-6.

EXPERIENCED travel
agent needed Ad or pert
Sine Send resume ID P.0
Box 430, Olberlsralle. KY
42044
EXPERIENCED arpanda
an framing I Ilnlek work
Must be a liedliOlorlf/i
436-2766
KITCHEN positions open
ki1 erne overate:* required Aaay in person beswoon 21 epre Backdoors
of Tempo*. Rest, 102
3 lah

BABYSIT in home, lAonFn, days only. 7584490.
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553

TRUCKING INDUSTRY
NEEDS 450 K OTR DRIV- MOTHER of 1 will bebysit in
ERS,Can earn $289 to $39 my home everyday but
FREE MERCHANDISE, K lit year CDL training Sunday, references availElectronics, jewelry, toys available, N.A.U.I. d/b/a able Call 753-2419 beand more We need pro- Trucker's Choice- Driver tween 5 & 7pm
duct testers, keep every- Recruiting WILL clean houses, reatang you lest For complete (606)885-7314/1-800-529- sonable rates, references
details call Supreme at 6284.
437-4064.
1-800-220-9777.
WAITRESS, dancers
100
FRIENDLY TOYS AND wanted Doll House Cafe,
Business
GIFTS has openings for Parts, TN. 901-62-4297
Opportunky
demonstrators in your area.
WILDLIFE/ Conservation
Part-Dine Pins fulltime pay,
Jobs. Game wardens, sec- FOR sale Fully equiped
over 800 items Celebrating
urity, maintenance, etc. No
loour 40th anniversary CaN exp. necessary. Now hir- beauty shop Pleasant
cation, ideal for single oper1-800-488-4875
ing. For info call ator. 489-2016 or
GENERAL Laborer. Re- (219)794-0010 ext 7159 753-7161, please leave
quirements we must be 8arrelOpm. 7 days.
message
honest, hard worker,teachable, willing to work full
time. Send brief resume &
phone number to P.O. Box
1040J, Murray, Ky 42071.
HAIRDRESSER assistant,
mature, dependable &
licensed need only apply.
Call 753-6263.
HINTON & Son's Cash &
Carry now accepting applications for full time delivery/
sales position. Must be at
least 18yrs old with a valid
drivers license. Apply in
person at 621 S. 4th St
next door to D&T Foods.
HOLLYWOOD MOTION
PICTURE Research firm
needs 100 people to watch
& rate movies at local theatres. Fantastic money, for
details send SASE: Audience Response, 8491 W.
Sunset Blvd., Dept.
497-W4A. W. Hollywood
CA 90069,

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Come see the blooming Daylillies, Japanese
Iris and Hostas. Over 900 varieties.
Fre* Plant With This Coupon

Open Garden Daily 9 am.-6 p.m.

C&C 9vlursenj

POSITION

753-2993

FILLED

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd. (Happy Holiday
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, turn left oh Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd.)tum left lit
house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).

LPN experienced preferred, will accept new
grad. Al shifts available, full
or part time, top wages
Contact Sharon at
901-247-3205.
NEEDED: Chemistry tutor
for junior in high school.
750-4406.
NEED experienced mechanic to work on small
Marne engines, pay commensurate with experience Send cover letter and
resume to P.O. Box 1040G.
Murray, Ky 42071.
NEW cable television compere, seek sales representatives to sell in the Nelson
County, Central Kentucky
market Candidates must
have sales experience &
strong people skills Good
pay & benefits Send resume to PLG Inc , cio The
Kentucky Standard. P 0
Box 639, Bardstown, KY
40004
NO experience $500 to
$900 weekly/potential pro
cawing mortgage rekinds
Own hours (714)502-1520
ext 1209 (24 hours)
PART-TIM Someone to
work in food concession
weekends. 174-2100.
RPM needed for supplemental staffing 3-11 shift
For more nlormatIon oall
Jean at 1-800-843-3780,

AVON eel at work Nome.
anywhere, Be your own
boss/ Earn 50%
I -800-539-4528 Ind/Rep
ESTA81JSHED lawn sat
vice nos position for lull
time employee Call
753-6986

SAFETY advisors.
$215O/per me. Company
will train, call Mon-Fri
only.
9am- 1pm
615-3904269

di

:ART LESSONS
Ages 5-13

753-7201

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square
Take a Giant Step Towards A
Retail Career With

SHOE SENSATION
Join the strongest retail shoe team in the region.
Growing retail shoe company seeks enthusiastic,
independent individuals to manage local Murray,
Ky.ewe.Must have previous retail or restaurant
management experience. Previous experience in
retail shoe sales • plus.
Benefits Include:
Salary Plus Beaus • Paid Vacation • Group Health
Special Employee Discounts • Profit Sharing
Retirement Plan • Opportunities for Growth

.
CirjN
NERPR6E.S
c
A

Send Resume Today!
253 America Pisa
Jeffersonville, IN
Job •39
Attn: Jim Richey

Fisher-Price
In response to exulting and anticipeted employment opportunities.
appficasions are now being accepeed for production operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 bow swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• S bow fixed (Mondey-Priday. First/Secondfiliird)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday. 9 a.m.-1 p.m./6 p.m.-I0 p.m.)
Starting pay rates are 55.59 for 12 how wort schedules and $5.30 for
8 and 4 how. Position leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rase of 53.58 plus a comprehensive benefit peckage.
If you've got what it takes to wort with the world's best tornahers.
please contact:
Murray Employment Amery
201 So. 12t8 Street
Murray. Ky. 42171
7211-21111
As *eel Oppowiey Voripeyer 14/F/D/V

-

.4.-•••-••••••••111•11111.
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in home, Monwily 759-4490

i houses is my
litigable and exreferences Call
9553

if 1 will babysit in
everyday but
tarences avail753-2419 be7pm

n houses, reaites, references

mimes
pc:Wetly

Fully eguiped
tp. Pleasant loii for single oper89-2016 or
please leave

NT CO,
KY 42071
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Low Prices

r your priivenience.

mom g

s, Japanese
leties.
upon

m.-6 p.m.

ery
appy Holiday
lethal Church
I )tum left 1st
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EIE YOuR OWN DOSS
Palates 42500 part arne
S11000 ka sons more*
processing insuranc•
owns lor healthcare pro
'laws investment re
awed Software purchase
phis computer F naming
eya.labi•
1 SOO.722 SAMS

FOR sale *non new wed
Ong Wiese Cal 750 2541
or 759 9 2 I 5 1•11•11
message
FOR sae Very old sale
from Peoples esnit 1975
Cuievy pack up Needs me
so 753- 7031

Ambliage
WATERSEDS
WHOLESALE Osman soft
eicled weserteds $29900
Waveless stainveses trom
$4496 Lowest pricesin
Anienca "FREE COLOR
see
CATALOG" Ca/
4004115 7533

itatteass
STEINWAY anew,square
wand piano 11972) Good
playing condition beautiful
$ 5000
ros•viciod
753 26 70
130

Fern
Equipaere
2 BOTTOM plows 6h disk
51t & 6ft trushhogs used
finish mowers. In 600. 800
& 3,000 Ford tractors
502 623-6363
COTTON
75.3-8555

NS
PLY
lards A

PRIME WAREHOUSE SPACE
FOR LEASE IN MURRAY, KY

PION

12,200 sq. ft., 2 loading docks, 1 driveIn door, conveyor and packaging systems, security systems, sprinkler system, central heat & air, excellent lighting and 28 ft. ceiling clearance.

in the region.
enthueiaatic,
local Murray,
or restaurant
experience in
S.

Group Health
iflt Sharing
for Growth

Call 502-753-6654

Today!
Place
IN

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
Preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for 54000 policy

•hey

3pOctunitieft.
nr positions

age 50
age 55

Ile

MALE
$1161
14 18

FEMALE
$920
109€

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
1750
13 09
age 60
15 54
2179
age 65
19 33
27 31
69i 70
26 18
31 77bcle 75

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nation...de TOLL FREE 1-8004554199

I

beet Unshed 1
12)45 3 trednaoon news, MIR
-t mre re bioca eon% tilISU CUTE
rernoderee
rued lot War see a 55:5C '0001,• OW" Care pro
7535012 Nose emssaue ward S3195./no Mame rere
pose no pees. 7534714
WADITED, Good used me
O.4 &Osseo Volunteer ?BR I ball tapas ell
Memos MI or e,ou top hookup carport Met* as
dolor for your Wade in en award mar, fans to
one of our beauaki new or mad in Northwood aiubd.
reoonleoned homes Also wean raw laSu No pen
easy financing available $385ITV pus appose I
mei other wade in or 5% lease 7534487
cash oown Hurry Addle
2EIR apt on 908 Nevrood
‘uCold Ono felts Voiunase.
Dr 265mo 759 4406
Homes Inc Hwy 79 Pena
T n 35242 901 642 4466
2844 beih& 4 duplex 1909
Weird Rd 759 1506 or
2m1
7636268
Weis
duplex 100/nh00110
2EIR
Hems Far Real
appliances
h0:04411
1111011111
213R mobile home C ta furnished Rent varies
water flinched $27Smo 5350- 430 Call 753 1266
Coleman RE 753 9896
for more details
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3tx
28R duplex central Ns
electric or gas Walking de
available now $37Srrio
lance to college 753 5209 Coleman RE 753 9696

VERV nee Re 1 bee
Irsi oat reel eawire•
appliances iwinish•41
5250ano 0.60 Clepoidt
lease no pm 753 nob or
7537636

213R Embassy Apartments
central gas heat available
now 11.300/mo Coleman
RE. 75.39898

3BR nice yard shade
$400 mo hio pets Call
75.36931

FOR sale M F Dynaba
lance 7 tree point mower
Ford 503 p t o hay rake
throe point lift, 110 gal
stainless steel sprayer
three point lift Phone
436 5618
FRONT end loader for
3000 Ford tractor
753 9274

255
Mob.,
Nola Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo water furnished
Coleman RE 7539698
NEW park. newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pick
up & city water 5100mo
492 8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park 753 9866

200
Sports
Equipment

300
Business
Rordals

GUNS buy sett or trade
436-5650
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Istualcal
STEINWAY antique square
grand piano (1872) Good
playing condition, beautiful
$5000
rosewood
753-2678
280
Miscellaneous

OLD
WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelit°
ceremonies Smoky Moun
tans Chapel. overlooking
river. near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CAR
RIAGE, Cabins, Jacuzzis
Ordained kbnisters Corn
plete arrangements No
testAvaiOng HEARTLAND
1 -800-448-VOWS (8697)
WHITEWATER informs
ten 1-800 782 raft Trips
for ail groups
2'0
Mobile
Homes For Sale
1985 SPIRAL Laser 1470
2br 2 bath, all appliances,
central hrs, taxi!) deck,
excellent condition.
$12.500 olxi 4892036
HERE'S an oiler you cent
refuse! 7 99% financing
available with only 5%
down payment All 95
model homes drastically re
&aced for quack sale Offer
good now Ihru Juty 2nd
Hurnil While tie offer lest
Volunteer Homes. Hwy 79,
Paris, Tn 39242
901 642 4466
MOBILE HOME LOANS
Sellers/Buyers/Owners
Green Tree Fanatical 5%
down payment Redeem
mg Enure/ loans Land
Home %MON cells wet
corn* 1- SOO- 221 -1201.
000-554 871 7

DOWNTOWN office space
across from courthouse
5951mo including all uuk
ties Also nice suite of of
flees with windows
$595/mo including all util
ties 75.3-1266
OFFICE or business 1000
sq ft 308 N 12th next to
Fayes 753 9212
OFFICE or retail building
zoned B2, approx 1600 sq
ft. NE corner 13th & Poplar Call 753-6001
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
UNIVERSITY Square
space available, central
gas, central air, sky light,
retail and/or office space,
high traffic area 753-1492
ask for Loretta
320
Apartments
For Rent
1,2,3BD apts Furnished,
very recie new MSU No
753 - 1 2 5 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1913 WISWELL Rd extra
large luxury 2br apt central gas his. appliances
furnished, no pets lease &
deposit required Call
753-7185
1BR apt available, must be
62, handicap, or disable
Call 492-8721 or
502-527-8574
1BR available July 1St,con-

RENTED
•

• .7. • • •.

2BR

28R upstairs apt 1134 S
13th St deposit II lease
nit pets 753 6001 leave
message
DUPLEX 2br near unmet
say, quiet residental neigh
bortxxxl. central Iva, 1 yr
lease. 5350,mo 753 8096
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Weedy Village Ibr
apartment, utilities in
eluded rent based on in
come 555 older handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502 354 8888
LARGE lbr apt 2 walk in
closets, closer than dorms
very low utilities $225imo 1
person. $250.-mo 2 people
753-2339 or 753-8767
LARGE upstar au 2 bad
central h/a, w/d hook-up.
available July 1st refer
aloes & deposit required
no pets. 5345/mo
753-3949

Pewees
Fe. Rea
1622 FARMER 4bi 1 bath
garage appl,anc•s
washer I dryer 5,49Smo
316 N 6111 kr 1
bath
appliances washer I
dryer $430/rno 762 4463
kom 4prn
28R brick 5301:Yme aka
$300 mem* No pets re
f•r•nc•s required
4992033 after 5prn
38R appl turnehed can
trat h• recently reds=
sled no pets 5400/mo pha
depot,: w,Larn R Fur
ches 753 2376

SPACIOUS 30r 2 bath
brick central h. a Snows
large garage hoe neigh
borhood no pen $650
August lit 488-2741
360

For

Rea
Ott.....
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
vrarehousits on Center
011V• behind Staney s
$20 $41mo 750 4081
NEW min. storage for rent
All saes Cal Neon Beach
Mini Storage 753 3853
370

13

It%

HORSE for sale 3yr old
gelding Fort:otter Call
753 7787
380
Pets
& &coda
ALL beds II supplies 30%
off Ave s Aviary 515 S 75h
St 759 4119

2 Party

NEW 2br duplex Available
now $400 carport, deck,
wid hookup 753-3031
leave message

NICE 3br apt central Kik
located on campus, dower
walk than dorms to MSU,
very, very low utilities. 2
people $4003/mo. 3 people
1BR furnished apt , 5450/mo 753-2339 or
$200/mo plus deposit no 753-8767
pets. Hwy 121 at the fair- NOW taking applications
grounds 753-3139
for Section 8 low rent hous
1BR, nice, available now ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Coleman RE 753-9898
Broad St Extended, be
1 OR 2br apts new down- hveen 8am-12rioon No
town Murray 753-4109
phone calls pleas* Equal
1 ROOM efficiency, very Housing Opportunity
near MSU, partial utilities VERY nice 2BR. 2 tit&
furnished Available now duplex, appliances turn•
Coleman RE. 753-98913
Ished. washer/dryer hook1 ROOMS for rent at 1614 up. central gas heat.
sitecinc air $475irrio one
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen Irving room month deposit, one yew
& bathroom facilities Walk lease No pets 753 2905 or
to MSU Coleman RE 753-7536
753 9898

1124 Opel@ Or
FA. Ada n
7 aim.?
licaseare. asps id*
• ea man Woo
saws loom icensisin
ample Wow SIble rftgfil
Mint Iris alla el
good dotes dabis
'Nadas et trams

Yard Sale
1622 Kirkwood
Sat., Juno 24
Until 6:30 p.m.
Krt:hen table a 6
chars mac chicken's
toys, gels clothing size
2-6. rocker recliner
Priced to sell

Sat.,June 24th, 1995 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller Auction Barn
at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 West to
Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take 121 So. through Coldwster
turn south onto Hwy. 1834 follow to auction.
Selling the estate of Mrs.Eddie Mae Outland and others. For
Lack of parking specie this estate was moved to Auction Barn.
Beautiful 3 piece cherry bedroom suite with turned post & footboard 5 piece white French Provencial bedroom suite - nice drop leaf dining
table with matching china cabinet and buffet • old small wood record
cabinet - wood smoke stand • small breakfast set - nice metal cabinet clean swivel rocker' odd chairs • nice clean couch - hiclabed couch •
magazine rack - desk chair - kitchen stool • office desk • chair • small
Sentry office safe • beautiful pewter footed table lamps • floor lamp set of table lamps • smoke stand - small marble top table with large
glass prisms - baby bed • odd bed & vanity - old McOuffey • miniature
lamp • dinner kettle • smoothing iron • Uncle Sam bank • Coca Cola
clock - Charlie Weaver bartender - large bottle with ship inside - blue
candy dish - blue fiddle candy dish • small stone jugs - other stone
items - old what not.fans • twin table with speakers • large Grisswold
iron skillet • pint midwest milk bottle • blue fruit jars • old record..
nice horse collar with brass knobs ham** with mirror • ice tongs Fiesta piece.- nice 4 piece lugging* set • small washboard - punch bowl
set - fancy water pitchers • milk glass items - sterling candle stick • old
picture & frames • small kitchen appliance.- school arm chair desk •
used doors - heaters • air conditioner - gas grill weed ester - leaf
blower - treadle sewing machine • 2 or 3 bicycles -2 wheel trailer •
hand & garden tools, nice 1982 Cadillac Sedan and much more.
Auction held rain or skine. Not respossiblii for seciaisets. Lam* mrsilskis.
Allt•f
1/

1707 Magnolia
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Yard Sale
Fri 1 Ssi

GARAGE SALE

June 23 & 24
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YARD
SALE
Friday, June 23
I am -5 p.nt
NE to Van Cleave
Follow the signs
Cart Crisp Rd.
day ameeme o• se
metes: CAW be is. Idod
(FOAM PAM dildegri a.
chidglerg east Irby owes
PI th hisgely

Multi-Family
Moving Sale
1622 Farmer
Sat, June 21
LM

No arty Cam
COrnpuler, CD torn
dnve, furniture, women's & children's
clothing. toys, tons of
mist & housewares

5 Family
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

121 N. Coldwater
7th house on right
past Church of

1515 Whippoorwill
Drive

Christ_
Frt. & Sat
8 a.m.-4 p.m

Friday
7 a.m.-5 pm

Lots of ciothes
shoes 10 y

Too much Mutt to
list

illel'1••••

Business on
a Budget?
2x2 consistency OCi in
Ciasseieds every Clay. including
$ 1 75 a month
the Shopper. f

Run this

(paid in advance)
Ratei nective API

QC'S

Cal 753-1916 tor (Walla.

"Friends &
Flowers"

Yard Sale
808 N. 18th St

5iiir Dame., h Priv s.rdie

Sat., June 21
I arn-7
Bicycie, dothes, toys.

Invite You To A Garden Party
Sat., June 24 • 10-4 p.m.
Sun., June 25 • 1-4 p.m.

fish aquanuM,olds &
ends, baby bed with
mattress

Yard Sale
94 West Almost
To Lynn Grove
Friday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dooney & Bourke
purses, girls Gums
clothes, little boy's
clothes,
shoes,
toys, trinkets, crafts.
piNows, telephones

Garage Sale
4 Party
Yard Sale
Frt., Juni 23
II 5 p.m
Set, June 31
111 1200 mope
I milessesildomip !dead
Glop Awe dust law ales
NAI edam a diddrail
idle U.Amu iliblos
Mem eta am I 0111%
mot am al rem Ime
1/0, adgligAd Ous bowsig
ewe& iwwww 0111
pea estreiv dam dm di

ESTATE AUCTION

-

Fader/. J4111023
elebardey. ame 94
sat IN both tley•
1612 °steed Dr

•

Fri., June 23
I em.-4 p.m.
1555 Mockingbird
Drive
(Msrtki Heights)
Hand tools. power
tools, fishing equipment, dashes, new
mac
drapes,
Pv3usehoid

Yard Sale

/bot .111 ( •••1

15 Family
Yard Sale

HUGE 1 FAMILY
YARD SALE

Yard Sale

Uitessoce
&poise

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
MUR CAL Apartments now years 436 2858
accepting applications for
.110
1:2 and 3lx apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Public
Housing Opportunity
Sala
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting appb
cations for 1-2br apart4 Party
ments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm Mon-Fri
Yard Sale
1409 Duigiud Dr
2223 Edlnborough
Dr.
NEAR university deluxe
FrL 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
1st floor apt 2 bedrooms &
Sat. 7 am.-12 Noon
Irving room extra large with
Items tor household.
fine quality, plush carpet
cannsng )ars, casuals
Kitchen-dinette has r
tapes, books, pictures,
refrigerator.
large size end young
Wash
men & women's dosets
F•
thong Cancelled'.ram
heat and
as Clean, ready to move
in Recently redecorated
$340 deposit. $340/mo
753-45609 am to 5 pm

1BR duplex on Hwy 283
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo +d•posit
753-8848 before 9pm

I ):t

JUNI 72

1:=

ROW
Neese Per Isis

wagon

"GET Married* Candletigh
for two $99 Beautiful weddings at affordable prices.
Christian ceremonies,
small Honeymoon
150
WOLFF TANNING BEDS, large or
blood test or
Articles
Buy direct and save US suites, no
period
For Sale
Full body units from $3000 waiting
month Home and commer- 1-800-893-7274
AMAZING OFFER! SWIMcial Cal today for free color HOT SPOT VACATION,
MING POOLS! Must set
Catalogue Uva Sunsys- package BRANSON MISentire inventory of new
terns 1-800-274-1744
SOURI includes deluxe ac1994 leftover HUGE family
commadations for two
sized 19'x31' 0.D. pool
adults, two show Ockets,
155
complete with sundeck,
discounts on attractions
fence and filter ONLY $959!
dining $89 special
and
Appliances
100% financing. Hurry! Call
price 1-800-275-6009
toil free 1 (800)759-6058
2YR OLD electric dryer,
ask for Kelli. Limited area
Whirlpool, $200, white. 4yr MARRY on a mountain' Be
old
refrigerator, Whirlpool, marred in a secluded new
BOGARD Trucking and Exhilltop chapel surrounded
cavating, Inc We haul top white, 18 cu, ft, frost free, by trees and Smoky Mounwith
ice
maker,
$425.
fill
din, white
soil, gravel,
tain views! No blood test,
rock, rip rap. Mon -Fri 489-2534 after 5pm
period!
waiting
8-4pm, 753-2446
WASHER,dryer, E stove & 1-800-729-4365
a/c 436-2326
BOW HUN-TING EQUIPMYRTLE BEACH OCEANMENT Bow hunters disFRONT RESORT- Condo
160
count warehouse,
rentals starting at $83 daily
Hotta
America's largest archery
$37 weekly Condo sales 2
Furnishings
supplier, stocks over 5,000
bedroom- $65,000 Centrbow hunting items at FOR sale three piece bed- ally located, indoor/outdoor
20-40% off retail Call room set consisting of a pools, whirlpools play1-800-735-2697 for free headboard and footboard, ground 1-800-238-1181
160 page catalog.
adaptable to either full or
Beach
CHROME roll bar with queen size, chest and MYRTLE
lights, best offer Call dresser with attached mir- ooaanfronVoceanview luxury condominiums from
ror, excellent condition
436-2207
Call 753-4899 after 5pm or $450 per week EntertainENCLOSED utility trailer
ment packages, oceanfront
leave a message
6x10x6tt high, $1003, obo
pools, full size kitchens,
cenLARGE
entertainment
502-247-8754 after 5pm
beach, close to everything
ter, cherry finish, excellent Sea Breeze Realty
EXTRA long twin size com- condition, $300 Small
1-800-446-4010
plete adjustable bed Wired breakfast table with 2
remote control includes 30 chairs, excellent condition, SMOKY MTN MEMOminute massage $475 $250 Cal 759-4941 after RIES Intimate chapel ad 436-5610
pining national park WED5Prn
DINGS, simple to elegantphotographs, flowers
gazebo, video, lodging Ordained minister- no blood
tests, no waiting
1-800-258-6797

p.m.

•

kflibe
Par SO

GOOD can used aim
snorers clearance poxes
FRANCHISE tor sale Es
JO Cub Sears Loiters
Ky
eiblahed rerniones
Ag Equipment
•
300
1
753
502
Mo
it
'In
247-4456
roue
old
year
SA- IP 100
Ivy. 26 year old camper/ LARGE tame plums
McKenzie Orchard Was
RETAIL tenches oppor
c•II to place ord•r
Dandy. essang locsoona 753 9468 or 753-4725
Call
available
NEW metal siding & roof
14100477-327S
mg Cover 36" cAA Io length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
Computers
port kits 489 2722 or
DO you want a LOCAL 489 2724
INTERNET dial up? For in
POST frame buildings We
formaeon cal 753 6807
21 x40 x9 Eav• price
HAWKINS RESEARCH $5.178 plus freight Other
NOW LOCATED AT sizes available Blitz buil
130I-E CHESTNUT IN data 1-800-628-1324
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER, NEXT TO REPAIR & refinish lurnPAPA JOHN'S PIZZA. lure Also 1951 Plymouth
Club Coupe for sale
CALL 753-7001.
492-8714
SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR REPOSSESSED
COMPUTER AND OFFICE BUILDINGS- Most sell 2
FURNITURE NEEDS. straight sided arch steel
buildings 25x36 30x48
753-7001.
only 6 months old No rea
SHORT ON MEMORY OR sonable otter refused FiHARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE nancing available call
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN 1 800-222-6335
DIXIELAND CENTER.
SPIRITUAL DESIGN
753-7001.
Shirts and caps are in right
tul demand Easy order140
taking Refundable kit free
Ward
plan T-shirts Unlimited.
To Buy
Inc. 1640 Memorial, kitur
ANTIQUES by the piece or fresboro, TN 37130
collections 753 9433 day 1 -KO-894-4894
or night
STEEL BUILDINGS SUMCASH paid for good, used MER SALE Painted walls
rifles, shotguns, and pis- 5,000+ sizes, 30x40x10
tols Benson Sporting $4,775, 40x60x14, $8,345.
Goods, 519 S 12th, 50x60 x14, $9,890,
Murray
50x75x12, $10,832,
USED 250 or 500 gallon 60x80x14. $13,626,
Call 60x100x16, $17.017 Free
propane tank
brochures SENTINEL
759-9752
B UILDINGS,
WANT to buy Antiques & 800-327-0790
collectibles, Coca-Cola
items, civil war artifacts, SUNQUEST WOLFF TANstone whiskey jugs with ad- NING BEDS CommercialFrom $199
vertising, gas & oil advertis- Home Units
ing, glassware, Elvis me- Factory direct and SAVE'
FREE NEW
morabilia, etc Phone Call Today
Catalog
Color
753-3633 ask for Larry.
1-800-462-9197

meek
Ckidcate

. 11011.11•11

Simbses
Ogaselliolg

THURSDAY

OGEFI & TIMES

1602 Sycamore
June 23 & 24
11.rn. Ill 12 Noon
headboards,
Bed
odd chairs, odd
couch. man - women& girl clothes all
sires. by bed.
Pugh chair, misc..
by cloths size infant-2T too a
girre, boys, books

PRE 4TH OF

JULY SALE
C.J's Unger tan
Conn Cip and
Sataina's from May
lek1 el to In liunay
Sairtitg. June 241i
9 sit to S pia at
1669 Nan
7634144.
Otempow awe POW
hp posit Ow sad
emit war
Garn (lins-14)
Says (bnlani.7)

Flowers, HCIS

and

Unigut Gariirn Aci-ruenes

13 miles from Murray un Hwy 121 North turn
left at Hwy 893, 1 mile on nght 4/19-26.15

TWO-DAY PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, June 24, 10:00 a.m.
Sunday, June 25, 1:00 p.m.
302 N. Caldwell • Parts, Tennessee
been
has
Company
Auction
Kennon
commissioned to set the entire contents of
Rhea Clinic at public auction
This auction has a very large assortment of
medical instruments and related collectibies
far too many to list here Included in this
auction ate antiques, collectibles and some
personal property of Dr and Mrs Gardner
Rhea Jr , who have moved from the area
Saturday, June 24, 1000 cow sharp: 1111h century
walnut grandfather clock einiand painted lace made
in 1.4anchester England by T Taylor dock-maker
Iris anew* 466.3 oval stained glass window
cranberry hanging lamp Duncan Otiyie bullet
*rano settee with 2 matching chars nice oak
gaming tablieOuipen Anne end lades mahogany
bookcase several paces of cut glass pressed
glass old oak instrument cabinets leather rnecacat
saddle bag w/10 glass medics-is bottles several old
nektons wars very large assortment of medical
instruments includrig *arty timanynation tables
ear* opereeng table sterilizer porcelain instrument
treys. glass ears. old glass measunnig cups taboret
cry gtasaware old microscope much much more
Delegate pen Dom eve 1920 Republican Natrona
Converaon Landon Knox gold pen several framed
tintypes old glasses salesman's Pavel case el
pairs of glasses troweling FAIIICor for same several
Wasermen lountarn pens 1Aornson's mechanscal
penal mei 1/40 14 kt gold trim camel beck trunk-old
radios dozens of old medical books horn the 11100-s
and early 11100's far Ice may to bit hare hundreds
of small assorted medical instruments, some with
11100:rs pal dales much more We we still unpacking
boxes in storage lot years Come prepared to find
much more than listed here
&mem Aims IS, 1:00 p.m.: Lots of assorted
glasstrare and household *ems rivetel desk odd
oharainela shehang wort bench small vice as
sorted hind tools? Snapper riding Lawn mowers
step ladders-extension adders odd chars good red
wood picnic liable 2 door meta cabinet gurney
single Re cabinets -4 drawer hie cabinets-odd office
equipment-many entalier lawns

For more
Auction

information, please call Kennon
Company at (901) 642-3750

Aideriawasfe Mesa The wow otters ainxithins be every
eallerear she Mao Reese maiere yom rn f yea
sedieert. SIC40,1 se be lad wee, WV IWO seam,
Tamss4 et'Aimiebaity 00-61 Kum 041014 wrote•
WM lour aWresped is Dianna) AL•los Cemetery wises
yew ere an -_$ 44 buyer Ns mospeare

Sate Condoled By:

iz KENNON
rk AUCTION

1

14

•
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YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
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YoUIt
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COULD
LIEItE
CALL
753-19 Hi

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

YOUR
Al)
COULD
BE
HERE
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753-1916

Service
.
.sae certified
C

P

•••k_,Thl.SE an acreage 2 295
53 1300 10e 6p
489 2• 16 7p. 10p For sale
or rent barns tarps ac
0arii fired 753 1300
4as 2"6
, -0 ;Wattp has
.
•:E;'
...a.t.ng to purc.hass
t
a vice ranges If
•:X. are t•- not.N of seihrtg04.0 MOW
...r.ta:i
▪ s a^d p•osesstonal
a2.trt a: '53 1222 or stop
ty or.ze at '.1 Man St
kr-A CA. Reaty proles
SsOnal real 'Stall manager•-•-•-t •as.dar Lai cor-ener
Js to hancrie your
head.achest A
)st' cry; Joa.paincy en,
e 7534444
'Am E a Kioik rnaA• an one.
take orapany WAson
ty '21 Soort Cat
"S.3 5.:66

•• :
•

141 3 ACRES 411 laweed
seveped 2 bras e/Napo
stow
2sine birldsigs
iletAlearde wee laws
reel•wpm'ailed pond
Winead wilt lek Shesigibp
appeintat•nt •Itly
434660
le ACME$ moaned lere
kericed isessure preen
house 1400 Mr amain
home Colemen Real Es
isee 753 MSS

422 KiRKV4000 Drwe
3ir neat*
th largo
lachon LA central lye
docired ailec secesoe ow
port weeps shed Isaac
Pooh wridiceped with large
beck yard 7301673
213A ence
wenn Ply
awes sunroom. demon
asnerai Iva $67 900 Cote
man RE 753 WWI
141R once, 1 4 twili icat
garage 01,111 4 we tot
lyrin•ood Estat•s
$70000 7536561
3EVI 1 bath log home 1250
sq R cereal ha. vaAied
ceilings great room wan
tir•piac• patio area
662.703 410-6075
3BR duplex for sate
7537347
313F1 duplex tor sal,
753 5114
3 ROOM hous• on
120.150 tot at 1616 Fat
mer 2 blocks to university
r•nt•bt• at $200 .
7538831
4. ACRES Ste brick, 2700
sq it sunroom central
AA barn fenced or horses
3mt south of Murray
$119000 7531901
BRICK 3br 2 beet tots of
caliriS txxit in stave Ili
dishwasher central tvw
double garage large lot.
3m. out 753 6294
FOR Investors 2812K ft
new dupe. Fe Brook
R•ntai income
Sub
$1 100:mo Prat, $123000
492 8516 or 762 7221

LAKE LOT SALE' Estate
s,r• homes,tes *nth private
Laka /card sn Korlucity
F,orn $8 900 F•nancarc
F REF cokke brochLre Cal
mow 800 858 1323 sit
3957 Vvoodand acres

I

"
°4w

I992 HONDA C44260 Ifieka
Touring scooter 7 000
maws ceralyapple red tea
ter coined sleep kept in
new 7535644
ode
akar Sprit
isONDA Shadow 700=
IS model only 11 000
maws eandarreal ported
$1950
condition
75.10197
YZ 250 eacelera oondieon
with extras Call atter
ep m 5271942

1979 OLDS V 1 4dr ac
cruse 91.XXX mikes very
dependable $975 obo
753 3900

1913 14E RC URY Marque
96 XXX miles adr reel nice
car 435 4526

CLASSIFIED

1978 FULL size Chevy
cargo van. 335. et PI wow*
bench. wired 110 a 12V.
1650 obo 753-4235

1992 DODGE Caravan.
one owner. 36./00(
$11.900 756-1620

1987 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham very sharp
dean ca 4224566 after
40m

BOATS tor rent oil Sr
reins and kinds also utlity
traders 753-3547
BOB'S Plumbing Service
Installehon and repair al
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832
BUILDER. new homes. ad
Pions. wages, framing
staring at $2 a square It
Sorry no roofer or cabinet
maker Tripp Williams
753-0563
BUSHHOGGING Gardens
piowed disked. driveways
Mill Jones
graded
437 4030

1916 CHEVY Nova 4 door
red Good condition good
ores $1500 obo 436-2102
m After 5pm
10a m
436-2269

1993 GRAND Cherokee.
V-8. every option, 48K
TAIL excellent condition.
$21000 753-3648

Used
Tnrcits
1970 FORD peck-up. V-8,
auto. $850 7591620

Cwesriss
Omen elneswe
Senkas
Dona Treace Linear.
•...ndrais Samar w
Laws
4•
11316A0
10 - 1142ILOS
10 I IS $77111.00
Mew Rain OW Deo
Amilebi•
S min nun or Muria
esi Hwy
(102) 4624•11111

BUSHHOGGING blade
work, lawn mowing & wee
dealing 489-2077
CARPET 8 Upholstery
cleaning Special $2500
per roan Free ScolchGard
Deodorizing
1502-436-2654
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
U again wet Formica Al
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Removery. Murray.
KY 4365560
LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-4365744
LAMB'S Tree Service, tree
trimming a removal, hauling, etc 4362269 Paul
LARRY'S Small Engine
Repair Services and reparlor all makes and models, weedeaters. chainsows and mowers Prompt
dependable serivces. all
work guaranteed with over
20yrs experience Pick up
and delivery available. Business 492-8437. after 5pm
492-8548.
LAWN care, mowing 8 trimming 436-2528.
LAWNS
mowed.
(502)759-3133
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets, upholstery, free
estimates 753-5827

CARROLL'S Custom garden tiling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots.
tree
estimates
502-492-8622

LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses, mobile homes.
brick & vinyl. buildings.
R V.'s, sidewalks, free estimates (502)753-6490.

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.

1987 PLYMOUTH Sun
MB GENERAL CONdance. 96.XXX miles, good 1980 CHEVY kill size truck.
STRUCTION
MAINTEcondwon Call 753-4419a1 new piug 8 plug wires. Pea
NANCE, carpentry, paintter 5pm
• transmission. $1.500
COUNTERTOPS. Mist=
ing, electrical, siding, other
NEW 3tx homes pnced in
obo 759-1776 after 5pm or
Homes, trailers, offices
maint.
apt.
8
70 s & 80s finenong avail- 1987 TOYOTA Tercel. leave message
Wars Recovery, Murray (502)436-2819 fax or
automatic. air cond
abes
=reader trade
1986 CHEVY Silvered() 436-5560
753-4160
modem avail
753-3672 after 5pm
104.XXX miles, very clean
Kt cruise auto at. $5.000 CUNNINGHAM'S Heating MOODY'S mower repair,
328-8944
and Cooling Service Com- pick-up and delivery.
plete installation and ser- 753-5668.
1990 BLACK Dodge Ram
Call Gary at MULCH, delivered Murray
vice
Charger. 4.4. excellent
759-4754
area. 436-5560.
condition, priced to set
753-8766
CUSTOM bulldozing and PAINTING int , ext. all
backhoe work, septic sys- types of home repair, free
1990 FORD F250. auto,
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, estimates. Call anytime
;Vs, citib. V-8, whoa with
Horace Sholar
436-5032.
blue interior, new tires.
heavy duty nice truck' DAVID'S cleaning serPAINTING 8 decorating.
phone vices We dean vinyl, brick.
$6.350
20yrs experience, I do 000d
502-875-4050 Dealer
drive ways, sidewalks. mo- work. Angela Montgomery.
bile homes. R V 759-4734. 437-4706.
1990 NISSAN pock-up sic
sport wheels. excellent DRYWALL, finishing, re- PLUMBING repairman with
conditon. asking $5.400 pars. additions and blow- same day service. Call
759-1410
ing ceilings 753-4761.
436-5255.
1991 CHEVY pick-up. red/
red New Ores and exhaust
loaded up. very clean
We have been your cuslom builder in the
753-7976
past Ws are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs In addition to
custom building. we can now take Care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing

Brute Gran
Building Contractors, Inc.
FREE Eedeseses: 7134343

_,
Omit Sono .1.St 140146._
Nrolpf•r_
Frog awes
24 ilxi Sow

Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing - Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call MaurIce
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

FOR sale 1988 Chevy
Silvered°. black 8 gray with
gray interior, loaded.
79.XXX miles 527-5294 after 5pm

vn °my

p

Sods
I Mona

Ns Trim;

1986 17FT Thundercraft
ski boat 140hp ICI, lootui 1
non great $4400. see at
Mansard Island Resort
901442-5590

Ti !bumf
Unison

Tree Service °any sl""

4ftip Navvy

Llit NAOS Be
Comned & ()wad By TN LA*
trefen9110 S Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

1990 RANGER 360V
Yarnahs Pro- V Excellent
condition Must sell
527 1366 or 362 8148

ROOFING and peneng.
mum- Moms%. 2firs
erpenence. 10% discount
senor alum 474-0107
SEAMLESS gutters in
soled. reedier** or caw
~cwt. Serval Otaber Co
753-6433

THE Woo Co $earillote
eaaversion gutters. vette*
of colors Liniteed. insured EWAN, ereleble
7384890

Free
Gam

WALTER'S Contracting.
Gerald Welters, owner.
Vinyl siding, paining
deices. addeons, roofing.
20yrs experience. Ire* es11moms 7532592
WOOD VCR- repairing
vcrs, camcorders. microFn 912. 1-5
waves.
tree seaman 753-0530

FREE puppies 4 popes
part Sheppard a part
Chow Cal 901-644 7587
How 5pm

BUSINESS
HOURS
AllE:
m
Sat 8 a m -11 am

HOROSCOPES
JUNE 23, 1995
FRIDAY,'
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your ov.n
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Romance is featured tonight. Easy
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A does it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
temporary separation could help
rejuvenate a friendship or marriage. Wonderful fortune smiles on you.
By focusing on specific goals, you Negotiate financial deals and sign
will eliminate time-wasting activi- contracts. Newcomers are anxious
ties. Any financial hardships can be to team up with you. Check them
overcome with the support of out before you get carried away.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Make
friends and relatives. Hang in their!
your goal perfection but refuse to
A child's education should be a top
pnority. Tuition funds are available. agonize if it proves unattainable.
Explore government loans and The important thing is to do your
very best. Finish up routine tasks
grants.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON before leaving work. Wine and dine
THIS DATE: singer June Carter that special person.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Cash, conductor James Levine,
Olympic legend Wilma Rudolph, Sudden upsets could occur at home
or work. Cool the flames -- don't fan
choreographer Bob Fosse.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): them. Going that extra mile could
Substantial gains can be recorded put extra money in your pocket. Be
today and tomorrow if you put your willing to work overtime. Influential
shoulder to the wheel. A message people applaud your zeal.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
from a loved one becomes increasingly clear. Pick up your share of 21): Several tedious tasks could be
on the agenda. Tackle them early in
the load without further ado.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): the day and they will go faster. You
Someone may have big plans for turn in your finest performance at a
this evening. Let your mate or part- private meeting. Someone special
ner take the lead. Make every hour requests WI encore.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
at work count. Be truthful with
someone who has helped you in the 19): Do not be upset if an alliance
seems off-key. Give credit where it
past.
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): is due. Make an effort to get away
Free your mind to wander away from it all. New places and faces
from everyday pursuits. Useful ideas will restore your normally-high spiror spiritual insights could result its.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
from a period of meditation. A new
romance deserves every chance. Others are willing to pool their talents and resources. By sharing
Trust your heart. Let go of the past!
CANCER (June 21-July 22): secrets, you can draw closer to your
Domestic matters could dominate mate or partner. Become a better listhe day no matter how hard you try tener.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
to concentrate on business. A transition will go better if you are pre- relationship may lack the warmth
and togetherness you want. The less
pared to compromise.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Curb a you say today, the better. Income
tendency to be extravagant, run up gains will go hand-in-hand with
debts or make bad loans. Those who your best efforts. Give romance time
stick to routine assignments today to heat up.
will end the day on a high note.
TODAY'S CHILDREN dislike confrontation and strife. In fact, they
tend to scoot back into their shells when things get rough. This evasive
maneuvering can be highly successful, however -- especially when they
want to lay a guilt trip on people they perceive as offenders. Less fragile
than they appear, these gentle Cancerians recognize that an air of vulnerability is part of their innocent charm. Count on them to attract many romantic
admirers. A career in teaching or the arts will guarantee them an appreciative audience.

Starks Bros.
Mobile Homes
2 Days Only!

•

f•
•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIMINITS
CUSTOM WOODWORKINO
All Type* Of:

Custom

Woodworking

and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And Soo Our Showroom •
sle Swami/ • Wormy (SAW lamp &ea)
753-5940

510
Services
Offered

A and A Lamb's lawn mowing. bghl hauling. tree Miming, Mork 436 2528

3 or 4 bedrooms. 2'/z baths. 9-10 ft
ceilings, hardwood floors, v)ew thru gas
fireplace, whirlpool bath. 16x24 master
bedroom, lots of closets In Southwest
school district with clty utftes, on 2 acres
with 30x30shop. Must see this home Call
now at 753-4873

ROCKY Cabon home wpm.skiiebing. wooin9 sib
wig • elkilions Al Vore
home • mobile hone ri•
pair Free estimates
474-2307

TOOD %aline eve ins
A5 CAI 492 MI6 7 Clay
or night

3-•••rit.z....e,"(It-

415111

ALCOA vinyl song a trim
RINAKAIndhl ventkres Ba
$peed 492-8103
ALL around haulm mow
eq. tee work. pink deer
up. obeewig OW giant
Joe 6364967
ALL terpeney 15yis esp.
foundatore Nobs. sidewise% drweiveys
C
s
remodeling, repur7
b 11d2
wiled 4419 22i•
ANTIQUE reN•stung bur
custom
mute repair
vioodwortung 7531088

ALL New Homes Special Pricing (LOW)
11000.00 Rebate On ALL New Homes

'5% Down Payment
'Green Tree Acceptance Co. On Lot W/On Lot
Credit Approvals
'Live Remote With Channel 6 TV
'Free Gifts To First Seven Approved And
Completed Credit Applicants Or Cash Deals

A-1 Tree professionals
Slump removal. tee spraying, serving Murray. Callaway County since 1910
Free esernases 4362247
or 4924737

By

RDAIODELPOG and sew
anew sepses Cal us keel
perm einetruction needs
Senate Pee 7391774

SUREVIAY Tree a Sear*
Resew* Inswied
One of ereipment Free 4110MIMS. Dray or ought
753-54114

onmr, CLEARANCE SALE!
"

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
hedge trirnnwitg. landscaping, inutchrig 1 mulch haulm guest dewing Cleanup M.portage Odd yobs,
Mao Al househtd moving
Free atemalis Tien Lamb
4344744.

Of

PRESSURE esieltwo veal
Imassa, berm flaw bee
esemeilx Cal 4esms

STORM DAMAGE??

1994 MAZDA B3000 SE
V-6. at, AM/F1.4 cosset's.
5-speed. bener 29.XXX
miles, war renty $10.800
obo 759-9080

520

.

BEAUTIFUL Rat lot al
undrground city Wises inciuding gas Last Evadable
lot in P,.ilon Koghtt
caned behrnd Gatesbor
ough $13900 7532338

Nice loge lot 110.217 et
new subdweion. nese lo
Oaks Country Club
753-6001

118151 set, Waving colony
1967 Mercury Sable Wa
gon auso fully loaded. ex
cellent condition, black
gray mono". 71.XXX miles
$4.500 7532028

1084 PONTIAC Bonnevile.
4P new ores good oonctibon $1 250 753-7203

4 CONNECTING toes lo
cane et Crappie Hollow
P..(es range horn $800 Io
$500 901 6485607

.••

BACKNOE Service corn
pima foundations spec
systems R H Nesbit Can
&rumen Phone 4924516
peg* 762 7221

1994 CAMARO Z29, biue.
loaded. lady driven 17,500
mese Asking 616.650 on)
Frankfort
Phone
502-227-8015

Vino
E
UnewelswIl
Lamm Vitarseria
•••re 3111' ado rwrs
MILO
Koca

BACKHOE SERVICE
BREPR ALLEN row Orli
insaldeort raw replace
event 7591513

1993 C.ADILLAC Devils
whim red inside 36 EU
miles 614_000 Cell
753 3672 eh* 5pm
1993 TOYOTA Caney LE
Addison mil gold package
KS XXX nide& 753 1292

Four Star
Mobile Now
Parts Service

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kiwassee Wasanobeire
%%need 30. peers es
p•rienc•
BOBBY
HOPPER 4365941

BACICHOE Service ROY
HILL Spec system tInve
ways Awing toundesons
et 759 4664

1991 TOYOTA Previa van
One owner, 82.XXX miss.
extended warrenty. excellent condieon 492-8158

11186 GRAND Am fully
loaded. with sunroof a low
menage 753-4586

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Nasty Iranal lar 3 wept
manuneciaeirs46 sera
arM pent iverierilell Ask
ke AsON
The Asperince
%Via& 71132436

1992 HYUNINA Elmira
pi' Sep wool low
mime osmium4 condom
asking $61100 750 1410

1982 CHRYSLER New

2 LOTS in Preston Heights
•t utittes awaked, lot sue
•x.2-30 each 753 9741

BEAUTIFUL secluded
Wading site located in New
Concord wee pat short**
tenor from lake Warm
*KW suitable tor mobile.
$7 SOO Can Kopperud
7531222 ULU 300194

1 I

11011 UNCOLII Teem NO
NE* ariorescas homes
c•aditieit
2 lar ir met $awn si eel ge•d
SC • ananang ereasble IN411/3-11111111
Disy•ftenel ins lien Pen
1984 OLDS Delta IN
Iawn sewers Mai fide& nee
earesits
a al isedeoground son lwerrerity) $41100
Jinni /1144444
7sa nos at 7334717
NE &V hone Caen Camp 1990 GEO
Seine OSI
pain/ Rd Sri 2 Mel own 57sas miss goo/ alma
eel pis•sinew Mese
low MS-OMNI Maw tem
Wag epee en 1 22 eons
nue Cal Ye Cal Reek 1990 IMUUMA 437 4832
7'334444
1992 CUTLASS Supreme
SI. 2* 50 MU miles
9c14 new tree good con*
eon 489-2730

FOR sale 4br 3
teeth
older home near downloan $33 000 Call
7532935

0,--,crieo eve
svvo year around
sta.141<1
subdTiisson
114.,••ay 759 4410

5' •educed 2 adeconevg
axe *tont tots evil total
ortage or 29311 looking
s••aght down mart chart
nou Laing natures 40tt
dock septc & 'sllCal
aociarud Reality toasty for
as:monist rtiormaeon on
S 113000288 Call Fick
Fienty 753 1222
▪

1

GIFTS:

1

ardinal Dr.

Reduced To Sell
Three bedroom, two bath,
central heat/air, built 1994,
2,500 sq. ft.
Super Nice

Call Mur Cal Realty

753-4444

-Very Deluxe Ceiling Fans (2)
-Cordless Phone (1)
-Microwave (1)
-$200.00 Cash (1)
4300.00 Cash (1)
-Karaoke (1)

Open To 8:00 P.M. Friday Night
Sale Good At All Locations. Drawing and Live
Remote Al Benton Sales Lot.

800-455-3001

MURRAY LEDGER II T
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LOOKING BACK

.
ipar
.dies
Ss Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I man IM year
old female with a rectocele The
thought of surgery has me more than
frightened Is there anything I can do
for rebel without surgery'
DEAR READER As women age especially if they have borne children
the supporting strictures that hold
the uterus in the pelvis stretch and
relax As the uterus sags. it often
weakens the bladder opening. causing
urinary incontinence Or. because of
anatomical changes in the vaginal
wall. pan of the rectum may actually
protrude into the vagina during
coughing or straining This is called a
rectocele
In the first instance, a pessary ia
round plastic device) can be inserted
to re suspend the uterus in its proper
position However, no such product
will correct a rectocele. for which surgical repair is usually necessary.
Whether or not to have an operation
depends on how troubled you are by
which, although it is
this condition
bothersome and can impede evacuation. does not constitute a health hazard

4 Mpgkw
part
d
1444-71117

your own
II you 99

ght. Easy

ept. 22):
S on you.
and sign
t. anxious
eck them
iway.
22): Make
refuse to
ttainable.
do your
rifle tasks
) and dine

Al Yaw eV. IWO§ busl 0411111you east probably brew sergery and
simply put up with the nietaceie On
the other hand. if the affliction is
unace4tahle. the reparative surgery
is usually sate and effective A one
catalpa should be a good source for a
second apeman
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report A. Informed Approach to
Surgery - Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P0 Box 2433. New York. NY 16153
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I need your help
or advice I've been to four doctors
none of whom have given me any sat
isfaction My doctor recommended
cortisone for a redness around my
eyes When that didn't work, he sent
me to a dermatologist who recom
mended cortisone That did not help
so I went to an ophthalmologist who
recommended cortisone The medica
lion helps each time, but my eyes
water constantly and no one is able to
help with the watering
One physician recommended a spe

csabst in tear ducts He s a surgeoa
and I'm sot too happy about hermit
my eyes cut Do I ?mama as cortisone
intlednitely he the redness and sutler
forever with the tearing. or is theses
solution`
DEAR READER Far be it from me
10 diagnose a saandition that has pus
sled sour cadre of physicians
Hoarier I suggest that you folios
your doctor s ads ice Just because
you see an eye surgeon &cull mean
that you automata-alb have to contort
ec an operation for relief
If for example your symptoms are
caused by blocked tear ducts. the sur
geon may be able to open the ducts.
using a technique performed in his
office In my slew this option would
be preferable to the continued
expense and nuisance of applying cor
tiSane cream
If. on the other hand. you do need
surgery. it seems logical to me to pur
sue this option and get cured let me
know what the surgeon says

DAILY COMICS

Tea years see
Calloway County Sheriff
David Baleatime and Depeties
Larry Roberts sad Scott Barron
we pictured palling up waist high
marijuana plants from three
patches found after three limn of
searching new New Concord on
June 20. A total of 68 plants were
foetid which would have a street
valise of S100 for each plant The
story and photo were by Staff
Writer Kevin Bowden
Births reported include a boy
St4 and Mrs James Maynard.
April 19; a gul to Mr and Mn
Gene Paul Johnson, June 15, a
boy to Mr and Mrs Michael
Taylkor. June 17, a girl to sir
and Mrs. Charles Craig, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dawson, and
a boy to Mr and Mrs James
Young. June 18.
Twenty years ago
Navy Seaman Recreuit Richard
C Elliott III was graduated from
recruit training at Naval Training
Center. Great Lakes, III
Attending the Kentucky Youth
Seminar held at the University of
Kentucky were Fred _Gillum. Calloway County 414 Extension

WAIN DIE
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Agent. and Cheryl &atom Gin per Gilitalli. Itaadall Winchester
H dab
and Paola Sysapoos.
members
C Gancal writes about for
user Murray State Basketball
('ouch Harbin Hodges in his cot
wan. -Garrotes Galley Mary Hamill°n is pictured with
her flower arrangement that won
-Queen of Show- at Sopriag
Rose Show at Hopkiasville She
also won in three other classes in
arrangements made from her own
home grown roses
Thirty years age
Murray State College has
2.130 students enrolled for the
summer term. according to MSC
officials
Army Specialist Four Dan S
Harrell. son of Mr and Mrs
Alvin Harrell, received the Good
t'onduct Medal June 5 while
assigned to lit Armored Division. Fort Hood, Texas
Bobby Zane Workman. son of
Mr and Mrs John Workman.
received his Master of Arts in
Chemistry and Education from
Brown University. Providence.
R I. at end of summer term

TODAY IN HISTORY

GET BACK TO WORK,YOU
INGRATE! AND FROM
NOW ON,00N'T
SPEAK UNT1L.
SPOKEN ID"

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 22, the 173rd day of 1995. There are 192
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Xi tit
_
Fifty years ago. on June 22. 1945, the World War II battle for Oki6
nawa officially ended, with 12.520 Americans and 110.000 Japanese
killed in the 8I-day campaign.
On this date:
In 1611, English explorer Henry Hudson, his son and several other
people were set adrift in present-day Hudson Bay by mutineers.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated a second time.
In 1868, Arkansas was readmitted to the Union.
CALVIN and HOBBES
In 1870, Congress created the Department of Justice.
In 1911. Bntain•s King George V was crowned at Westminster
tik)
I 06%1 Pa?
LOCK CALVIN. `4001E. GY TO
Abbey.
TO DISMASTIE fiOT A GOOD
CONCENTRAT
i IT! 114MINENT
WIT
Zato( A LITTLE 101.1R BALANCE.
In 1938. heavyweight boxing champion Joe Louis knocked out Max
GOAL
CAI 'CAA GOAL ,Tht5 %ICICLE
1 DEM MAKES
WIll. lil BETTIR IC ICAIRE. LOOSE
Schmeling in the first round of their rematch at Yankee Stadium.
,-----•---___.,,_______--1 MO MAIL
ME. TENSE'
IT:
!
In 1940, during World War IL Adolf Hitler gained a stunning vicI PERI PIKE
I ADMIT IT.'
‘
_Aipm.._
ri,&;705
.
A
TO
VIC-CUNT
/
• tory as France was forced to sign an armistice eight days after German
'
'40_ 44
rOt1T21 SO
forces overran Paris.
.,
Ni..g;;
IT CAN HEAR
In 1941, Germany invaded the Soviet Union dunng World War II.
V
fik REBUILT!
In 1943, federal troops put down race-related noting in Detroit that
;';•..-..-7*
i
/ I IIf -IN
•
i
more than 30 lives.
claimed
Ii
:1)1111)114
In 1944, President Roosevelt signed the "GI Bill of Rights.'
IWIS014..
X PIP!k
authorizing a broad package of benefits for World War II veterans.
tk CI
i
•
In 1969, singer-actress Judy Garland died in London at age 17.
*:-.:-.-1
In 1970, President Nixon signed a measure lowering the voting age
to 18.
CATHY
In 1987, dancer-actor Fred Astaire died an Los Angeles at age 88.
?
In 1992, the Supreme Court unanimously ruled that hate-crime laws
MORE
HOIN MAW
'
SUER. TO EAT A HAmBaA6EA. SERER TO UR A BLUEBERRY
/BETTER TO ERT A FROZEN
MINUTES UNTIL THE
MUFFIN, SOFT PRETZEL, SLICE
banning cross burning and similar expressions of racial bias violated
AND FRIES ON THE GROUND
40(TuRT OA) THE GROUND
MEAL IS SERVED?"
OF PIZZA AND SMALL erAfr
THAN WAIT FOR THE AiRPLANE THAN WAIT FOR THE AIRPLANE
free-speech rights.
Of POPCORN ON THE GROUND
MEAL AND SE 50 HUNGRY
MEAL AND 6E SO HUNORY
Ten years ago: At Andrews Air Force Base outside Washington,
THAN WAIT FOR THE AWPIANE
I EAT THE WHOLE THING...
I EAT THE WHOLE THING...
President Reagan placed Purple Heart medals on the flag-draped cofMEAL AND SE SO HUNGR`l
fins of four U.S. Marines who had been shot and killed by leftist guerI EAT THE WHOLE THING....
rillas in El Salvador.
0
cOa
Five years ago: African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela
01
addressed delegates at the United Nations, where he said victory for a
democratic, non-racial South Africa was "within our grasp."
One year ago: President Clinton announced North Korea had confirmed its willingness to freeze its nuclear program. The Houston
WISSURAM
Rockets defeated the New York Knicks 90-84 to win the NBA
championship.
Today's Birthdays: Movie director Billy Wilder is 89. Author Anne
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Morrow Lindbergh is 89. Fashion designer Bill Blass is 73. Actor
Ralph Waite is 67. Sen. Dianne Feinstein is 62. Singer-actor Kris
sp,How's APRIL. Dort.
Kristofferson is 58. CBS news correspondent Ed Bradley is 54.
EL?
Singer-musician Todd Rundgren is 47. Actress Meryl Streep is 46.
Actress Lindsay Wagner is 46.
Thought for Today: "One is easily fooled by that which one
loves." — Moliere, French actor-playwright (1622-1673).
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Inas See Rogers and Marion
Dale Paw-rum were married June
5 at Salem Baptut Church
Ramat births reported at Nut
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mn WA Erwin. a boy k)
Mr and Mrs Charlie Parrish. a
boy to Mr and Mn 011is
Anderson. a boy to Mr and Mrs
Henry Hutson, and a boy to Mr
and Mrs
Robert 1 ynn
McCuiston
Forty years age
Calloway County cnips are in
good condition, according to
County Agent S V Foy He said
'he had been ober a number of
farms in t'alloway County during
the past week and at this point
prospects for good crops are het
ter than they have been in several
years
Ray Brownfield, Savings Bond
chairman for Calloway County,
said the county'ssale of SetICI E
and H Savings Bonds amounted
to SI1,44 1 for Ma s Total sale;
for first five months of 196c arc
S112.287
Mn,D(' Clanton. Mrs ti A
Waldrop. and Mrs Ruben Taylor
presented a program on "Working
Toward A World Fellowship" at
a meeting of Woman's Society of
Christian Serb ice of Ila/el
Methodist Church
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DESTROYED EvERYTHiNCt BUT
THE COUCH, RIGHT 7

1 Brood of
pheasants
4 - Airier
6 Pierces
11 Cry of
tnumph
13 Haven
15 Symbol for
thuleurn
16 Located
18 INyalt 19 - Paulo
21 Want
22 Road (ably)
23 Arctic vehicle
26 BMW vetch
29 Sounds at
Halloween
31 Att/01 en
Boon"
33:xtiv•
34 Anwar
37 Sewnedielsia fly
30 Lama 10
40 Baba -

42 Expired
43 Affirmative
vote
45 Snowed
appreciation
to
48 Agave pant
50 - Nastase
51 Vast age
54 Typo of
muffin
56 - Romero
58 Symbol for
tantalum
59 Spanish Mrs
61 Pnrnitive
word
63 Jury lost
64 Exists
65 Nyson •g
DOWN
1 NJ agars
2 Anion. cosy
3 Teta:etc
deity
4 Bin -S Appoint
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INEAR ERNIE'S MOM: I tissk
your problem to ms vetermars
expert, Dr. Erwin Di.; id. who
told me that your idea about
neutering Ernie is correct. N..11tering has a 541 percent chance
of eliminating "urine•marking
behavior in male dogs. And in
the 50 percent of espies that fail
to respond to neutering. hormone inif.Cti011a can he helpful."
He also told me that neuter•
ing has other health benefits: It
eliminates the Mak of teeticular
cancer and greatly reduces the
risk of prostate dirsorderr. Keeping that in mind not to mention
a serious pet overpopulation
problem in the United Statesi,
male drips that are not intended
for breeding 'should he neutered.
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DEAR .AliftY I tried t,, ,11111
smoking se%eral tinies fit. tsa.rit
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flow I wish I 114,1
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a reogriratior last Ma% after Pia% ing
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scal equipment I rely, .in ti keep nw
alive 1/1.s can talk tr• m; hu'Jsiisf
Who Is constantly 11% m% side, and
learn how his life has linen sflisied
Abby. we should give lip trying
GI/ girt iisnokers to quit. sod cr-uvaidi•
to present kids from starting
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12 Suarvan 10
14 -, N. O.17 Slippery
20 Aroma
24 Grave rldges
2S - Manse
27 ON tip
29 Winter
vehicle
29 Phi- Kappa
30 Solo
32 Advise
tarchirel
35 Redlwasaing
36 Moral
*Rim and fall
of moon
41 Nearly
44 Ilabylonlan
hero
46 Japanese
Arnathan
17 Engages post
S--Iis
loot
nidlndieri
i
at
• Zars heroine
64 elressend ID
96 Corded doer
67 TVs Marcus
Wray Outs )
110 Concerning
Olt Mountain
(ate.)

fpv. vkteryl• tool

DEAR GAIL: Your speech
may be limited. but your letter
shouts the dangers of tobacco
loud and clear.
Parents should begin letting
children know that smoking is
unhealthy and undesirable as
soon as their children are old
enough to understand and recognise what smoking is. Later
on, the schools should impress
upon them the many reasons
why they should not smoke.
• ••

DEAR ABBY Concerning your
comment that women live an aver
age of srvn
s inall"
Yeagruli
why They
finallygeuravel
ev
have ours
IN F*1
14
F
14)10.1.A\I) IF \\
DF:AR ERNEST H. c(WLEY
You apparently believe that
wives contribute to the earls
&PM kbP of their huabanda. Art u•
ally, wives have proven them•
selves to he the atrvinger sex, and
take great pleaoure in nurturing
their hiiiihandav rid children.
You rate an 'A" for having
the courage to idesitity yourself.
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gets one last chance

Dr. Adam B. Lanning III

WASHINGTON (AP) — Dr
Henry FOIller'S 11101111188008 as
somas general was as die verge
adroit today. riddled in a crossfire of diaries oboes abortion and
Republica, presideaual politics
Opponents claimed victory, and
eves the Whew House conceded
there wasn't mach reason for
hope.
After failing a preliminary
Senate test Wednesday. Foster's
last chance was a repeat vote
today On whether 10 Curtail
debate on his nomination. The
White HOISt seemed glum about
his prospects, after losing by
three votes in the first round.
"We don't have great reason
to be hopeful." White House
press secretary Mike McCurry
acknowledged. He said President
Clinton might make some last
minute calls in search of votes
but was realistic about the
outlook.
"It's still very tight," White
House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said on ABC's "Good Morning America." "We've made a
number of calls, the president's
been in contact with key members and we still have a shot here.
It's still not over."
But Sen. Phil Gramm, RTexas, who has been leading the
fight against Foster, also was on
network television at daybreak to
proclaim the fight virtually over.
"I think on this high-profile
vote, when people voted yesterday, they preuy well locked that
vote into concrete. I don't see it
moving. I don't see any evidence
anybody's moving," Gramm said
on Fox Television.
"Are we going to try for
another vote? Yes, we are, Clin-

Dr Adam B Lammas Ill. 61). SouthI Ui Sued. Murray. died Wednesday. Jew 21I. 1995. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital
He was an associate professor in the Department of Sociology.
Anthropology and Sac el Work at Murray Stage ni•ersily
Sersivors inclede his site. Mrs Margaret Liming
Blakki t.ok.nan Funeral Home sill tie in charge of arrangcmcnu
•

Miss Jessie Lou Cottom

The funeral for Mist Jessie Lou Cowan was today at 10 a m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel The Res Rots Douce
olf laws,
Burial was in Scarbrough Cerneters in the Land Between the Lakes
,a. torments of Flair!. died Teesdas. June O. 1995.
Miss Cowin.'
at Martin Horne Health (-Mr Martin. Tenn
Horn July " 1920. in (animas ounty. she *as the daughter of the
late Vailliam Archfirld Coutwn and Mars Itatteree Cowin One sister,
Mrs Sally otusen Green. also pres.cskd her in death
One brothir. Arthic (-mom. vursives

MSU receives grant
ihc Edu.,Joon Foundation of the
SoLiety of Manufacturing Engineers S ME recently alba/Jed Murray Suit L'nisersity S23.256 in
grants, equipment, and software
'During these times of government cutbacks. the Education
Foundation of S ME is pleased to
increase support to technical colleges and umsersitses to pros kie
hands-on training to students.' said
Foundation President Earl E
Walker, St Louis. Mo. We are
proud of our actomplishments and
•

lii ‘onunue to promote manufac-

turing engineering as an educational
'
disc ipline
Total gift distribution includes
S14.495 worth of in-kind equipment including lathes, milling machines. power supplies, software,
and work =DORS. Cash grams
totaled S8.761 in five funding areas:
Lapital equipment,student development. faculty development,curriculum development, and research inillaU011

Douglas gets awards
Jcnsen DougLia of Murray has
been av.arded tv.o scholarships
from Murray Suite University for
the 1995-96 academic year.

JENSEN DOUGLAS

A 19% grad Ualt of Murray High
School. Douglas Ls the daughter of
Dr. Camille Scrre of Murray and
Bill Douglas of LaFayette. Tenn.
She is planning to major in accounting at MSU.
She has been awarded the Donald
J. Leach Memorial Scholarship and
the Doran Scholarship. The Leitch
Scholarship is awarded to incoming
freshmen planning to M3JOr in accounting. and the Doran Scholarships are awarded by the College of
Business and Public Affairs to incoming freshmen.
At Murray High. she was treasurer of Future Homemakers of
America. a member of the homecoming and prom court, History
Club, French Club. Future Business
Leaders of America, and was listed
in Who's Who Among American
High School Students.
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Seven Seas

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Rosa & Danny Rosa

Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
753-0489
600 Main St.

400 Industrial Rd. •

753-1111 •

Owners: Ronnie Melvin &

Gerald Boyd

a
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Manager's Special

997

Mix Gal.

While Supply Last
American 3'z5'
with Hardware

Primer/Sealer

Flag Set

5/8"x50' Reinforced

Garden Hose

BUDGET BARN
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4 wide door
18 x 16
8 x 12
8 x 8
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

•Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included•

Reg. 4.49
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Treas Lumber Do-it Center
ttel-Air Shopping Center • MOray, KY
-• 759-1390
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- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884
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Jennifer Hoffman of May has
been named an Achievement Scho188
Peoples
larship from Murray State UniverFord %long. _ _ __..31' •'4 Quaker Oats_.-- 333h sac
sity.
2
/
11
•
14
Sckeriag-Flosib--44
'4
•
_
i.eseral Dectric
A 1995 graduate of Calloway
• 314
I • 1.1
1.eseral 11..sors_ _
Sears
County High School, Hoffman is
• • LI
_
_ _
_ .41'3 • th Time %sneer— 41'h • V. the daughter of Richard and Karen
Goodyear
• v. Hoffman. She plans to major in
•.P.
_
I B 11_
37' a sac 110-Mart-------17 • th science at MSU.
Ingenoll Baud__
At Calloway County High she
rt•'I IS • .111•1111 MOW IS Ors sloCk
US•C p•It• o-criervsti
was a member of the marching
11.11,sr.I I sorts
band, school choir, Foreign LanCourt Square
guage Club, German Club and
Murra., kY 42071
drama team. She was also a volun(S01) 7S3-J1146
teer tutor for international students
and involved in drama in her
Our Best Investment Is You.
church, as well as Playhouse in the
Park.
I I 111".../
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roe mud shrx Wednesdsy's vole
"Do I know whet die macaw
vnU be? No, I don't_ Bat I'm aor
throve' yet, amd we're going to
do oar best to wis
Foster's aosniaarrea, desisting
since February, has become a
lightning rod for attacks by antiabortion groups because of his
admission that be has performed
39 abortions during four decades
in medicine.
"This is a debate about the
qualifications of a candidate,"
Gramm said on "CBS This
Morning." citing Foster's record.
including some abortions. But
Panetta, appearing on CNN,
charged that the issue was really
about "a very right-wing group
an this country that is really trying to decide a woman's right to
choose.—
The White House — and even
some Republicans — say Foster
is being pummeled in the jockeying for the GOP presidential
nomination, with Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole and Gramm
leading the charge.
Foster, an obstetrician gynecologist from Nashville,
Tcnn., pleaded for "the fairness
that has been provided to previous nominations, the right to an
up-or-down vote."
But Gramm and Dole, two
GOP rivals, were determined to
deny a straight vote, trying to kill
the nomination through a parliamentary tactic.
Foster was to replace Dr. Joycelyn Elders, whom Clinton fired
after she said schools should consider teaching students about
masturbation.
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Proper cake is important
By SCOTT MAMMY
Stall Writer

.N

Each wedding inception has
its own unique twist. But
regardless of the naiqsaiess of
the reception. one thing is
always pretreat, die bridal cake.

For comities preparing to take
die plane. one of the most
important things in the planning
of a wedding reception is the
right type of cake and finding
the right perms to make it.
That perfect match maybe

-11
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Murray Woman's
Clubhouse
704 Vine St.
Facilities Availabk For
*Rehearsal Dinners
*Weddings
*Coffees
*Receptions
Dowetivies & Gorden S175
Downromin.----_.....11150 URI*.&
Entire
1250 Isitot Ham & Cardat--1275
Noe Accepting Bookings For 1995 & 1996
Call 753-3862
•

Because Life is
a Celebration
There arc times when only the best
will do: your first dinner party, a
holiday buffet or a straight-A report
card. Your table should reflect how
much you care and your good taste.
Vintage Rose Lmporium has the best
in fine china, crystal, silver and
linens. We also carry contemporary
pottery, ft)r everyday celebrations.
Life is full of special moments.
Celebrate them with
Vintage Rose Emporium.

Vin 'c Rose
tnyortun

Bridal Registry at Gifts
111 Sonde 4de St
Menray, KY • 759-2100
Monday - Saarday 1000- S:00

"I've done anywhere from
somewhat hard to find, but
Murray couples who are look- three tiers to six lien," said
ing to tie the knot this summa cake maker Leigh Ann Grady.
should have no trouble finding "But more modern cakes are on
platforms that seperate each
the right combination.
From bakery's to individual tier. Fountains under cakes are
cake makers, Murray couples also popular. I try to do whatever the bride wants because it's
have many choices.
While most couples stick her day."
One of the most important
with a traditional white cake,
some prefer to go with a more things in deciding upon a cake
is knowing how much is needed
modern style cake.
Cake decorator April Tid- for the reception.
Grady, who bases the price of
well, who works in the bakery
at Pigsty Wiggly, said many the cake on the amount being
couples choose to have the cake served, said the wedding party
decorated in their wedding should have a good idea of how
many people will attend the
colors.
"Most of them will bring in reception.
napkins or something with the
"I usually tell people a cake
color of their wedding on it," that will serve 150 people will
she said. 'The cake is usually cover it for a wedding in Murtrimmed and decorated in the ray," she said.
While the cake itself usually
color of the wedding."
Another traditional aspect remains the same, perhaps the
that usually stays the same is biggest change in recent years
the number of tiers requested on has been an increasing variety
a cake. Traditionally, a wedding of cake toppers that are being
cake will have three tiers, but used.
The bride and groom in wedsometimes that is not always
ding attire are a traditional
the cue.

favorite among cake toppers,
but fresh flowers have become
a trend in recent years.
Vicky Geurin, owner of
Geurin's Cakes and Things,
said about half of her customers
choose a bouquet of flowers as
their cake topper.
"When I first started making
wedding cakes, it was strictly
cake toppers," she said. "In the
last five years, fresh flowers
have become a trend."
In what is traditionally the
most popular time of year for
weddings, cake makers find
themselves swamped with
requests during the summer
months.
Couples who have a summertime wedding planned need to
contact a cake maker well in
advance of the wedding.
Self-employeed cake maker
Susan Jones said couples need
to make arrangements at least a
month in advance.
"Arrangements need to be
made a month and a half to two

•See Page 11

Magazines offer gown selections
By The Associated Press
If you want that one-in-amillion wedding dress, leaf
through lots of magazines to get
an idea of what is available and
what strikes your fancy, suggest
New York fashion designer
Caroline Simonelli.
Narrow down the type of
dress based on the type of wedding planned — a ballgown is
inappropriate for an informal

wedding, for example.
Try on many dresses to see
how you look in different
styles. The process of trying the
dresses on also helps accustom
a young woman used to casual
clothes to moving about in a
formal wedding dress.
A large bridal shop with a
big selection is a good place to
shop, even if you end up buying
at a smaller store.

Choose a dress that emphasizes your best features such as a
small waist, long neck or nice
shoulders and that disguises
those parts of your figure that
do not ple,asc you. If you have a
small waist and large hips, a
dress with a waistline and bouffant skirt emphasizes the first
and hides the second.
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Massachusetts, other states
grant clergy authorizations
By KEN GUGGENHEIM
Associated Press Writer
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MEDFORD, Mass. (AP) —
The bride joined the groom
under the tent at a park as Francis X. Coakley began the
ceremony.
"We've come here today to
witness and to ,celebrate and
give our blessing to the marriage of ..."
He paused. It sounded as if
he had forgotten the gro,m's
name.
"John!" guests shouted.
Coakley smiled. He didn't have
to be reminded. The groom was
his son.

making
strictly
. "In the
flowers

ally the
year for
!rs find
d with
summer

The hesitation was understandable. Coakley, a retired
telephone company employee
from Ocean Township, N.J.,
was conducting his first and
only wedding.
Under Massachusetts law, he
only had to fill out some forms
and pay $25 for the privilege.
No state, it is believed, makes it
easier for amateurs to join couples in matrimony.

summerneed to
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les need
a least a
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In the state's bureaucratic
parlance, it's called Designation
to Solemnize a Particular Marriage on a Particular Day. Hundreds of people have received
the designation this year —
usually friends or relatives of
the bride and groom.
"Mote and more it seems

ris

emphas;uch as a
or nice
lisgu ises

But Gerard G. Monaghan,
president of the Association of
Bridal Consultants in New Milford, Conn., said he's not aware
of any state besides Massachusetts that offers the one-shot
wedding authorization.

be like a labor of love."
The practice hasn't evoked
warm-and-fuzzy feelings from
the state's 1,700 justices of the
peace. They don't like the competition. They receive at least
$45 for offtiating and must
demonstrate they perform weddings regularly to keep their
commissions, said Walter
McAlvoy, president of the state
Justices of the PC3CC
Association.
"A person could walk off the
street and do as many as they
want at $25 apiece. Conceivably, someone could run a business doing that," McAlvoy
said.
Jo Marshall Cooper has no
plans of turning professional,
though some guests suggested
she consider it after she officiated at the oceanside wedding
of her friends Pamela Hughes
and M. Andrew Ishce in Cape
Cod.
"I was nervous because the
waves were loud and there was

When John Coakley and
Teresa Triana decided they
wanted a civil ceremony in
August. Triana suggested that
Coakley's father marry them.
"I prefer a person who we
know, who cares a tot about us,
and who loves us to perform the
ceremony," Triana said.
"We're not just two more peepie and it's not his job. It would

a lot of wind and I had to practically shout for people to hear
me," Coope-r said. "Once I gos
into it, it was enveloping. All
the words we worked so hard to
compose seemed just right."
Those officiating don't have
to follow a particular ceremony.
'The only requirement is that at
some point, they declare the
couple married.

that people are doing it," said
Michael Matarazzo, state director of community affairs. "If
it's going to be a civil ceremony, they prefer that it's
going to be someone close to
them performing the
ceremony."
The one-day authorizations
have existed for years, but the
fee was $250, and anyone wanting to perform a wedding
needed specific approval from
the Legislature. Two years ago,
the price was cut and the process simplified.
Some states make it fairly
easy to get certified as clergy or
notary publics — positions that
sometimes allow people to perform weddings.
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Make The Most Beautiful Day
In Your Life More Beautiful.
Lot us help you and your bridal parry art ready for
your special day. Carrie in prior in your wedding
day for a FRF_E consultation and makeover
Call for aa appolatasaut
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We invite all brides and
brides-to-be to come in and
register your showers through
our Bridal Registry.
Let our associates assist
you in choosing just the right
gift for your new home.
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Bridal gowns vary in styles
By BARABRA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
Hollywood vamp, heroine of
a costume drama, sophisticated
siren, or sweet young thing:
The bnde of today can find a
dress to fit her favorite fantasy.
As part of a trend towards
more personalized weddings.
thcre is more variety in bridal
clothing than at any time in
recent memory.
One direction for the upcoming spring and summer season
emphasizes the wedding dress
as a costume. It could be the
slinky body-hugging style, a la
Hollywood of the 1930s, or an
181h-century ballgown with a
voluminous skirt and a tightly
fitted top known as a bustler,
sass Rachel Leonard, fashion
editor of Bride's magazine.

Lace is hot, especially thicker
guipure and venice laces in
geometric rather than the traditional floral patterns; geometric
patterns give lace a more modern look, Leonard says. An
example of the trend is a slim
long dress by Carolina Herrera
with long sleeves and a yoke of
geometricly patterned lace.
Traditionally, a bride wears a
dress that covers shoulders and
arms, but the newer looks are
barer and sexier. Two dresses
from Vera Wang are on the cutting edge, with one model that
appears to have a bare midriff
and another that looks backless.
The bareness is an illusion
created with a sheer stretch
tulle known as illusion fabric
that clings to the body. This
fabric is being used by many

For Her
Special Day...

designers, Leonard says.

The trend extends to ethnic
outfits, such as African-inspired
bridal clothes for both bride and
groom made by Thony Anyiam
of Langley Park, Md.
Anviam has made about 200
outfits for weddings this year,
twice the number he made last
year. He also markets Westernstyle men's tuxedos embellished with African-style
embroidery that are suitable for
weddings with an ethnic flair.
In a less extreme way, touches of ethnic dress include gown
hems edged with tartan and
dresses with a suggestion of
traditional folk costume, such
as a dirndl skirt or puffed
sleeves.
Fashion is playing a larger
role in clothing for members of
the wedding party, such as the
bride's and groom's mother.
Typically, the mother of the
bride selects a dress that is in
keeping with fashion, says Caroline Simonelli, a designer of
party clothes in New York. She

wants a versatile outfit that can
be worn for other occasions.
Acquiring an outfit that can
be worn again is also a goal of
bridal attendants. To keep their
potential customers from straying to the regular ready-to-wear
department, manufacturers of
bridesmaids' dresses are widening their designs and color
palette, adding colors that are in
keeping with ready-to-wear
trends.
"The old pastel bridesmaid's
dress is now available in neutrals such as silver, champagne
color and pale gray,' says
Leonard.
It is still customary for all the
attendants to wear the same
dress, but some brides are offering their attendants an opportunity to select from among
several styles.
With bridesmaids often living
far away from the wedding site,
many dresses "go around the
world three times in a box,"
says Vivian Diamond, a designer of bridesmaid's dresses for

Dessy Creations.
Dessy has come out with
dresses in a wrinkle-resistant
jersey and in a crinkly, fabric
that doesn't show wrinkles.
Dessy introduced the materials
in the fall of 1994 and has
added styles and colors for
1995.
A change in emphasis is the
greater attention given to what
men are wearing.
"Menswear has gotten exciting, especially this year, with
unusual jackets and more colorful and lavish accessories, such
as a bright vest, tie, cummerbund or suspenders," Leonard
says.
Mandarin collar shirts worn
without a tie are becoming
more popular, and traditional
attire is being updated with new
fabrics and colors. An outfit by
Alexander Julian combines a
classic morning suit of charcoal
jacket with gray and black
striped pants, a four-in-hand tie,
and a with a gold vest.

SIMETS
of Murray
Bridal Shower Registry
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By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
When the bride lives in one
city and the wedding is in
another, planning does not have
to be logistically complicated.
The key is to simplify, to delegate and to allow plenty of time
for arrangements.
"Choosing a hotel for the
wedding ceremony and reception was my smartest move
because it was simple," says
Jacqueline Edelberg.
Edelberg was married last
fall at a ceremony and luncheon
reception for 130 guests in Baltimore, where her parents live.
Edelberg did most of the planning herself from Chicago,
where she lives and goes to graduate school.
"They were great on food
and details, and even had a
wedding coordinator who was
at the rehearsal and at the wedding and who saw to deliveries," says Edelberg. "Even
though I rejected their recommendations for the florist, the

d

kali'

music, and the invitations, there
wasn't any hassle. I flew in to
Baltimore and found my own."
Since the hotel could provide
rooms for the wedding guests
from out of town, the bride
didn't have to deal with this
aspect of the wedding.
Edelberg bought her dress in
Chicago and had it air-shipped
to Baltimore just before the
wedding. Her attendants were
living in several different cities,
so she went to stores in Chicago
with branches in other cities.
She picked out 12 different
dresses from the ready-to-wear
department, and sent the list to
each of her attendants. They
could select whatever they
wanted from the list.
This bride used her computer
to help her keep track of details.
She set up files for each of the
service people she hired and
lists of those invited and their
responses. She checked references and had written contracts.

"But. I didn't really need
them. I dealt only with people
who gave me a good feeling,"
Edelberg said. "You have to be
able to trust the people who are
in place and to be4teve that they
will be able to handle it., since
you aren't there to check up on
them."
While Edelberg kept her fingers on almost every detail,
Caroline Pytte, who plans to
marry in June, is delegating
much of the planning to her
mother, Patricia Pyue. Caroline
lives in Bloomington, Ind. and
is marrying Jim Castonguay of
Milwaukee in South Salem,
N.Y.
She and her mother keep in
touch by telephone, an arrangement that works well, says Patricia Pytte, because they discussed and agreed on the character of the wedding
beforehand. As for situations in
which the bride's input is
essential — choosing dress and
a band to play at the reception

— that's what Christmas vacations are for; Caroline will
choose both during her Christmas break.
Elizabeth KCIT and Stanton
Fish have allowed more than a
year for the planning of their
July 2 wedding in her home
town of Winston-Salem, N.C.
Despite the problem of finding
a good disk jockey, Kerr says it
is no more challenging to plan a
wedding long distance than to
be on the scene.
"That's probably because we
have plenty of time,' Kerr says.
"The last few months may be
more chaotic."
To make planning easier, she
made some of the arrangements

in New York City, where she
lives. The rabbi is coming from
Stanton's home town in New
Jersey to conduct the ceremony,
and they are going to-bnng the
huppah (rnarnage canopy) from
New York.
"We are doing the invite(AGMs from New York and registering for gifts in the city,"
says the bride
She might gotten her dress in
New York, too, but since KM'
is wearing her mother's dress.
she is having it altered in
Winston-Salem
"Right now, the dress is my
biggest worry, because the alt•
crations aren't finished yet and
I can't keep tabs on it.''
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Imaginative and romantic ideas
for giving the engagement ring
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Murray's Pier IImports is again on the
move toward a record-breaking bridal
registry season for 1995. We have our
great customers to thank for the confidence they have placed in Pier I. and we
continue to strive to be professional.
experienced and caring.
We lookforward to working with you
• ;for the remainder of 1995.
r Stoneware by Nancy Calhoun. Pfaltzgraff.
Wacr.htershadt. and many other Pier 1 patterns.
Stainksa by Pfaltgraff and imported stanware
that is ooe of a kind found only at Pier [imports.
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hotdog.
— Freeze the ring in an ice
cube, then serve it to her in a
drink.
— Hide it in her shampoo
bottle.
— Put in on a Barbie doll.
— Hidc it in a box of Cracker Jacks.
— Ask her to marry you
while on a fun ride at an amusement park. Just take care to
fasten it to something securely
so it won't get lost in the
excitement.

Help with ordering flowers

Artcraft Photography c
SJ•

base of a candle, then have her
light it befor a romantic dinner
for two.
ring on the end of
Put
an asparagus spear and serve it
with a salad.
— Place the ring on the finger of a new pair of gloves.
— Stick the ring into a dish
of ice cream, and keep talking
until the dessert melts (the real
ice wbn't).
— Take her out to the ballgame, and wrap the ring around
the weiner in a very special

••

The wedding decorations are
beautiful...
The gown is stunning...
The reception is packed.
The groom is beaming & the bride is blushing.
Now Capture It All With...

Hwy. 121

By The Associated Press
"Here's a little something,"
doesn't quite make it as a presentation of the longed-for diamond engagement ring to your
beloved.
The Diamond Information
Center and the American Diamond Industry Association
offer some imaginative and
romantic ideas to make the
moment memorable:
— Serve her breakfast in bed,
with diamonds on a silver tray.
— Wrap the ring around the

7br the largest selection qf tabletop and
decorative acoessories she* Pier 1 Imports.'
i
s

•P•

Ordering flowers without a
botany degree
Every day, there's a customer
who picks up the phone, calls a
florist.. . and gets completely
tongue-tied. It's not due to a
phobia of phones, flowers or florists — it's a communications barrier. Mostconsumers aren't familiar with the names of the wide
range of flowers available.
By following some simple tips,
consumers can order flowers with
confidence and without surprises.
The American Floral Marketing
Council (AFMC), an industrypromotion board dedicated to reminding consumers about the role
of flowers in our everyday lives,
offers some advice.
-Florists make things easy. We

take phone orders. We make each
arrangement individually. We
deliver. And we know that we're
usually delivering more than
flowers — we're delivering feelings. So we want the flowers to be
just what you wanted," said Charles F. Kremp III, florist and
AFMC chairman.
Two dramatics and one
traditional, please
One arrangement is for a grandmother who loves gardening: the
other is a centerpiece for an
elegant dinner party. How to
communicate the difference? Use
these tips when working with your
florist:
•When ordering floral gifts,
describe the recipient's personshy type — romantic, artistic,

Something Old
Something New...
II

"The Bridal Registry
at

PeppermiG
gourmet as gift shoppe
Uniquely traditional choices now
arriving daily
Free gift with your registration
Parmelee:le, Louisville stonewall., Fitz It Floyd, Schott crystal,
plus pountwt cookware, kitchen appliaswes, easenehtleg accessories, ministers, textiles and nutty one o(• kind gift choices.

The perfegt start to your new life is a
stop at Peppermill's.

for a change
ustrmety mud • Isedi Chastain in. •

Pepperntill's...Ahuays In Good Taste
So. 12th S

Del-Atr Center 753-567t

outdoorsy,traditional or dramatic,
for example. The florist can
match the arrangement with the
personality — and the recipient
will really respond to the gift.
"If the flowers are for interiors
or entertaining, describe where
the arrangement will be placed.
An arrangement for a mantel will
be different from a centerpiece.
Consider giving the florist your
own vase or container.
•When giving flowers or ordering for yourself, ask for specific
colors or color themes: pastels,
bright and bold, all white, etc.
Special occasions mean
special attention
People often equate special occasions, such as weddings, with
flowers. Some tips on working
with your florist on weddings
include:
•Befare contacting your florist,
select the date, time and place for
your wedding and reception, and
know your colon and styles of
gowns. Then,arrange a preliminary meeting. Discuss your general
design ideas and begin to develop
a budgetthat will meet your needs.
•AS you set closer to the date,
meet
in with the florist to
complete the details. The florist
allould have specific suggestions
dug fit both your tame and budget.
•If the florist has nevcr waded
at yourceremony or reception site,
make sure she or he visits the
location.
•Ccesult selection guides for
ideas. Your florist has bridal
books to offer guiddines for colors. flowers. styles, designs mid
flower varieties.
•If you have my misual or
persomd mast& don't hesitate
to ask! Shads ideas cut out
pictures or mke photographs of
flowers mid &are diam with your
florim. By commusiming wild,
your florist, you cam he confident

yoirIsdlisieowses41 be
just Mot you hoped for.
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Beverly Clark offers tips
for finding a perfect dress
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Once you've determined your
theme, find the dress of your
dreams. All brides look beautiful.
The most important thing is that
you feel beautiful. It's your special
day, so choose something that
makes you feel that way. Select
the perfect gown with these tips
from "Planning a Wedding to
Remember" by Beverly Clark:
'Start looking early. You will
need to order your gown four to
six months before your wedding,
or even earlier if you're having a
bridal portrait done.
•Determine your style. Start by
looking through the latest issues
of bridal magazines, saving the
pictures of the dresses you like
best. Note the name of the manufacturer, or the bridal issue, on
the picture. It makes for easier
reference later. Find out from your
church if there are any restrictions
regarding off-the-shoulder or
low-cut gowns. Next consider
which style would look best on
your figure type.
-Set your budget. Determine
what you have to spend on your
gown and accessories. Wedding
gowns vary in price from a few
hundred dollars to several thousand. Be realistic about what you
can spend, and don't forget about
your headpiece, shoes,special full
slip, etc. Your cost can rise very
quickly with the addition of these
extras.
The ullimele wedding gown can be found, if you follow a kr* simple tips
•Find a reputable salon. With offered b Beverly Clark in her book "Planning a Wedding to
your budget in mind,start looking
in bridal salons. You may want to
call ahead since some require
appointments. If your schedule
permits, try to shop on a weekday.
You will get better service and
won't feel rushed.
-Bring your mother or afriend.
It's always more fun to shop with
your mother, sister or best friend;
you will want their opinion. However, don't confuse things by
shopping with too many people.
Ask a friend who has tastes similar
to your own.
•liring accessories. When
shopping for your ipwn, bring
shoes similar to those you plan on
wearing, and a strapless or backless bra, if you have one. The
salon may or may not have bras,
but will usually have a full slip to
try on with the gown. If you will
be wearing a special necklace.
earrinp or heirloom gloves, bring
those with you.
Maw fn
6 10 •is b
•Fixding the perfect dress. BriSalarday
dal salons Nock many,sometimes
7 10 •in 14,11310
hundreds, of sample gowns. mid
finding the perfect one can be
overwhelming. It's easiest if you
enlist the assistance of a helpful
sales consultant She can narrow
the selection down by showing
you spproprisee dreams once you
tell her yew Week as deft and
type of wedding.
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For Your Wedding...
'Custom Designed Fresh & Sikk Flowers
'Wedding Cons4.ittabon
'Weddng Equipment & SdIk Anangemeht Renta s
MondayFriday
•• m -5 pm

Saturday
• CAI•1 pm
t-7

Fun Service Florist

110 N. 1

753-1515
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Are You That
Special Bride?

We preserve your wedding and all ar splendor
with portraits you led, cheruh for eternity
The perfect combination of specialists
to ntahe your wedding portraits /I a right
111162;;10,

Just Call David and Jill ('elaya
at

Wells Studio
IS•/1/1/ *.
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Books specifically for weddings
By The Associated Press
Bridal couples get plenty of
advice, some of it in books
aimed at the wedding trade:
— Recognizing that the wedding is just the start, "Modern
Bride Just Married," (Wiley,
$12.95 paperback) by Stephanie
H. Dahl looks ahead, after the
confeui is swept up and the
dress put in storage. The realities — how to fight fair, establishing a home and a lifestyle,
dealing with in-laws, pursuing
careers, managing money, long-

term planning, legal issues,
staying healthy, and growing
old together — are covered.
— Words from those who.
know — people who have been
married — are captured in a
series of inspirational personal
letters written especially for
"From the Heart" (Henry Holt,
S14.95 hardcover), edited by
Dale Atkins and Meris Powell.
— A series of small-format
advice books by Jo Packham
includes three new titles:
"Wedding Photography,"

• VIZeeili;;;;:dekcIfief
'The Treasure House
of Gifts
is pleased to announce
they now carry a
bridal registry.
"They invite all brides-to-be to come in and
register for their decorative accessories.

Treasure House
„t (,ift,
753-6798

Southside Shopping Center
t.•.-.44•704;..W744";..erP,•r.....r.4.

"
ftck
7
47==
1,
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pot-term)
casual dining; contemporary
design; comes in bright,
happy colors.
At Vintagc Row Emporium you'll find

great pottery for your table. Our fresh
rat turns have unique accessories pick.cs to
k.,,mplete your t‘iusal look. Made to
dishwasher- and mit.riiwave-safe they arc
r-friendly. And because they arc openstock you can add pieces along the way.

We're Making Tradition Simple

Bridal Registry U Gifts
l South 4th St • Murray, KY• 759-2100
Monday - Saturday 10:00 - 5:00

"Wedding Guide for the Best
Man," and "Wedding Gowns"
(Sterling-Chapelle, each $5.95
paperback).
— "A Wedding Book"
(Chronicle Books, $25 hardcover) is a big-format fill-in book
that's part journal, part photo
album, and part scrapbook.
Decorated with antique drawings and Polaroid transfers by
artist Deborah Schenck, the
book is printed on acid-free
stock for long keeping.
— "Newlyweds who are

expanding their cooking hori- edition, the book has all the
zons may find more help in a cooking basics, from microwavbook on food preparation than ing to interpretation of an old
in the popular specialty cook- family recipe. For information,
books often received as shower call AAFCS Publications at
and wedding gifts," observes (703) 706-4600.
Janelle Walter of the American
— First they tell you how to
Association of Family and Conrun your computer program
sumer Sciences in recommend- without being a genius. Now,
ing the organization's "The there's "The Complete Idiot's
Handbook of Food Prepara- Guide to Planning the Perfect
tion" ($24.95 plus shipping and Wedding" (Alpha paperback) a
handling). Originally published light-hearted view of geuing the
in 1946 and now in its ninth wedding up and running.

Producing inviting invitations
to send out prior to a wedding
Your invitation makes the first
impression! It sets the tone and
should reflect the style of wedding
you are having. So choose your
invitation and other stationery to
reflect the same importance you
place on the rest of your wedding.
Make them special.
Following are some tips for
ordering invitations, taken from
Beverly Clark's book "Planning a
Wedding to Remember."
Choose a stationer who offers a
wide variety of styles and prices to
select from,and one who is knowledgeable about wording and type
styles. Determine the number to
order by figuring one for each

married couple and couples who
live together, one for each single
person and another for his or her
date,if invited. (Dates need not be
invited, but if they are, they should
receive a separate invitation.) A
separate invitation is also sent to
children who are sixteen or older.
Don't forget to order an invitation
for your offic iant, attendants, their
dates if invited, and both sets of
parents. Order several extra invitations for keepsakes,for mistakes
(unless you're perfect), and lastminute invitees (how could you
have forgotten Cousin Bertha?).
There arc various types of printing processes used to print invitations, and they vary in price. Ask

to see samples, and make your
decision based on what you like
and what fits your budget:
"Engraved invitations are the
most traditional and formal, but
also the most expensive. This is
an old process whereby the paper
is pressed onto a metal plate,
causing the letter to be slightly
raised on the paper.
•Thermography, a relatively
new printing process that has
grown in popularity, probably is
the number one choice for invitations today. This is a process that
fuses ink and powder together on
the paper to create raised letters
which resemble engraving. Since
plates don't have to be made and
the printing process is quicker,
thcrrnography is about half the
price of engraved invitations.
-Offset printing is the least
expensive of the three processes.
This is the standard printing process where the ink lies flat on the
paper. This is a less formal look,
but there are many ink colors and
type styles to choose from.
Calligraphy has become increasingly popular over the lass
few years, due both to the new
computerized machines which
can produce it, and the growing
formality of weddings. Calligraphy is an elegant, old italic script,
used primarily in the past to
address envelopes. Now,with the
new computerized calligraphy
machines, which create a perfect
script each time. invitations can
easily be done. Most machines
found in stationery stores can only
imaribe one or two invitations at a
time, but it's certainly faster and
less expensive than having them
hind-done by a calligrapher (still
another option, of course).
For more information on 'Planning a Wedding to Remember,"
contact The Beverly Clark Collection a 1120 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, CA 93013. or call tollfree I -800-8138-6866
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How to select crystal

ill the
owavin old

In the months before a wedding, bride and groom face a whirl
of decision-making. Somewhere
among these decisions will be the
choice of crystal, a decision you
will live with for many years.
How do you judge the quality of
the glass? What kind of pieces will
you need? What should you consider when choosing a pattern?
Here are a few quick hints from
Robert Fahlbusch, general manager of Schott's Consumer Glass
Division.
First, the bowl of the glass
should be uniformly clear so that
the color of the beverage is shown
to its best advantage. A fine wine
glass will also have thin bowl
walls, a long, elegant stem and a
stable foot. Finally, the lip should
be absolutely smooth and without
a discernable rim. A heavy lip
interferes with the flow of the
beverage from the glass to your
tongue and is the sign of lesserquality glassware.
What types of glassware will
you need? Basically, there are
three main categories: goblets,
tumblers and wine glasses. Goblets are stemmed glasses used for
water. Tumblers have no stem and
are used for water or other iced
beverages.
You may want just one allpurpose wine glass per setting, or
perhaps one for white wine and
one for red. Red wines need room
to "breathe" to fully release their
aroma and flavor, so a larger wine
glass is recommended. Since
white wines are best served
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Simply S snimptiolis
Catering it
'You invite the guest
& let 14.5 do the rrst.'
502 - 753 -9515 'Day
502-753-4879 Night
502 753-8280 _Night
Leslie Erwin and Shtri Park" - Owners

I
There are many different kinds of crystal glasses, so its best to
look at several different varieties before choosing one to keep for
a lifetime.
chilled, they should be served in
smaller glasses that are refilled
more often to keep the wine from
getting warm.
Patterns
Choosing a pattern is strictly a
matter of personal taste, but think
about what design you will still
like years from now,and what will
best complement your fine china.
Since you probably will not re-

eAllison,
Afrogo

ilptogfaphv

mow-

ceive all your place settings as
wedding gifts, find out what a
may cost to complement your
pattern later.
For more information about
selecting and caring for fine crystal, write for The Connoisseur's
Crystal brochure, Schou Corporation, Consumer Glass Division,
Dept. NU, Three Odell Ram
Yonkers, NY 10701

Tips for choosing
right headpiece
for your wedding

rim

• Choose a headpiece to compliment your gown. Your veil
length should coordinate with the
length of your gown. Wear a
chapel or cathedral length veil
with a train, a ballet or fingertip
with an ankle-length dress, and a
blusher with a short dress.
• Find a headpiece that MR
flatter your face. lf your face is
round and full, add height with a
tiara, pill box or pouf added io the
back of a headpiece. If your face
is kwig and narrow, add width;
consider a wide-brimmed hat.
• Make sure the headpiece flu
properly. Try the headpiece on.
wear it for a while,awn your head,
bend over, and practice walking.
Make sure you can move easily.
that it feels comfortable and
doesn't feel like it might slip off.
For more information on Planning A Wedding to Remember.
contact The Beverly Clerk Calecuon at 1120 Mart Avenue, Carpenteria. CA 93013. or call tollfree at 1-800-888-61366.

"Memories That Last Forever"
Allison Photography is now
the official dealer for

Tuxedo Corporation of America
Rentals from 645-865
Complete with all accessories!
••••••••••

eAllison Photography
Harry Affison & Una Albion

607 S. 4th Murray • 753-8809
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Planning your wedding
Planning your reception
If you've determined the time
and style of your wedding and
considered the number of guests
and size of your budget., you
probably have a good idea of the
type of reception that will suit
your needs and desires. Listed
below,from Beverly Clark's book
-Planning a Wedding to Remem-

ber," are the various types of
recqxions:
Morning
A breakfast or brunch reception
is nice following a morning wedding at 9 or 10 am. This may be
served buffet style, or the guests
may be sealed at specified tables.
If you choose buffet style, an
assortment of fresh fruit, crois-

s
Add a splash of color to
your table with a whimsical
assortment of handpainted
dinnerware. Perfect for any
bride.
exclusively at the

Happines2Place
305 S 12th Street
kfurra), KenilIt i.V 42071

For Memories
That Last
A Lifetime.
We will gladly
assist you in
choosing the perfect
frame and matting
for your wedding
phoicis.

Also See Our Uniqiit
\
Selection Of
1 3
Gift Wes.
Sculptures • Photo Frames • Silk Plants
'Homo of Me Ultimo& • Cookson Frsinigr
'

The

GALLERY
301 North 12th • University Square • Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 • 759-1019

sant", rolls and quiches, with a
variety ofcold cuts and cheeses,is
nice. Hot coffee, tea and fresh
juice should be served.
With a sit-down breakfast you
may want to start with fresh juice
and fruit,then serve an omelette or
Eggs Benedict with toast or rolls
fot the entree. Hot coffee and tea
are a Must.
Pastries or a wedding cake
should be served. Serving alcoholic beverages is optional but
may include champagne, champagne punch, wine, screwdrivers
or bloody Marys.
Luncheon
These are similar to brunch
receptions and may be either sitdown or buffet style. They generally follow a late morning or high
noon ceremony and are served
between 12 noon and 2 p.m.
Buffet luncheons may include a
variety of salads, such as potato,
fruit, chicken, pasta or vegetables
with dip. Poached salmon and
shrimp are popular, but also expensive. Sandwiches, cold cuts
and cheeses we often served, and
are relatively inexpensive. Your
reception coordinator or caterer
will have suggestions, according
to your budget.
Sit-down luncheons may be
started by serving chiunpagne,
cocktails and hors d'oeuvres while
guests go through the receiving
line. Once the guests we seated, a
white wine may be served with
soup or salad to start Then boned
breast of chicken,a chicken crepe
or beef entree with rice and vegetables is nice.
Serve coffee or tea with the
wedding cake. Having an espressoicappucciIto bar,or offering
cbocolase cups filled with cordials
adds a nice touch.
Tea or Cocktail
Tea receptions we generally
held between 2and 5 p.m., usually

A Me MI of 1lioughtini planning cm result In Vii perfect wedding day.
starting not later than 3:30 p.m.
Coffee, tea or punch, both with
and without champagne or wine,
are generally served. Tea sandwiches or other finger food, along
with wedding cake, is the basic
requirement
This type of reception is the
least expensive to have, and perfect when there is a large guest list
and a small budget If held in a
home or prden, this type of
reception will cut down on rentals.
Cocktail receptions are held
between 4 and 7:30 p.m. If only
cocktails we being served,with no
dinner to follow, the reception
should start by 5:30 or 6 p.m. at
the tallest.
Usually champagne, wine,
punch or beer is served and in

WE SELL HEIRLOOMS
THE OLDEST METHOD
OF RECYCLING

klIVSA
IURK S11EFF
11.t EID& MANTON

../roretaoie.

lladdi agony o gift,
Dixieland Center • 753-8806

many cases there is an open bar,
depending on the budget Hot and
cold hors d'oeuvres may be pissed
or set out on the buffet tables.
Dinner
A dinner reception is usually
started sometime between 6 and 9
p.m. In many cases, cocktails and
hors d'oeuvres are served in the
firs hour, with a sit-down or
buffet dinner following. Such
cocktail service will add to your
eiqienses. (To keep expenses
down,offer wine and beer, rather
than a full bar.) A cocktail hour of
some kind gives people time to go
through the receiving line and
mingle with friends, especially
when a sit-down dinner follows.
Sit-Down Receptions
As mentioned before, quite obviously, this is a party where the
guests are served at the table. It
usually, but not always, has a
more formal feeling, and most of
the time is preceded by a cocktail
hour so the guests can mingle. A
sit-down reception provides for
more orpnization. It is easier to
get the guests' attention when the
traditional ceremonies, such as
cutting the cake, are to begin. On
some
hand,
other
the
people feel that sit-down service
tends to quiet the party down,and
discourages people from min-

eing.
Buffet Receptions
A buffet reception is one in
which the guests serve themselves. They may choose to sit at a
table of their choice, or seats may
be assigned. The buffet table is
arranged with a variety of food,
and can be either round or oblong,
with the food placed around the
edge. It may also be rectangulary
with food served from behind one
111 Sne Pain 12
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Buying wedding presents
can send money to CARE
By The Associated Pre=
Sharing the Gifts
Gifts for bridal couples also
can benefit others in need
around the world if they're
made by companies offering
"Made with CARE" lines.
Serving silver, bed and bath
textiles, area rugs, home furnishings and dinnerware are
among items that can be bought
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FROM PAGE 2
months ahead of time," Jones
said. "Usually, the earlier the
better. I'm usually the busiest in
late July and early August."
Geurin, who makes around
100 wedding cakes a year, likes
to have a two week notice for a
cake request_
"The booking of it is the
main thing." she said. "I prefer
to have a request two weeks in
advance, but I have done them
on two days notice. This time
of year and around Christmas
are usually the busiest times of
the year."

— Sasaki Akan dinnerware
as gifts with a portion of the
proceeds going to CARE for its with patterns adapted from
relief and development prog- Kente cloth, with symbolic
motifs.
rams
— Bedding from Fieldcrest
The collections, which highCannon with patterns based on
light ethnic art, include:
— Wilton Armetale's Africa designs from developing
designs, with serving trays and countries.
— Couristan area rugs with
bowls, a trivet, pitcher, and
wine bottle coaster, all made animal prints, African artwork
with polished Amsetale metal.
•See Pepe 12
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Highlight
Your Wedding
With Beautiful

lowers
We offer equipment & silk
rental, ferns (in summer)

ay

Give us a call

753-0932
Bel-Air Center • Murray

MAKE YOUR DRESS
LAST AS LONG
AS THE MEMORIES.
Trust Our Sanitone Drycleaning.
As a Certified Master Drycleaner, we can help preserve your
wedding dress. Using the gentle Sanitonet drycleaning process.
our experts can clean the most intricate and delicate of dresses.
And to assure you that your dress will hold its beauty, we'll
carefully package it in a special storage box. So put your trust in
the professionals And your dress will last as long as the
memories.

$200 OFF
On Any '10" or more Drycleaning Order!
Coupon Must Accompany Order!
Expires June 29. 1995
605 Main St.
. 753-2552
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Personalizing your ceremony
Today more and more couples
are composing their own, or a
portion of their own, ceremony.
There arc a number of ways you
and your fiance can add that
personal. creative touch to your
wedding. Beverly Clark's book
"Planning a Wedding to Remember" offen these suggestions for a

creative ceremony:
•Discuss with your officiant
v•hich portion, if any, of the
traditional wording may be
changed.
•Rattier than have your back to
the guests, change places with the
officiant and face your guests.

Weddings
Anniversaries
Birthdays
Special
Occasions
Social
Gatherings
Cakes...
Made To Order
Cakes, Caterings, Dinners
& Reception Planning

Gewin Cakes & Things
Jimmy & Vicky Geurin
RI. #6 Box 330. Murray • 436-2199

Lillian's Bridal- Snap
" Elegance in Bridal & Formal Wear to dress your dreams...
Special Occastow •
g
• PITTOPI Dresstag
• Paeant

((/

•At a small, intimate ceremony, family member.
•In a church wedding, you can
have the guestsjoin you at the altar
-You may want to print a find out about having the church
or have them join hands encircling program to be given to all the bells rung after you say your
guests as they enter. It could vows.
you.
•Include both sets of parents in include the names of your atten•There are creative alternatives
the processional.
dants and who they are or how you to throwing rice. Since rice can
-Have the groom meet you met them, a special poem or
cause harm to the bin* who may
prayer or your wedding vows.
halfway down the aisle.
eat it, consider having birdseed
•The bride can part from her Such a program gives a nice
thrown instead of the traditional
father by kissing him on the cheek personal touch, especially to a
rice. Dried rose petals, colorful
when they reach his scat, then large ceremony, and serves as a
confetti or streamers (in biodegrwalk alone to meet the groom. remembrance to take home.
able material)are affordable alter•Depending on your budget and
•Have the officiant ask "Who
natives. Or add some fun by
blesses this union?" or "Who the number of poeple,a single rose
having guests blow bubbles as the
blesses this marriage?" Have both could be handed to every guest,or
newlyweds leave the church.
sets of parents or all the guests join a candle for the guest to light
Sparklers (when carefully used
during an evening ceremony.
in saying, "We do."
and discarded)can be spectacular
•If you are not too nervous, you
-Some brides and grooms are
for an evening wedding.
each writing his or her own vows, can stop at the end of the aisle,
•Add a romantic touch to your
therefore making the vows diffe- take a single rose from your
nuptials, with the centuries-old
rent from one another. They may bouquet and hand it to your
European tradition of release
even choose to keep these prom- mother. Then take another and
white doves, the symbol of love,
ises secret until the wedding day. hand it to his mother. Keep this
unity and devotion, after being
•Involve children from previ- move as a little surprise for them.
-Incorporate symbolism in
pronounced husband and wife.
ous marriages by ackncwledging
With the church ceremony, stage
them in the ceremony through some way by carrying a family
special readings, prayers or the Bible, handkerchief or fan that the dove release outside. Re-exit
presentation of the "Family was carried by your or the groom's the church, and have the doves
Medallion."
mother.
released as your guests look on.
•The vows themselves should
only take two or three minutes to
repeat or recite to one another.
Additional thoughts on your commitment to marriage may be exFROM PAGE 10
especially nice when each food
pressed in the main body of the
ceremony or through the use of side, or with food displayed along station has a different theme and
both sides. The way the tables are type of food. Decorate them with
special poems and prayers.
-Have a favorite piece of music arranged will be determined by floral displays and unique serving
played or sung as you go down the the area available and the number pieces. They will not only look
aisle, something other than the of guests. Try to avoid making the beautiful, but are a fun way for the
traditional wedding march. Music guests wait in a long line. For a guests to eat, and will increase the
larger number of guests, have two mingling of guests. Try a beautiful
meaningful to the two of you
buffet tables, one at each end of display of cheeses with breads and
could also be sung or played
the room.
fresh fruits displayed in baskets,
during the ceremony or as you
Food Station Receptions
or an ice-carved boat filled with
leave. But check with your church
Another idea which is unique jumbo shrimp and crab legs. Or
or synagogue as to any music
and
adds to the decor of the area is you may add to this eating advenrestrictions they might have.
what is called food stations. They ture a chef carving a roast, serving
•Writc your own poem or
arc smaller buffet tables which are hot won tons from a wok or a
prayer and read it, or have quotaset up around the room, or in chicken crepe made right in front
tions from a favorite poem or
different areas of a garden. It is of the guests' eyes.
prayer read by the officiant or a

•Planning...

Bridal Gowns
•Ilissa •Mary's
•Jasmine • Jim Hielm
•Mon Chen • Venus
•Mori Lee • Moonlight
•Jessica McClintock
'Jacqueline •Bonny
'Lilt • Venus
and many others

•CARE...

J.T. LEE,Jeweler

Bridesmaid Dresses
from
Walters & Walters
Escapades • Lizette
•••••
All Bndal Accessones
Florist & Caterer
Custom designed veils
Professional fottrig & steaming
Heiriooming

Make Your Gifts of Love
As Special As Your Wedding
Custom & Traditional Engagement Rings,
Bands, Wedding Gifts for attendants.

Free Consaltadea & Layaway
•201 College St.
CWoos. TN
.
\-1 •

All Mafor Credit,
Cards Accepted

1400422-203
MOD 6411-9071

Dixieland Center • Chestnut St. • M-F 10-8

FROM PAGE 11
and Peruvian-style designs, all
made with natural antrual fibers
like cotton and wool.
— Home furnishings inspired
by countries like Kenya, Cameroon and Indonesia, from the
Masco trade lines — Drexel
Heritage. Henredon, BenchCraft, Lexington, Universal,
LaBarge, Frederick Edward,
Lineage. Ametex, Roben Allen
and Sunbury.
To find retailers for the lines,
call these numbers: Wilton
Armetale. (717) 653-4444;
Sasaki, (212) 6116-50130; Fieldcrest Cannon, (2)2) 247-77011
Couristaa, 1 (SOO) 223-61116;
and Masco, (910) 476-4777.
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